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twenty years 
Faradon 

Today, as two decades ago, experts consider Faradon 
Capacitors essential to reliable radio transmission 
and reception. 

Then in the "wireless sets" and now in the most 
luxurious consoles, Faradon Capacitors are accepted 
as the standard of electrostatic condenser depen- 
dability. 

We are always ready to assist in the solution of 
your capacitor problems. 

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO. 
Jamaica Plain Boston, Mass., U. S. A. 

Established 1907 
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ELECTROSTATIC CONDENSERS FOR ALL PURPOSES 
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"How I Laughed Myself 
Into Success in Radio" 

ttI'm sitting on top of the 
world! My bank account 
is growing fatter every day ... my home is all paid 
for ... I've just ordered a 
new car ... and my wife 
and I can at last enjoy life 
in real style. It sure feels 
great to be earning big 
money. And to think how 
it all came about!" 

IT happened on a rainy Mon- 
day night. I was reading a 

magazine while Mary was clear- 
ing away the supper dishes. Sud- 
denly a funny cartoon caught my 
eye ... and I laughed out loud. 

"Jim, you make me sick!" she 
cried. "How can you laugh while 
I'm nearly dying of weariness!" 

"But Mary dear -" 
"Don't dear me, you idiot!" 
I was alarmed. "Great heavens, what's 
wrong ?" 

"Wrong ?" she screamed, "here I drudge 
all day, do my own housework, wash 
all the clothes, take care of the baby, 
and worry about your meals. I never 
get a moment of freedom . . . and 
haven't a decent thing to wear even to 
church ...yet you never seem to care!" 

I was ashamed! 
A feeling of shame swept over me. So 
that was why she seemed so "moody" 
the last few days! Like a good sport 
she had suffered in silence until she 
couldn't keep it in anylonger.Poor kid! 

For hours after Mary had gone to bed 
that night I kept staring into space. 
What a mess I had made of our lives 
... What a slave I had made of her 
Listlessly I kept thumbing the pages of 
the magazine ... thinking ... think- 
ing. Was there no way out of it? 

Then suddenly ... as if by some kind 
act of Providence .... I stopped be- 
fore a story. It told of a fellow who 
had made quite a fortune in an un- 
crowded profession. Fascinated, I read 
on. It told of the brilliant opportu- 
nities in the radio industry ... of the 
big incomes fellows like myself were 
earning ... and of the ease with which 
expert radio training could be acquired. 
But what impressed me most was the 

by Howard Clark, 

fact that success was practically assured 
by means of a new home -study lab- 
oratory method sponsored by three of 
America's great corporations. 

With gigantic enterprises like these 
behind a school I needed no greater 
guarantee .... so without a second's 
further hesitation I tore the coupon 
and mailed it. 

A lucky event that changed 
my life 

It sure was my lucky day, when the 
first lessons came in. I never dreamed 
that learning radio was so easy. I didn't 
know the first thing about it when I 
started. Yet before many months were 
over I was able to solve many of the 
problems which command big pay. 

Each subject was explained in simple 
word and picture form. It carried me 
alonglike a novel. From magnetism and 
electricity the lessons took me step by 
step through trouble- finding and repair- 
ing- through ship and shore andbroad- 
casting apparatus operation and con- 
struction - through photoradiograms, 
television and beam transmission. 
I didn't have to give up my regular job. 
I stayed right at home and learned 

during-tny spare time. I actually 
learned by doing. With the les- 
sons I received a complete, expen- 
sive storehouse of apparatus with 
which I was able to build radio 
circuits and sets of almost every 
description. Yet it cost me ab- 
solutely nothing extra. 
As a result of this practical, tech- 
nical working out of big radio 
problems with a fine home - 
laboratory, I was able to earn 
good money even before I had 
completed my course! And it 
wasn't long before 'I was able to 
quit my regular work entirely... 
and branch out for myself in 
big paying radio jobs. 
Today, I have .more work than 
I can take care of. And I often 
make more money in a day than 
I used to earn in a week. 

Read this thrilling 
Free Book 

Howard Clark's story is typical 
of the success which scores of 

other men have achieved ... through 
the "big- league" training given by the 
home -study course of the Radio 
Institute of America ... the only school 
in America sponsored by RCA, General 
Electric and Westinghouse. 
Radio needs you. Manufacturers, 
dealers, broadcasting stations, ships 
. . . all need trained radio experts. 
The pay is big. The opportunities are 
limitless . . . The work is thrilling! 
Find out all about it. The Institute 
has prepared an interesting, illustrated 
booklet telling you all you want to 
know about this vast industry and 
about the remarkable home -study 
course that can fit you for a brilliant 
radio career. Just mail the coupon be- 
low ... the booklet is abso- 
lutely free. Radio Institute 
of America, 326 Broad- 
way, New York. 

Mail this 
coupon 

Radio Institute of America 
Dept.RB1,326 Broadway, New York 

Gentlemen: Please send me your big FREE 
50 -page book which tellsabout the great oppor- 
tunities in Radio and about your famous labo- 
ratory- method of radio instruction at home. 

Name 

Address 
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PAM 19 or 20 
Price without 
tubes, $175.00 

Successful Carnivals 
Must Have PAM Music 

Carnival Music must be heard over large areas -above the shouts and laughter 
of the skaters, and the ring of skates upon ice. 

Make your carnivals, at the club or public rink- indoors or out -a great suc- 
cess this winter with crystal clear music and plenty of it. For clear -cut an- 
nouncements use a MIK 1 two -stage microphone input amplifier which is designed 
for use with any of our PAM amplifiers. 

The PAM -20 is identical with the PAM -19 except that it furnishes in addition 
field current for a dynamic speaker designed to have its field energized by 90 to 
165 volts direct current. For all ocher types of speakers, including dynamics, 
having their field energized from storage battery or AC 110 volt 60 cycle, use the 
PAM -19. Both amplifiers are designed to operate from 105 to 120 volts 50 or 
60 cycles AC. 

Send for handsome folder RB3 describing the above and other 
Samson PAM Amplifiers which are also a "Sound Investment." 

Main Office: Canton, Mass. 
Manufacturers Since 1882 

amaonae /ho 
Factories at Canton 

and 
Watertown, Mass. 
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i1ìÍíi BANK BUILDING 

uJ FT. ANTENNA 
!1?EMENL?CÙS VOLUME. 

That's the performance of the Lincoln 8 -80 in the heart of Chicago 

SET BUILDERS REPORT 
Telegram Nov. 28th -"JAPANESE STATIONS RECEIVED ON LINCOLN SUPER JOAK, JOIK, JOBK." 
TOKYO, JAPAN; SAPPORO, JAPAN; OSAKA, JAPAN; BROUGHT IN THROUGH THE MANY STATIONS 
AROUND 300 METERS. 
"SIX PACIFIC COAST STATIONS WITHOUT ANTENNA OR GROUND. " -From Illinois. 

"After using it several days I can truthfully say that it is the first 
set that I ever heard or owned that performs as per the ad- OR WISHED TO RETURN HIS LINCOLN 8-80. 
vertisements of the manufacturers, in fact, if possible, it is a little 
better than advertised." 
"Being an ardent DX fan and having constructed and used prac- 
tically all of the standard supers and tuned radio frequency outfits 
and having personally constructed and experimented with inter- 
mediate super transformers and equipment, I find the Lincoln 
8-80 the best answer to all DX requirements. Only an experienced 
set builder can fully appreciate what it means to have solved for 
him such problems as having a proper means of matching an in- 
termediate transformer to any tube's individual characteristics. 
Tone quality, simplicity of operation, the ease with which outside 
stations can be brought in and the fact that the price is within 
range of all, make this the first set that I feel I could conscien- 
tiously recommend to everybody." 
"75 stations logged before the new allocation of stations from a 
Chicago Hotel where 75 other receivers could not get out." 
Practically every Lincoln 8-80 owner reports this wonderful 
reception. 

NOT A SINGLE BUILDER ItAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY BACK 

A WORD TO THE CUSTOM SET BUILDERS 
You can out -demonstrate, out -perform any competitive equip- 
ment in your territory. You can pull in station after station in 
every degree of the dial with perfect tone quality of your local 
station. All this without a squeal, and only using a small part 
of your available power, and at a price without competition. You 
can convince your customer in one short demonstration. 
The price of complete kit for the Lincoln 8-80 is $92.65. 
Due to the new principles involved every 8-80 works exactly alike, 
and you can get the same results as our finest laboratory model. 
If you want an evening full of straight- from -the -shoulder 
super- heterodyne dope written by an engineer who has played 
with every super going in the last few years, send 25 cents for 
William II. Hollister's "Secret of the Super" using the coupon 
below. 

LINCOLN ENGINEERING SERVICE ON STANDARD KITS 
Order to-day for immediate shipment any of the following Lincoln- Guaranteed complete kits: 

Sargent -Rayment Seven (S -M 710) kit . . .$120.00 Tyrman 80-super--less power pack $134.50 
S -M 720 Screen Grid Six 72.50 Tyrman 72 receiver kit 98.50 
S -M 720 Screen Grid Six -factory wired . . . 102.00 Tyrman 72AC, with power pack 153.50 
1929 Laboratory Superheterodyne. 95.70 11. F. L. Isotone 10 -tube super 195.00 

UNCCIN RADIO CORPORATION 
329 SOUTH WOOD ST. CHICAGO ILLINOIS 

Authorized Distributors for 
Lincoln 8 -80 

WESTERN RADIO MFG. CO. 
128 W. Lake St.. Chicago 
WALTER ROWAN CO. 

833 Washington St.. Chicago 
ELECTRIC & RADIO SUPPLY 

22 N. Franklin St.. Chicago 
RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY 

912 Broadway, Los Angeles 

LINCOLN RADIO CORP., Dept. B 
329 South Wood St., Chicago, Ill. 

Send me your big free catalog, listing a complete line of 
1929 kits for custom building. 

Enclosed find 25c, for which send me William H. Hollis - 
ter's new book, "The Secret of the Super." 

Name 

Address 

Authorized Distributors for 
Lincoln 8 -80 

KLADAG RADIO LABORATORIES 
Kline Bldg., Kent, Ohio 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE 
6 Church St., New York City 

CIIICAGO RADIO APPARATUS 
415 S. Dearborn St., Chicago 

HORACE HILLS 
200 Davis St., San Francisco, Calif. 
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S-M 720 
Screen Grid Six 

(See description on opposite page.) 

Read What They Say About It- 
Gentlemen: 

1 have had this kit in actual operation for 
over a month and am astounded with the 
results... Stations which my friends and my- 
self had given up as "lost at sea" have come 
thru like a ghost from the grave, and dance 
volume from a loudspeaker from the Pacific 
coast is a reality instead of z will -o- the -wisp. 
And knife -edge selectivity. What a treat! 

F. Lordan, Galveston, Texas. 

Gentlemen: 
On my set, which is a Silver Marshall Screen 

Grid Six, I am using a loop, and it might be 
interesting to you to know that in testing with 
the loop for distance this last week 1 received 
(at Rochester, N. Y.) Los Angeles, Hot Springs, 
Arkansas; Davenport, Iowa; Jacksonville, 
Florida and Omaha, Nebraska. 

Clayton R. Bragg, Rochester, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 
Between 4:30 P.M. and 9:00 P.M.- knocking 

off about an hour for supper -I logged 63 
stations within a radius of 2000 miles. Calgary, 
Alta., Canada, came in with pretty good volume 
and an Army band in St. Paul, Minn. nearly 
tore the speaker apart. 

Jos. H. Malkin, South Norwalk, Conn. 

If you build professionally, write us about 
the Service Station franchises. Or if you don't 
build, yet want your radio to be custom -made, 
S -M grill gladly refer your inquiry to an Author- 
ized Silver- Marshall Service Station near you. 

Are you receiving "The Radiobuilder" regu- 
larly? Every issue describes new and interesting 
radio developments. To all Authorized S -M 
Service Stations, it comes free of charge; to 
others a nominal charge is made. Use this 
coupon. 

Silver -Marshall, Inc. 
838 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A. 

..Please send me, free, the complete S-M 
Catalog; also sample copy of The Radiobuilder. 

Fur enclosed in stamps, send me the 
following: .... S0c Next 12 issues of The Radiobuilder 

.. $1.00 Next 25 issues of The Radiobuilder 
S-M DATA SHEETS as follows, at 2c each: 

....No. 1. 670B. 670ABC Reservoir Power Units 

....No. 2. 685 Public Address Unipac 

....No.3.730. 731. 732 'Round -the -World" Short 
Wave Sets 

....No. 4. 223, 225. 226. 256. 251 Audio Trans- 
formers 

....No. 5. 720 Screen Grid Six Receiver 

....No. 6. 740 "Coast -to- Coast" Screen Grid Four 
.No. 7. 673ABC High- Voltage Power Supply and 

676 Dynamic Speaker Amplifier 
.No. 8. Sargent -Rayment Seven 

....No. 9. 678PD Phonograph Amplifier 

L_ Name 
Address 

Huge 
Amplifying Power 
-250 type tubes, singly or in push - 

pull, with unbeatable S -M tone 
quality 

-built into an existing receiver, or 
separately for radio and phono- 
graph amplification 

-at prices below all competition 
-this is the S -M power amplifier 

story! 

As a separate two -stage amplifier for homes and 
small theatres, working from radio or phonograph 
into a dynamic speaker, using one each '50, '26 and 
'81 tubes, the S -M 678PD far outclasses, in quality 
and price, any competitive amplifiers at prices up to 
double that of the 678PD: WIRED $73; KIT com- 
plete $65. 

For portable use, to cover 2,000 -seat or larger 
auditoriums, or :outdoor crowds of up to 15,000, with 
optional voice, radio or record input -the S -M 685 
three -stage Public- Address Amplifier is ideal. WIRED 
$160, KIT $125. 

Conversion of any existing receiver to use '10 or '50 
type power tubes is accomplished with no change of wiring, 
by using S -M 675ABC power supply which supplies 
all ABC power for the power tube, and receiver B as 
well. WIRED, $58; KIT, $54. 

For large theatres, schools, hospitals, auditoriums or 
stadiums requiring the finest amplifying equipment, the 
S -M "PA" Rack -and -Panel Amplifiers, consisting of any 
required number of standard or special unit panels, will 
provide for any class of coverage. The system illustrated 
allows optional selection of one of two microphones, 
radio, or record input, with master gain control, visual 
volume level indicator, three -stage input amplifier, test 
meter panel, input amplifier power supply, and two socket - 
powered push -pull output panels of 15 watts undistorted 
power output each. With a voltage gain of over 5,000 
times, a frequency characteristic flat to 2 T.U.'s from 30 
to 4,000 cycles (with cut-off at 4,500 cycles) and with 
hysteretic distortion practically eliminated, the perform- 
ance of S -M "PA" type amplifiers is unconditionally 
guaranteed equal or superior to any and all competitive 
American equipment. 

Full information on these new amplifiers, as well as on the 720 Screen 
Grid Six and other S -M sets and kits, is contained in the new December 
edition of the S -M 24 -page general catalog. Ask for it, or send two cents 
for Data Sheet No. 9 covering the 678PD Amplifier. 

ir 

New Push -Pull Apparatus 
And now, S-M is glad to announce new super -quality push -pull audio 

transformers built on the Clough system, all offering curves flat from 
below 50 cycles to well above 5,000 cycles- transformers that give to 
"push- pull" a new and really startling significance. And their prices like their 
quality are unbeatable! 

The new 257 is a push -pull input type, to operate from one amplifier tube into 
two 171A, 210, or 250 tubes, and lists at the low price of only $7.00. Type 227 is a 
push -pull inter -stage transformer, to feed from two 112A, 226, or 227 tubes into 
two 112A, 226, 227 or 171A, 210 or 250 tubes, and lists at $8.00. 

Type 258 tapped output impedance is intended to feed from two 171A tubes 
into any standard speakers. Price $5.00. Type 248 Universal output choke is de. 
signed to feed out of two 210 or 250 tubes into one to six or more standard speakers, 
and is provided with several impedance- matching taps. It will handle over 20 
watts without core saturation. Price, 248 open mounted $7.00; or 228 (in same 
case as 227) $8.00. 

Remember -S -M guarantees these push -pull transformers to have a finer fre- 
quency characteristic than any and all competitive types -bar none. 

SILVER - MARSHALL, Inc. 
838 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, U. S. A. 
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SM This Is the Type of Kit that 

GRAYMORE 
Heartily Recommend s 

and Can Ship from Stock 
710 Sargent -Rayment Seven 
Designed by two famous engineers to 

give the very extreme of results now pos- 
sible in broadcast reception, irrespective 
of cost, the S-M 710 Sargent- Rayment 
Seven sets an entirely new standard. Ex- 
hausting the tremendous distance possi- 
bilities of 4- screen -grid R.F. stages- bring- 
ing in a station on every 10- kilocycle 
channel right around its single -control 
dial (with five auxiliary vernier knobs) - 
equipped with the unequalled S-M Clough 
system audio amplifier -yet the 710 is 
only $175 custom -built complete, or $130 
for kit including aluminum cabinet. 

720 Screen Grid Six 
The new S-M 720 embodies in the most 

perfect form the revolution that screen - 
grid tubes have brought about in long - 
distance reception. Three of these tubes 
in the R.F. stages, with shielded S-M coils, 
bring in distant stations on the next 10 kc. 
channel to powerful locals! The new S-M 
255 and 256 transformers set a far higher 
standard of tone quality than ever known 
before. Custom -built complete in 700 
cabinet, $102.00; complete kit, with 
pierced metal chassis and antique brass 
escutcheon but without cabinet, $72.50. 

700 Shielding Cabinet 
Beautiful two -tone brown moire finish, 

with walnut finish wood base, $9.25. 

740 Coast -to -Coast Four 
A time- tested and famous circuit -one 

R.F. stage, regenerative detector (non - 
radiating) and two A.F. stages -combined 
with immeasurably finer coils, the high 
efficiency of the screen -grid tube, all the 
gain of smooth- working regeneration, and 
new S-M Clough -system audios, make the 
740 the greatest value in the fifty -dollar 
class. WIRED in 700 cabinet: 740 (for 
D.C. tubes) $75; 740AC (A.C. tubes) $78. 
Kit less cabinet: 740, $51; 740AC, $53. 

680 Series Unipacs 
Perfect reproduction and hum -free 

light -socket operation have made S-M 
Unipacs famous. There are four types: 
two single -stage, and two two -stage models, 
using 210 or 250 tubes singly and in 
push -pull. Unipacs are available in kit 
or wired form- some supplying ABC 
power to receiver -at $81.50 to $117. 
Also 685 Public-Address- WIRED, $160; 
KIT, $125. 

Round -the- 
Wormd Short 

Wave Sets 
--and that means exactly 
what it says. As for 
instance: 

RADIO STATION 
CFBO 

SAINT JOHN, N. B. 
CANADA 

Silver -Marshall Inc., Chicago, Ill. 
Dear Sirs 

About two months ago I purchased one of your Round the World 
Four Short Wave Kits . . . 

The first day I had it was on a Sunday and from 12 Noon our time 
until 12 Midnight I never was without music. This set brought in 
KDKA, WGY, 5SW Chelmsford England and PCCJ Holland all 
with Loud Speaker Volume and good modulation. 

Since then I have used same in St. John here for rebroadcasting 
thru our station CFBO. 

As I am writing this only to-day I have been able to bring the 
first two Worlds Series Baseball games and rebroadcast them com- 
plete from start to finish. 

Please remember that we do not get any daylight reception here 
at all from either U.S. or Canadian Stations on the B.C.L. band, 
200 to 600 Meters. 

In closing I can only say that I built over twelve different short 
wave sets and yet to find the equal of the Round the World Four. 

5SW comes in every evening and 50% of the time with loud 
speaker volume. 

Yours very truly 
F. D. Thorne 

Supt. C F 13 0 

S -M "Round- the -World" Sets Are 
Available as Follows 

COMPLETE KIT 
Everything necessary to build the complete four tube r.f. regen- 
erative (non -radiating) short -wave set, including aluminum 
cabinet and two S-M Clough audio transformers. 
730 Complete Kit $51.00 730 Set, Wired $66.00 

ADAPTER KIT 
Complete with aluminum cabinet, less the two audio stages. Used 
with an adapter plu it converts any broadcast receiver for short- 
wave use. Ideal for 'Television. 
731 Adapter Kit $36.00 731 Adapter, Wired $46.00 

ESSENTIAL KIT 
Contains the two tuning and tickler condensers, four wound 
plug -in coils, coil socket, and three r.f. chokes, with full instruc- 
tions for building a 1, 2, 3, or 4 tube set. 
732 Essential Kit $16.50 

Headquarters for S -M Parts and Kits 
WE are one of Silver- Marshall's largest jobbers, 

and can fill promptly your mail orders for 
S -M, as well as for other high quality merchan- 
dise. Send coupon for our new catalog. Best discounts 
to dealers. 

Craymore Radio Corporation 
142 Liberty St. New York, N. Y. 

Prompt shipments on all 
items of the S -M line, in- 
cluding the new 678PD 
Phonograph Amplifier and 
power supplies and trans- 
formers of all types. 

i 

i 

t 

GRAYMORE RADIO CORP. 
142 Liberty St., New York, N. Y. 

RB1 

Please send your big new catalog of highest - 
quality radio parts and kits. 

I 

Name 

Address 

Town State 
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Vol. XIV. No. 3 

AMONG OTHER THINGS. . . 

THE next -the February -issue of RADIO BROADCAST will 
appear figuratively in new clothes. A famous designer is 

at work on an attractive new cover which will make RADIO 
BROADCAST more easily recognizable when you try to pick it 
out of the mass of others on the newsstands. The text will be 
set in a type which is easier to read and which presents a more 
attractive appearance than the type we now use. For those who 
are interested in such things, the present type face is Cadmus 
and the new RADIO BROADCAST will be set in Bodoni. Bodoni 
is a decorative type also notable because it is "easy on the 
eyes." The contents is in for some improving at the same time 
and we shall ask you to await the February issue for a com- 
plete announcement of that. 

TELEVISION occupies a good part of radio discussion 
1 these days and we want to be sure that our attitude on 

the subject is clear. "Television," unfortunately,. means one 
thing to one man and something altogether different to the next. 
Television, like radio broadcasting, may be considered experi- 
mentally or in respect to its entertainment value- something 
the general public will find satisfactory. Television of entertain- 
ment value is certainly not here and is not in prospect for some 
little time. Articles in this magazine have outlined the difficulties 
to be overcome before "program television" can be attained. 
On the other hand, experimental television is here. What most 
people mean when they say the word now is merely experimen- 
tal television. We do not intend to fill this magazine with arti- 
cles on the subject when there isn't much to say, but we shall 
not fail to give those who are interested in experimenting with 
it as much useful information as we can. We certainly do not 
discourage experimenting, but in television it should be made 
perfectly clear that such it now is, and that on a limited scale. 

NO NEW feature we have added to RADIO BROADCAST in 
the six years of its history has created anything like the 

favorable response that the special pages for the radio service 
man have produced. Many interesting manuscripts have been 
received and we hope that others who also have ideas which 
should be set down on paper and sent on for our consideration 
will become suddenly ambitious and send us their contributions. 

rr HE present issue contains a wide selection of articles of I interest: Boyd Phelps on "Unscrambling Television," 
Joseph Morgan on dynamic speakers, K. W. Jarvis on receiver 
performance, the Laboratory Staff on an a.c. operated tube 
tester, "The Service Man's Corner," Carl Dreher on "Sound 
Motion Pictures," and "Photographic Data for Broadcasters," 
Kruse on short -wave topics, the push -pull a.c. P. A. amplifier, 
are some of the most important. We are proud to offer these 
articles for they are all exclusive, interesting, and accurate tO 

the last degree. 

FEBRUARY RADIO BROADCAST will contain, among other 
things, an article by Dr. L. M. Hull on "Overall Measure- 

ments on Broadcast Receivers," a striking story by Boyd Phelps 
on how amateur television has been accomplished, a remarkable 
story by the Labaratory on the value of filtering in audio am- 
plifiers, several valuable experimental articles on short -wave 
work and -a host of other features. 

-WILLIS KINGSLEY WING. 
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A Kite Antenna Used in Early Radio Experiments 

This picture shows an unusual piece of radio apparatus 
which was used by Guglielmo Marconi during his trans- Atlan- 
tic radio tests in December 1901. The large kite which is held 
by G. S. Kemp, Marconi's first assistant, was employed to 

elevate the long receiving antenna which was used at Signal 
Hill, Newfoundland. The signals which were received during 
this experiment were sent from a station installed at Poldhu 

and was an event of the greatest historical importance. 
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RECENTLY the radio lis- 
tener has heard many 
peculiar sounds from his 

loud speaker, and, if he plays 
around on short waves, he prob- 
ably is familiar with an unusual 
noise which may be identified as 
a television signal. To the un- 
trained ear these transmissions all 
sound alike -a terrible racket; to 
the experienced television experi- 
menter the sounds often give a 
fair idea of the picture, even to 
permit recognizing the "sound" 
of faces of the immediate labor- 
atory staff. For the somewhat less 
experienced, a little practice with 
the speaker and televisor operat- 
mg simultaneously will enable him 
to pick out important characteris- 
tics of the,signal, as, for example, 
an abrupt change in tone quality 
when the picture contains two fig- 
ures, as two individuals side by side. 

The experimenter who inter- 
cepts a television program of un- 
known origin has before him the 
intensely interesting problem of 
deciphering these signals and de- 
termining the number of scanning 
holes and the speed of the disc, for 
this may be obtained from labor- 
atory tests. In this connection 
this article relates the author's ex- 
perience in unscrambling mysteri- 
ous television signals which were 
heard regularly on Long Island. 

The lowest frequency in a tele- 
vision signal cannot be classed as 
a musical tone; it is a rapid series 
of thumps coming at the rate of 
71, Jo, 15 or 20 times per sec- 
ond. This represents the number 
of complete pictures per second. 
A picture rate below 15 generally 
causes a noticeable flicker to the 
eye, like moving pictures projected 
speed than normal. 

PHELPS' EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISOR 

Unscrambling 
I elevision 

at a slower 

THE SCAN FREQUENCY 

THE audio tone which seems to be the loudest 
single frequency in a complex television 

signal represents the scan frequency which is the 
mathematical product obtained by multiplying 
the number of holes or scan lines by the number 
of complete pictures per second. This product 
is usually 360, 45o, 480 or 720 cycles per second, 
or intermediate values. This pitch seems es- 
pecially loud because it is in a sensitive range of 
the ordinary amplifier and speaker, and be- 
cause it is pure, regular and continuous. It corre- 
sponds to a musical note near the middle of the 
piano key -board somewhat above middle C. 

In television amplifiers, contrary to speech and 

By .; OYD PHELPS 

music amplifiers, all audio tones below the scan 
frequency can be eliminated in many cases and 
quite good quality will remain. This feature is 
useful if a B -power unit is used to supply plate 
power for the amplifier, as a scarcely noticeable 
power- frequency hum in the speaker manifests 
itself on the picture as light and dark bands. 
When a power frequency of Go cycles is used, four 
light bands appear if the disc is running goo 
r.p.m. (15 pictures per second) and eight bands 
appear if 45o r.p.m. (72 pictures per second) 
is the disc speed, for example, with 3xx and 
WRNY, respectively. If these bands creep slowly 
up or down while the picture is held correctly 
framed it is an indication that synchronizing by 
the direct mounting of the disc on a synchronous 
motor would not be feasible, as was discussed in 
last month's article by the writer. Therefore, if 

t57 

the amplifier has a sharp low -fre- 
quency cut -off above 120 cycles, 
the interference caused by the a.c. 
hum is eliminated. The only ex- 
ception to this statement would 
be a case where the a.c. modula- 
tion varies the overall efficiency 
of the amplifier, for if the desired 
signal frequencies are choked off 6o 
times per second a high -pass filter 
will not help this. An example 
would be low- current filaments op- 
erated on a.c. much below their 
correct temperature where the 
emission varies rapidly with small 
changes in filament voltage. But 
a good amplifier underloaded 
should amplify weak or strong 
signals proportionately, wh ereas 
stray a c. hum picked up in any 
stage, if passed to the next tube at 
high loss, does not assume great 
magnitude or appreciable nuisance 
in the television amplifier consid- 
ered above. The writer has recently 
thrown together a three -stage 
transformer -coupled amplifier in 
which practically all the iron in 
the cores has been removed and 
the flat section of the curve moved 
up considerably, which seems 
promising although curves have 
not been run as yet. 

We now come to the complex 
picture frequencies of a television 
signal which are the result of the 
detail of the image. if the pic- 
ture were divided vertically into 
one light and one dark section 
we know the frequency would 
be 72o cycles in the case of the 
better forms of common television, 
therefore, it does not take much 
imagination to appreciate the fact 
that the details of a face -eyes, 
nose, moustache, etc. -may pro- 

duce frequencies that will run well into the thou- 
sands of cycles For example, impulses crosswise 
of the picture, equivalent to the none -too-good 
detail represented by 48 vertical lines, at speed 
near the flicker point would be represented by a 
frequency of 48 x 48 x i 5 which works out to be 

34,560. Although decently recognizable faces can 
be produced without such high frequencies, the 
change from light to dark at the sharp contrast 
points, as the pupils of the eyes or edge of coat 
sleeve, is quite a ways from instantaneous, and in 
the received image the shaded gray area at these 
points may be several scan holes in width, al- 
though the photo -electric cell at the transmitter 
may be making its maximum change in a one - 
hole width of the picture. But, in photography, 
portraits usually have their sharp harshness re- 
moved by an intentional diffusion. Television 
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limited to frequencies below 5000 cycles 
is, in the writer's opinion, far from hope- 
less. It is far easier to ruin a picture 
with improper adjustments of the amp- 
lifiers at the transmitter or receiver. 

THE PROBLEM 

NOW we come to the problem of figur- 
ing out what kind of a disc the 

transmitting station is using by listening 
to it, and the writer has had some exper- 
iences along this line that may be of in- 
terest to recount. This form of " radio 
sleuthing" originated early in March, 1928, 
when an attempt was made to unscram- 
ble the signals sent by the Baird Labora- 
tories in London to the Berengaria in 
mid -Atlantic. The details of this adven- 
ture were in the newspapers at the time 
and included such features as banging 
the characteristic notes on a piano and 
sending them over a telephone line to a 

piano tuner who was called out of bed to 
sound his tuning forks on the other end of 
the line to determine the absolute scan 
frequency. W2BUO, who assisted in this 
escapade, procured a fairly flat square 
brass disc of power -house flywheel pro- 
portions. In the haste to get the apparatus 
operating before the next nightly schedule, the 
corners were not even cut off. No further signals 
were transmitted, however, so it was never 
learned how accurately the number of holes and 
revolutions were calculated. A phonograph rec- 
ord was made of the signals as it is possible to 
preserve moving pictures this way. 

Recently a near -by station was secretly send- 
ing short television schedules that have been 
shrouded in a similar deep mystery. Trial on all 
discs and speeds produced nothing intelligible, 
yet the sounds apparently were genuine and had 
the characteristic variations of a person moving 
around or the scene shifting. The characteristic 
scan frequency was quickly found to be B above 
middle C on the piano, which, according to 
international pitch scale, would be 488 cycles. 
The pitch-of the piano in question is according to 
standards that pianos assume that have not been 
tuned since radio became popular- usually 
lower. However WRNY "tuned in" on G above 
middle C and their scan frequency is close to 
360 cycles.(The keys now look like a log of Who's 
Who in Television.) Dust was blown off the old 
college physics book and the ratio of the two 
notes was found to be 4 to 5. The two musical 
notes on the piano still being good chords, both 
having lowered the same amount, the ratio was 
applied and a scan frequency of 45o determined. 

Now, as the scan frequency is the product of 
the number of holes and the speed of rotation per 
second, and neither of these factors were known, 
the problem was still quite a way from complete 
solution. Some slide -rule computations reduced 
the unlimited possibilities to the following proba- 
bilities: 6o holes at 71 r. p. s., 5o holes at 9 r. p. s., 

45 holes at io r. p. s. or 3o holes at 15 r. p. s. 

Any of these cases would give the characteristic 
450-cycle scan -frequency note. It was assumed 
that even speeds were used with no "fractional" 
holes or trick arrangement of holes. 

A NOVEL FREQUENCY COUNTER 

THE next step was to measure the picture 
frequency which is strong in cases where an 

unmodulated series of scan lines exist, as for 
example, the margin above the head of an indi- 
vidual being scanned, or other irregularities 
appearing once in each complete picture. In the 
case of the unknown signals in question they were 
too fast to count -one can count to almost 12 in 
a second -so a device was invented for the pur- 

REAR VIEW OF TELEVISOR 

ONE of the most ingenious experimenters 
in radio to-day is Boyd Phelps. His 

work represents in our mind a proper exam- 
ple of genuine "amateur" experimenting. 
This article, describing experiments in sorting 
out television signals in which every factor but 
transmission frequency was unknown, will be 
found worthy of the reader's attention -not 
only because the work represents an extraor- 
dinarily ingenious procedure but because it 
indicates very definitely the difficulties of 
achieving results of any account at all in 
television experimenting. 

-THE EDITOR. 

pose. The device consisted of a hand drill, a 

saucer and a bent nail. The gear ratio of the hand 
drill was such that the bent nail in the chuck 
made four taps on the saucer for every turn of 
the handle. The handle was turned at such speed 
as to have the taps on the saucer in step with the 
picture frequency, and the counting of the handle 
turns was easy. Thus, in a ten -second run a 

count of handle turns of 221, 25 or 371 would 
establish whether the picture frequency was 9, 
to or 15 per second or if not it would probably be 

a near -by value. 
The second time the signals were heard this 

was tried and every trial turned out very close 
to 371 so it was a safe enough assumption that 
the transmitter was using 3o holes in a disc 
running 15 r. p. s. (90o r. p. m.) A vibrating 
reed was used, and a variable -speed 48 -hole disc 
produced stationary specs of the image at 15 r. p. 
s.; all checked the bent nail observation closely. 

Much has been written concerning the design 
of television discs so only the final data will be 
given here. A spiral inside an existing 48 -hole 
spiral was laid out. In a 3o-hole disc a maximum 
radius of slightly over 7" gives an image I1" wide 
at the top. A picture height of 11" was con- 
venient as this gave exactly 20 scan lines per 
inch. These scan lines, while 0.05" wide in theory, 
were made with a round drill of larger size calcu- 
lated on circle overlap such that inscribed 
squares would be edge to edge. The sides of the 
theoretical square being 0.05 ", the diagonal 
(also circle diameter) figured 0.0706" and the 
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nearest drill size was No. 5o having a 
diameter of o.o70o." 

THE RESULTS 

IT WAS the morning of the third day 
when the disc was tried out and the 

interesting pictures watched with a thrill 
of one eavesdropping in on something un- 
usual -like watching the antics of a com- 
edian practicing in supposed solitude. This 
key- holing being absolutely a one -way 
affair added to the charm, due to secur- 
ity from detection. The question now 
arises, if I describe what I saw would I 

be violating my oath of secrecy sworn 
to on the back of my operator's license 
and the law not to divulge or publish the 
contents of any message not addressed to 
me or which I am not the authorized 
agent to forward? It was quite obviously 
not broadcast for public consumption, 
has had no advertising or publicity, and 
was preceded by a weak announcement, 
"Station 2x? conducting a test." The 
days of only a code operator being able 
to receive and divulge a radio message are 
over. Perhaps the oath of secrecy should 
be administered to the whole public and 

thereafter to all infants within 90 days of birth. 
The pictures on these pages show the ap- 

paratus used in the experiments described 
in this article. The front view of the televisor 
reveals that the container was once a phonograph 
cabinet -pioneering now in television as it did 
in broadcasting at 9 zT, when the writer sent its 
music to Minneapolis amateurs in 1921. Below 
the speed -control knob and shaft may be seen 
the bias resistor for the power tube. This resistor, 
which is common to the plate supply and the 
grid returns, is employed to regulate the bril- 
liancy of the picture on the neon tube which is 

connected directly in series with the plate circuit 
of the 210 -type power tube. The double -throw 
switch behind the bias resistor makes possible 
a change from ear to eye "entertainment." 

An interesting feature of the televisor is the 
flivver speedometer which is mounted on the 
front panel. This instrument, having been taken 
apart and calibrated in r. p. m., is employed as a 

tachometer. 
The second picture shows the mechanical 

arrangement of the scanning disc assembly. A 
synchronous motor providing uniform speed is 
belt connected to a countershaft having friction 
drive to the back face of the scanning disc. 
The knob to the left turns a threaded brass rod 
that moves the countershaft assembly radially 
to frame accurately the picture and compensate 
differences in scanning speeds of various trans- 
mitters. The pulleys have additional small 
flanges (not shown) which quickly take a shorter 
belt for slower speeds. The neon tube is shown 
opposite the 30-hole spiral described in this 
article, but it can be raised easily to the level 
of the 48 -hole spiral. Many methods of speed 
control have been tried but this system has 

provided the best results. 
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All about the 

DYNAMIC 
Loud Speaker 

By ,JOSEPH MORGAN 

IT IS the purpose of this article to set forth 
clearly, simply, and without prejudice, the 
application, performance, method of use, ad- 

vantages, and disadvantages of the modern 
dynamic loud speaker. 

The arrival of a new and successful device 
upon the market is always attended by exagger- 
ated claims and general misinformation as to its 
use and operation. This is not so much due to the 
desire of the manufacturer to further the 
sale of his product, as to the misguided 
enthusiasm of the radio fan. That such a 
condition should exist is deplorable, since 
the new device is often improperly em- 
ployed and its good characteristics are 
discredited. 

No new instrument is a panacea. Per- 
fect design in a vacuum tube cannot 
compensate a defective rheostat. IA per- 
fect loud speaker cannot even slightly 
ignore the defects of an overloaded ampli- 
fier. In fact, the reverse is more nearly 
true -a poor loud speaker can, to a re- 
markable extent, overcome such defects! 

Before considering the dynamic speaker 
in detail, the reader should have a 
knowledge of the general problems of 
loud speaker application and design, 
as well as the specific principle upon 
which the dynamic type is based. For this pur- 
pose the reader is referred to the article by the 
present writer, titled "All About Loud Speakers" 
which appeared in the August, 1928, RADIO 

BROADCAST. 

The three most important properties to be 
considered in the discussion of the technical 
merits of a loud speaker are: 

(1) The frequency- response characteristic 
(2) The efficiency 
(3) The load capacity 
We will consider first the frequency- response 

characteristic. The dynamic type of loud 
speaker, using a free -edge paper cone, is es- 

coR0 

-International Resestance Company 

sentially what is called an "inertia- controlled 
diaphragm" loud speaker. This means that 
throughout the important frequency range the 
electrical driving force is expended in accelerat- 
ing the mass of the diaphragm. In other words, 
the moving structure, which consists of the voice 
coil and the sound -radiating paper cone, acts as 
a solid piston. If it were true that the dynamic 
loud speaker behaved solely in this manner 

current to this coil. Further, the base of the cone 
is fastened to the metal supporting ring by means 
of a flexible annular ring or washer usually made 
of leather. These springs together with the 
leather ring, hold the moving structure quite 
rigidly with respect to radial movement, but 
permit very free axial motion. 

The combination of paper cone, moving coil, 
and metal springs has its own natural frequency 

of vibration. Advantage is taken of this 
natural frequency to obtain a large re- 
sponse at the low- frequency end of the 
scale, where much energy is required to 
produce sufficiently intense sounds, due, 
in part, to the fact that much of the 
associated apparatus, such as amplifiers, 
have inadequate low- frequency character- 
istics. This natural frequency usually 
occurs somewhere between 20 and 70 
cycles per second and varies not only 
with the make of the loud speaker but 
also from one loud speaker to another 
of the same make. In one well -known 
make of dynamic loud speaker tested by 
the writer, the resonant frequency in six 
loud speakers chosen at random varied 
from 4o to 65 cycles per second. If the 
resonant frequency were kept within the 
range mentioned it would have practically 

no influence upon the response of the loud 
speaker above loo cycles per second. 

lS\.p 

MANY months ago, in "Strays from the Laboratory," 
we predicted that the "dynamic" loud speaker 

would probably be predominant in the radio field during 
this season. That prediction has been amply borne out. 
Subsequent comment in "Strays" has compared the per- 
formance of these reproducers with other types and pre- 
sented some information on their operation. This article, 
written by Joseph Morgan, an engineer in whom we have 
the highest confidence, does answer practically all of the 
questions which arise. A careful reading will enable those 
who are using this type of reproducer to make it better 
serve their needs and will clarify the minds of those who 
now feel they are pretty cloudy on the whole subject. 

-THE EDITOR. 

G-Vo 

throughout the entire audio -frequency range, the 
frequency- response curve would be very nearly 
a straight line with the response gradually 
falling off at the higher frequencies. However, 
there are a number of secondary factors which 
must be considered in the determination of the 
response of such a loud speaker. 

We shall consider first the mechanical factors. 
Due to the fact that the moving coil must be 
supported more or less rigidly with respect to its 
concentric position in the air -gap of the magnetic 
field, two or more thin flat metal restraining 
springs are used, both to maintain the centering 
of the moving coil and to act as conductors of 
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THE CHANGE AT 3000 CYCLES 

AT ABOUT 3000 cycles per second, the mov- 
ing structure ceases to act as a solid piston 

and begins to behave as a conical diaphragm 
with a fixed outer edge. In that part of the sound 
spectrum in which the transition takes place 
from free -edge to fixed -edge action, large irregu- 
larities in response are likely to occur, and in the 
band of frequencies in the fixed -edge region the 
response is, in general, greater than in the free - 
edge region. This is due in part to the conical 
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shape of the diaphragm which acts as a horn for 
these higher frequencies. 

The conical shape is chosen because it gives a 
maximum of rigidity with a minimum of weight. 
The angle of the cone varies in different instru- 
ments from approximately 75 degrees to 15o 

degrees. The maximum rigidity is obtained with 
a 9o-degree angle at the apex. If the angle is in- 
creased beyond 90 degrees, less rigidity is ob- 
tained but a somewhat better frequency -response 
characteristic results. It is a difficult problem to 
obtain the best compromise. 

The material and tension of the annular sup- 
ports are very important. The ring must be stiff 
enough to hold the outer edge of the cone con- 
centrically and to prevent the edge of the cone 
from whipping. At the same time it must not 
interfere with free axial motion. 

The cone itself is usually made of stiff paper 
to obtain maximum strength with minimum 
weight. The paper must be carefully chosen so 
that it will not alter in texture, shape, or size 
with changes in atmospheric conditions such as 
temperature and humidity. In some makes of 
loud speakers, corrugated cones are used. It is 
claimed by some manufacturers of these loud 
speakers that a more even frequency -response 
characteristic results. However, after a number 
of tests, the writer has been unable to verify this 
statement. 

A very important factor which influences the 
frequency characteristic of any loud speaker is 
the impedance of the voice coil. It is important 
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to know the value of this imped- 
ance, its alteration with change in 
voice frequency, and the relative 
values of its resistance and react- 
ance components. The ideal loud 
speaker would have a constant im- 
pedance of pure resistance. This 
ideal, while not realized in practice, 
is more closely approached in the 
dynamic type of loud speaker than 
in any other. The impedance in- 
creases with the higher frequencies, 
thus reducing the electrical input at 
these frequencies. Individual makes 
utilize voice coils having from one to 
as many as several thousand turns. 
In American practice the impedance 
of the moving coil, which usually is 
wound with too to 200 turns of fine 
wire, is of the order of magnitude 
of io ohms in the lower frequency 
range. There is on the market at 
least one loud speaker with a voice 
coil consisting of a single turn of thin 
copper ribbon, having an imped- 
ance of less than o.00i ohm. 

TRANSFORMER NEEDED 

T HE very low impedance of these 
voice coils necessitates the use of 

a step -down transformer to feed 
into the voice coil, in order that 

the ratio of last -stage plate- circuit impedance 
to voice coil impedance shall be maintained at 
the proper value, usually 1:2. These transformers 
are usually built right into the loud- speaker 
housing, although there are obtainable on the 
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market to-day specially constructed transformers 
to be used in place of those built into the loud 
speaker [See table on page 194 of this issue. - 
Editor]. Under certain conditions more efficient 
results can be obtained by the use of these special 
transformers. 

In the case of the dynamic loud speaker, the 
method of mounting is very important, with 
respect to the reproduction of the lower frequen- 
cies. An entirely unmounted dynamic loud 
speaker radiates very little energy below 300 
or 400 cycles. Therefore, in order to take ad- 
vantage of the excellent low- frequency character- 
istic of this device, it is necessary to mount the 
loud speaker either in a suitable cabinet or baffle- 
board. If it is desired to reproduce frequencies 
down to about ioo cycles per second, the speaker 
may be mounted in a small inclosed cabinet with 
vent holes at the back. Sometimes annoying 
resonances are set up in these cabinets which 
cause the loud speaker to chatter at certain 
frequencies. Proper arrangement of the vent 
holes together with sound- absorbing padding 
inside of the cabinet will usually correct this 
trouble. However, if full advantage is to be taken 
of the low- frequency characteristic of the loud 
speaker it should be mounted in a large baffle - 
board or in a wall. In order successfully to radiate 
low tones, the distance from the front edge of the 
cone to the back edge by the shortest mechanical 
path through the air around the baffle should be 
at least one quarter the wavelength of the lowest 
note to be reproduced; 32 inches for ioo cycles, 

to inches for 3o cycles. An ideal method of 
mounting this type of loud speaker is to set it in 
a large wall above the level of the listener's head. 
Such a wall is in effect, an infinite baffle and will 

permit the speaker to radiate the 
lowest tones which it is capable of 
generating. 

The tendency towards excessive 
response in the frequency range 
from 3000 to 5000 cycles has been 
mentioned before. In the reception 
of radio signals where the side bands 
are somewhat suppressed, due to 
too great selectivity, this excess 
actually improves the overall repro- 
duction but in those cases in which 
there is no such cutting of the side 
bands, it is necessary for the best 
results to find some means of at- 
tenuating this excess high -frequency 
response. 

For this purpose some manufac- 
turers employ an equalizer -filter 
which tends to suppress this excess- 
ive response. This filter is usually 
connected across the input of the 
tube -to -coil transformer. They are 
called " band- suppression filters." In 
Fig. 1 are shown the frequency - 
response curves of three typical 
dynamic loud speakers without 
filters, designated as A, B, and 
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C. It will be noted that A and B have markedly 
increased response at the higher frequencies, 
while C has not. In Fig. 2 are shown these same 
loud speakers, A and B, when the filters are used. 
The response of a fourth loud speaker, D, is also 
given. The frequency -response characteristics of 
two other dynamic loud speakers are shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. 

[In analyzing these response curves the many 
small irregularities can be neglected, since, in 
general, they will not be audible to the ear. A 
good idea of what we might term the "average" 
response curve of the loud speaker can be ob- 
tained by drawing a smooth curve as we have in- 
dicated in dotted lines on curve D of Fig. 2. Note 
that the curves are plotted in Tu. With pure 
single- frequency tones the minimum change in 
response audible to the average ear is 2 TU, but 
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Circuit of A.C. Dynamic loud speaker 

when the tones are complexed as they are in 
speech or music a variation of 3 TU will not gen- 
erally be audible to the untrained ear. -Editor.] 

EFFICIENCY 

THE 
second item to be considered is the ques- 

tion of efficiency. By efficiency is meant the 
ratio of the output power in sound to the input 
electrical power. It is well known that the effi- 
ciency of the average loud speaker is very low. In 
the better makes of horn and fixed -edge cone loud 
speakers, the efficiency rarely exceeds I per cent. 
In other words, 99 per cent. of the electrical out- 

put power of the amplifier is thrown away and 
only I per cent. converted into useful sound 
energy. In a good dynamic loud speaker, the 
efficiency is somewhat greater, and may be as 
high as 4 or 5 per cent. [In other words, for a 
given electrical input a good dynamic will turn 
out four or five times as much sound power as 
an ordinary cone, or conversely with about one - 
fifth the input the same output can be obtained 
from a good dynamic as from a cone. -Editor.) 
It is very important to have high efficiency since 
the higher the efficiency, the smaller the ampli- 
fier and associated apparatus necessary to pro- 
duce a given volume of sound without distortion. 
In considering the efficiency of a dynamic loud 
speaker it is usual to neglect the power required 
to excite the electro- magnet, since this energy is 
readily obtained without the use of elaborate or 
expensive apparatus. 

In order to obtain high efficiency it is first 
necessary. to have a strong magnetic field. This 
is obtained by using large electro- magnets wound 
with many turns of wire. The limits to the in- 
tensity of the field which may be produced are 
the allowable heat developed in the field wind- 
ing, the saturation of the magnetic circuit and 
the size of the air -gap across which this field must 
exist. There are three ways in common practice 
of exciting these fields. Choice among them is 
largely a matter of convenience, the final result 
being very much the same with all methods. The 
most common method employs a 6- to I2 -volt 
storage battery for the excitation of the field. 
The second method utilizes the field as a choke 
coil in the filter system of the high -voltage d.c. 
power- supply device. This method is very eco- 
nomical since the energy dissipated in the field 
would otherwise go to waste. The third method, 
which is becoming more common, employs a 
transformer and rectifier so that I io volts a.c. 
may be used as a source of field supply. The line 
voltage is stepped down by means of the trans- 
former and is then rectified in order to give a 
pulsating direct current for the field. In some 
makes of loud speaker a compensating coil is 
used to reduce the hum which would otherwise 
result from this pulsating field current. If, how- 
ever, the field magnets are thoroughly saturated, 
the hum may not be sufficient to cause trouble. 
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FIG. 6 
Construction detail of a stand- 
ard Dynamic loud speaker 

In order to maintain a high field strength it is 
necessary to have as small an air -gap as possible. 
Since the voice coil moves along, rather than 
across the air -gap, it is necessary to have only 
sufficient space for clearance between the coil 
and the iron. This clearance is made as small as 
possible consistent with the free motion of the 
coil along the gap. Its value is usually about 
0.005 inch. 

Needless to say, the lighter the weight of the 
entire moving structure, the greater will be the 
efficiency of the loud speaker, since it is desirable 
to use as much of the electrical energy as possible 
to accelerate the air in front of the cone and as 
little as possible to accelerate the mass of the 
moving structure itself. The spring suspension 

Mechanical and Electrical Data for Dynamic Speakers 

NAME 
CONE VOICE COIL TRANSFORMERS MAGNETIC FIELD 

Diameter Thickness Angle Ratio Primary Secondary Volts 

6 
d.c. 

Watts Flux Density Impedance No. of Turns Wire Size 

5.95 ohms 
at 100-+ 

105 .21R 2.4 12000 
lines /sq. cm. 

At 8" 0.008" 90° 

Az 8" 0.008" 90° 

90° 

34 110 
d.c. 

110 
a.c. 

3.5 12000 
lines /sq. cm. 

5.95 ohms 
at 100+ 

105 

Aa 8" 0.008" 5.95 ohms 
at 100+ 

105 21' 

1 

4.2 12000 
lines /sq. cm. 

Eli 

1,2 

64" 0.008" 90' 6.4 ohms 
at 100- 

6.7 ohms 
at 500.. 

26 ohms 
at 5000 

100 33 °' ' 4000 
No. 35 

120 
No. 19 

6-12 
d.c. 

100 to 
200 
d.c. 

3.9- 
15.6 

4 -8 67" 0.008" 90° 6.4 ohms 
at 100 

6.7 ohms 
at 500-' 

26 ohms 
at 5000 

100 33 ort 4000 120 
No. 35 No. 19 

less than 
0.001 ohm 

1 C 9" 135° I 4(0 4500 1 110 
a.c. 

10 

5.5 

14000 
lines /sq. cm. 

13.5 ohms 
at 100 

140 34 ^i 3600 180 6 
I d.c. 

I), 8" 

U 8" 13.5 ohms 
at 100-+ 

140 34 "14 3600 180 90 
d.c. 

4.2 

c; 6t 110° 0.5 ohms 
at 100'+ 

29 1 

1 

I 

rp. 6 6 
I d.c. 

10,000 
lines /sq. cm. 

Note: Loud speakers Ar. As. and Aa. have characteristics which correspond to curves A of Figs. I and 2. The only difference between loud speakers 
identified by the same letter is in the design of the field winding.-THE EDITOR. 
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previously referred to must be made light and 
flexible so as to expend a minimum of energy in 
the flexure of these springs. 

The ohmic resistance of the voice coil should be 
kept low in order to reduce the heat loss in the 
copper to a minimum, for a given voice -coil 
current. 

LOAD CAPACITY 

THE third item is the load capacity of the loud 
speaker. This is limited by several factors. 

First, the tendency of the paper cone to buckle 
and rattle at the higher frequencies if too much 
energy is supplied to the speaker. Second, the 
tendency of the loud speaker to be thrown into 
violent motion at its low resonant- frequency 
point. The third limitation is that due to what is 
called "non- linear distortion." This means the 
introduction of frequencies into the sound 
radiated which were not present in the electrical 
input to the loud speaker. This may be due to a 
number of causes and this type of distortion dis- 
tinctly limits the load capacity of the speaker, 
since such distortion increases greatly with the 
quantity of sound energy radiated. The major 
cause of this distortion is due to the inequality 
between the propelling and restraining forces act- 
ing on the moving structure. A well -constructed 
dynamic loud speaker, however, is capable of 
fairly large sound output without such distortion 
becoming apparent to the ear, and the writer 
has found that with most of the dynamic loud 
speakers on the market, the sound output 
capacity is limited by paper and spring rattles at 
the higher frequencies. 1 he fourth limitation, 
which is seldom reached in the ordinary dynamic 
loud speaker, is that of the production of heat in 
the moving coil. In other words, if all three of the 
previous capacity limiting factors were absent, 
the capacity of the loud speaker would still be 
limited by the amount of heat which can be 
safely radiated from the voice coil. 

In order to obtain a maximum of energy in a 
minimum of space with the greatest allowable 
temperature rise, one manufacturer uses a single - 
turn voice coil which permits a very small ratio 
of insulation to conductor thereby increasing the 
capacity of the loud speaker. 

RADIO BROADCAST 

It will be seen from the above description 
that the design, construction, and application 
of the dynamic loud speaker is a problem involv- 
ing many factors, consequently a great variation 
in the products of different manufacturers is to be 
expected. The writer has found this to be true, 
and has examined some which were excellent, 
some which were fair, and some which were very 
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poor. It is not sufficient to have a good theoreti- 
cal principle. The design, construction, and 
application based upon this principle determine 
the quality of the actual product. 

Many of the manufacturers issue complete 
specifications together with frequency- response 
curves, and much can be learned from these data. 
The reader is warned against believing that a 
loud speaker must be good because it is a dynam- 
ic loud speaker. It is also important to remind 
him that a loud speaker cannot be judged unless 
it is used in the proper manner, and with ade- 
quate associated apparatus. The larger the 
capacity of the amplifier, up to a reasonable 
limit, which feeds the loud speaker, the better 
will be the quality of the reproduction with a 
good loud speaker. If it is possible to use a well - 
designed amplifier with two 250-type tubes in 
push -pull in the last stage, an excellent result 
may be obtained. It is undoubtedly true that a 
sacrifice will be made if a smaller output is em- 
ployed. This is particularly undesirable for the 
production of low tones which are so necessary 
for natural reproduction of speech and music. 

MULTIPLE LOUD SPEAKERS 

WHERE feasible, splendid results may be 
obtained by using two or more dynamic 

loudspeakers in the same bafffeboard. In one such 
design, built by the writer, six dynamic loud 
speakers of well -known make were placed in a 
single baffìeboard as shown dimensionally in 
Fig. 7. These six loud speakers had their voice 
coils connected in series and were supplied by a 
special Amertran transformer feeding from two 
250-type tubes in push -pull. At least four worth- 
while advantages are obtained by the use of 
multiple loud speakers. First, the inequalities of 
the individual frequency- response curves are 
smoothed out. Second, for a given sound energy 
radiated, each loud speaker supplies less load 
and therefore distorts less. Third, the sound 
comes from a large area instead of from a small 
one. This last factor greatly improves the 
naturalness and the sense of three dimension- 
ality. Fourth, the radiation of the low- frequency 
and the high- frequency tones are markedly im- 
proved and a better tonal balance is obtained. 

PRACTICAL RADIO. By James A. Moyer and 
John F. Wostrel, Third Edition, 1928, 
McGraw -Hill Book Co., New York, 378 
pages, $2.50. 

James A. Moyer, S. B., A. M., one of the au- 
thors of Practical Radio, bears after his name 
on the title page the following list of affiliations: 
Director of University Extension, Massachusetts 
Department of Education, Fellow of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science; 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts; Mitglied des 
Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure; Membre Titulaire 
Association Internationale du Froid; Member of 
the Franklin Institute; American Society of Me- 
chanical Engineers; Society of Automotive Engi- 
neers; Institute of Electrical Engineers, etc. 

Nevertheless, the book is not without merit. 
Practical Radio was first issued in 1924 

and has been kept abreast of developments in 
subsequent editions. It is one of those non - 
mathematical, copiously illustrated and charted 
expositions written for experimenters, service 
men, boy scientists in the more advanced grades, 
and other fauna produced in quantities by the 
spread of broadcasting. All the emphasis, as one 
would expect, is on broadcast technology, es- 

ook Reviews 
pecially in reception. This bias the authors reveal 
on page 2 with the bald statement: "The most 
important use of radio is for broadcasting the 
human voice." I certainly do not wish Messrs. 
Moyer and Wostrel any hard luck, but if they 
are ever on a vessel which catches fire woo 
miles from land I shall seize the opportunity to 
debate this opinion with them at greater length. 

After a preliminary discussion on "What is 
Radio ?" the book contains chapters on an- 
tennas, "radio electricity," crystal receiving sets 
and telephone receivers, vacuum -tube receivers, 
power sources for tubes, audio- and radio -fre- 
quency amplification, the selection, operation, 
and care of receiving apparatus (Chapter X), 
and radio transmission by telegraph and tele- 
phone. The inclusion of material is often hap- 
hazard; in Chapter X, for example, there is a 

discussion of the vagaries of distribution of field 
strength in cities, fading, etc. Following Chapter 
XII, on construction and testing of receiving in- 
struments, the trend of the discussions is highly 
practical; the reader is told about machinists' 
drill gauges, panel templets, the testing of neu- 
trodynes, and the characteristics of various types 
of battery eliminators. Chapter XV is devoted 
to "Common Troubles and their Remedies." 

Clarity is a prime requisite in books of this 
type and Practical Radio succeeds in explain- 
ing lucidly, to the degree required by semi - 
technical readers, the numerous points which the 
development of broadcasting has raised. There 
are some loose statements, as when we are told, 
on page 51, that "The operation of the vacuum 
tube as used in radio sets was discovered by Edi- 
son," without any mention of Fleming and de 
Forest, and on page 195 where it is categorically 
set forth that in the Heising system of modula- 
tion "the two vacuum tubes (oscillator and 
modulator) should be the same type and as 
nearly electrically identical as possible." On the 
contrary, the modulator should be larger and of 
lower impedance. In practice this is accom- 
plished by using a higher -powered tube as the 
modulator, or paralleling a number of tubes 
of the type used for the oscillator. Other such 
deviations from accuracy can be found in Prac- 
tical Radio without the use of a microscope, 
in spite of the senior author's international feats 
in joinery, but to the students for whom this 
book has been written such details are inconse- 
quential and the knowledge they want is cer- 
tainly to be found within its covers. 

CARL DREHER. 
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WGY's Attack on the Allocation Plan 

WHEN an irresponsible citizen of the 
broadcasting world sets his private in- 
terests above those of the listening 

public and takes legal measures threatening 
the security of our new broadcasting struc- 
ture, the product of years of patient effort, we 
condemn the error of his ways and hope for his 
ignominious defeat at the hands of the courts. 
But, when so respected a citizen of the radio 
fraternity as WGY takes the first step which is 
likely to restore ether chaos, we lose hope that 
broadcasting will ever be sufficiently stabilized 
to get along without frequent reallocations, le- 
gal proceedings, and political pussyfooting. 

WGY's cause is a just one. No station is bet- 
ter entitled to a clear channel because it serves 
a large audience and is the principal program re- 
liance over an extended rural area. But it went 
about securing justice in a manner which was 
exactly loo per cent. wrong, because it en- 
dangers the entire system of allocation based on 
engineering principles. WGY did not hesitate to 
enlist the aid of grotesque exaggeration of the 
facts, the ever -ready services of the halo- 
seeking politician, and even shamelessly sought 
to fix upon the Commission the obloquy of re- 
stricting service to the, sick and injured in the 
hospitals. The consequences of its course por- 
tend such destruction that the propriety of 
WGY's claim to a cleared night and day channel 
has become a matter of minor importance. 

At this writing, it is too early to determine 
whether the injunction will have as far -reaching 
and destructive an effect as that obtained by 
wJAz two years ago, which brought chaos to 
broadcasting and stagnation to the radio in- 
dustry. But it appears that only good fortune 
can prevent the complete upset of the allocation 
plan as a result of wcY's injunction, which con- 
verts a Fifth Zone cleared channel into one 
shared by the First and Fifth Zones, thereby 
upsetting the principle of cleared channels. 

FACTS OF THE CASE 

THE case is one of such importance that its 
history is worthy of repetition. The Federal 

Radio Commission, under the Davis Amend- 
ment, is compelled to divide the channels of each 
character equally among the five zones. It de- 
cided to clear forty channels for high -power, 
night operation, allowing eight per zone. I t is 
further required by the Davis Amendment that 
the facilities be divided among the states in 
each zone in proportion to their population. The 
eight cleared channels of the First Zone were, 
therefore, divided among the ten states in the 
Zone according to their respective populations. 

The New York stations selected for clear chan- 
nels were WEAF, wJz, WA BC and WHAM. Thus, 
three of the channels were assigned to the key 
stations of the three eastern networks, while 
the fourth was properly assigned to the western 
part of the state. The Commission's judgment 
in deciding upon WEAF, WJZ and WA BC, each the 
key station of a different network, for three of 
New York's four channels can hardly be ques- 
tioned. WGY might have challenged WHAM, but 
that station has excellent claims to a cleared 
channel. It is in an area somewhat more remote 
from New York than Schenectady and, there- 
fore, less easily served by the three key stations 

in that city. Furthermore, Rochester is a source 
of musical talent of the highest grade. 

WGY was assigned for daytime operation to a 
clear channel belonging to the Fifth (Western) 
Zone, occupied by KGO, which is operated, like 
WGY, by the General Electric Company. The 
Commission further gave special permission 
to WGY to operate in the East at night during 

MR. J. W. HORTON 
After a twelve-year association with the Bell Tele- 
phone Laboratories, Mr. Horton has joined the 
General Radio staff in the capacity of Chief 

Engineer. 

any silent period on two's schedule. Because of 
a three -hour time difference, the earliest WGY 

is required to sign off, if no time concessions 
are made by KGO, is 8:17 P.M. and the latest 
10:32 P.M. If KGO relinquishes all broadcasting 
between sunset and 7 P.M., this permits WGY 

to operate until 10 P.M. nightly. During four 
months of the year, this involves no sacrifice of 
time on the part of KGO because the sun sets 
after 7 P.M. on the coast during the months of 
May, June, July and August. For three months 
of the year, KGO's sacrifice is one hour or less 
in the early evening, for two months between 
one and one and a half hours, and for three 
months between one and a half and two hours, 
a part of which are afternoon silent periods. 

Operation until ten P.M. gives the maximum 
of service to the majority of WGY's listeners 
including hospital inmates and rural listeners. 
After ten P. M. also, late listeners may, except 
in midsummer, receive their programs from one 
or more of the 5o,000- 30,000- and 15,000-watt 
stations within 15o miles of WGY, not to mention 
the numerous less powerful stations, some of 
which have chain affiliations. Furthermore, in 
summer, when local service is the only reliance 
of the listener, WGY could ultimately have ob- 
tained the permission of the Commission to 
continue still later operation simultaneously with 
KGO at night because, due to summer attenua- 
tion, heterodyning is unlikely at that season. 

WGY has not been singled out as the only high- 
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power station to operate un limited time. 
Three 50,000 -watt stations, WFAA, wT1C and 
WBAP, are operating, or will operate, on half 
time only. WEN R, the only 50,000 -watt sta- 
tion in the Chicago area, is limited to two- 
sevenths time. These are assignments imposed 
by the limitations of the Davis Amendment and 
do not represent unfair discrimination by the 
Commission. Thirty -nine stations of 5000 watts 
power or more have been assigned part time. 

IMPORTANCE OF WGY'S SERVICE 

NO ONE can fairly deny the magnificent serv- 
ice which wcy has rendered and its im- 

portance as a broadcasting station. Certainly 
it was entitled to go before the Commission and 
request one of the clear channels assigned to 
New York State. It did not, however, elect to 
take the orderly course, but went after a chan- 
nel assigned to another zone, thus striking at the 
very heart of the principle of allocation. Any- 
one, not closely acquainted with the technicali- 
ties of allocation, would have gained the impres- 
sion from press reports that wcY had been shut 
down entirely. Certainly, the letters from hos- 
pital inmates, copiously distributed to the press 
by wGY's publicity department, gave the im- 
pression that these sufferers believed they would 
hear no more of WGY after November I t. In 
pleading for the injunction which converted a 
clear Fifth -Zone channel into one heterodyned 
by a First -Zone station, Attorney General 
Jeremy R. Waldron of New Hampshire asked 
the Court of Appeals to grant the injunction "so 
that WGY listeners in our state will not be de- 
prived of service after November 11." 

WGY declined to comply with the Commis- 
sion's procedure of challenging another station 
assigned a New York State channel on the 
ground that it had no quarrel with such sta- 
tions. What WGY should have done, if it did not 
elect this course, would have been to strengthen 
the allocation plan, rather than to aim at its 
fundamental principles, by demanding addi- 
tional clear channel for each zone. For example, 
were there fifty clear channels, allowing ten per 
zone, as recommended by the engineers' plan, 
the Commission automatically would have rec- 
ognized wcY. The weight of its evidence could 
have been thrown in support of clearing more 
channels and giving better service. 

Whether additional applications for injunction 
by other stations will follow the precedent es- 
tablished by WGY cannot be determined at this 
writing, but certainly the way has been paved 
for such action. We hope that, ultimately, WGY 

will secure its clear channel and that, in the 
process, the principle of allocations based on 
engineering considerations will not be even tem- 
porarily destroyed. 

Commissioner Robinson Stands 
Firm 

COMMISSIONER Ira E. Robinson has 
been consistently out of sympathy with 
the other members of the Commission. 

He has firmly opposed the allocation plan, fa- 
voring a policy of delay in taking active steps 
to relieve the broadcasting situation. He inclines 
to the view that the listener is best served by 
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many. low -power stations and fails to appre- 
ciate the improved service obtained by a more 
powerful signal. He has frequently expressed 
the belief that Congress expected the Commis- 
sion to take several years to investigate the 
problems of broadcasting. which indeed it has 
already done, before it begins to function. 

The progressive members of the Commission, 
however, over -ruled Commissioner Robinson's 
obstructive tactics and put through the alloca- 
tion plan, after some compromise, in spite of 
him. When hearings over the plan began, Robin- 
son issued a statement: "Having opposed and 
voted against the plan and the allocations made 
thereunder, I deem it unethical and improper to 
take part in the hearings of complaints against 
the same or the hearings for the modification of 
the same." He did not have the strength of con- 
viction to resign from the Commission, but is 

evidently relying upon Congress to support hi m. 

ANOTHER ROW 

A NOTHER row with Commissioner Robin- 
son was precipitated over the ruling re- 

garding television and still pictures. He stated, 
after the ruling restricting still picture and tele- 
vision broadcasting to one hour a day and pro- 
hibiting it between six and eleven P.M. was 
adopted, that "the forwardness of manufacturers 
could well be curbed for the present. One in- 
duced by the order of the Commission to buy a 

television receiving set is likely to be so disap- 
pointed that he will not only damn the Com- 
mission but, at the same time, junk his new- 
fangled contrivance for which he has paid the 
advertised price." 

The radio industry is indeed fortunate that 
Commissioner Robinson was not in power at the 
time that broadcasting began in 1921 because 
broadcast receivers of that day were certainly 
worthy of the same condemnation. As a matter 
of fact, the crude results obtained with present - 
day television are well known and it is entirely 
unlikely that anyone will damn the Commission 
for the pioneering character of the art. The 
Commission has taken into full consideration 
the importance of protecting the listener from 
intrusion during entertainment hours by pro- 
hibiting picture transmissions between six and 
eleven P.M. 

Conservatism is considered a characteris tic 
of the English people, particularly of the Gov- 
ernment itself. The British Broadcasting Cor- 
poration, however, which collects its income 
through the Government and takes no impor- 
tant action without its approval, has been pro- 
gressive enough to inaugurate regular picture 
broadcasting. 

It is no wonder that rumors of Commissioner 
Robinson's impending resignation frequently are 
heard from Washington. We believe, however, 
that these rumors are rather an expression of the 
hope of progressively minded people. 

It is always desirable to have conservative 
influences present in any regulatory board or 
commission but, when the cause of conservatism 
is lack of knowledge of the subject, it is not 
always a helpful influence. Commissioner Rob- 
inson is thoroughly sincere and has the courage 
of his convictions in the face of preponderant 
opposition. His unfortunate situation demon- 
strates the hampering result of appointing nov- 
ices to a job requiring experts. 

The Regenerative Decision 

THE Supreme Court of the United States 
has ruled that Dr. Lee deForest, and 
not Edwin H. Armstrong, is the original 

inventor of the oscillating vacuum -tube circuit. 
Considering that the Armstrong and Fessenden 

RADIO BROADCAST 

patents were the foundation of the Westinghouse 
Electric and ManuafcturingCompany's member- 
ship in the five -power patent pool, it would ap- 
pear that its present exalted position in the radio 
field is insecurely based. Anyone who examines 
the evidence placed before the Supreme Court, 
however, would discover a curious thing. They 
would find that Armstrong claimed to be the 
first to produce the device which we call the 
feed -back oscillator and was using it for receiving 
signals over thousands of miles as early as Jan- 
uary, 1923. They would discover that deForest 
never claimed to have set up such a radio cir- 
cuit until April, 1913, when he claimed he received 
signals over a distance of twenty miles. Never- 
theless, by a technical legal process, he has been 
declared the inventor. The decision is based upon 
a strictly technical interpretation of the term 
"inventor" as the first to observe and record 
the invention or discovery. Apparently, Dr. de 
Forest stumbled accidentally upon the phenome- 
non of self -oscillations generated by the vac- 
uum tube in the summer of 1912 while work- 
ing on a wire telephone repeater. With the soft 
tube, with which he worked, it is indeed difficult 
to prevent the audio-frequency howling which 
he observed. Armstrong, at a later date, with 
the deliberate mental processes of a research 
engineer who knows what he is doing, evolved 
the theory and carried out the practice of build- 
ing the first deliberately designed, radio- 
frequency oscillator. That he did his work later 
than deForest's accidental discovery is no dis- 
credit upon him and, despite the decision of the 
courts, he will always remain, in the minds of 
most engineers, the real contributor. For a tech- 
nical legal reason, the court could not disting- 
uish between audio-frequency and radio-fre- 
quency oscillation and, had this been possible, 
there seems little doubt that the decision would 
have proved favorable to Edwin H. Armstrong. 

It must not be forgotten that this is only 
one of many discoveries which have been 

RADIO PICTURES TRANSMITTED 
THREE MINUTES 

This picture of Kay Christiansen, chief engineer 
of the technical division of Danish Broadcasting, 
was transmitted in three minutes by a Danish 

radio picture transmitter. 
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credited to Armstrong. Among these are the 
super -heterodyne circuit, the regenerative sys- 
tem, and the almost forgotten super- regenerative 
circuit. It is by no means proved that this 
latter will not ultimately be widely used in 
radio reception and we hope that Mr. Armstrong 
will devote himself again to his brilliant re- 
searches, rather 'than to fruitless patent liti- 
gation. 

The decision in favor of deForest has no prac- 
tical effect upon the licensing situation inasmuch 
as both deForest and Armstrong patents are 
covered by RCA licenses, although certain 
shop rights acquired by the Kolster Radio Cor- 
poration appear to be affirmed. 

With the Broadcasting Stations 
THERE is considerable speculation as to the 

effect the election of Herbert Hoover will 
have upon the future status of radio regula- 
tion. According to the law, the Commission is 
automatically disbanded March 15 and there- 
after becomes an appellate body with regulation 
residing directly in the hands of the Department 
of Commerce. Presumably, before that event 
takes place, the allocation plan will be fully 
established and the number of hearings will 
have fallen off. On the other hand, with Con- 
gress coming into session, such political pres- 
sure may be brought to bear upon the Commis- 
sion that many of the stations will renew their 
protests and force the Commission back into 
its present routine of almost continuous ses- 
sions and hearings. 

Mr. Hoover is thought to be sympathetic 
with Department of Commerce regulation, par- 
ticularly after the work of the Commission has 
become effective, but there are so many political 
angles and aspects to the situation that anything 
may be expected. The terms of the Commis- 
sioners automatically end on March 15 and it 
may be hoped that thereafter the entire member- 
ship of the Commission will consist of radio 
men of the calibre of Caldwell and Lafount. 
Lawyers are necessary to the work of the Com- 
mission, but they are constituted by nature to 
bind themselves with the obstruction of red tape; 
energetic and effective tackling of problems in 
face of their inherent character is almost impos- 
sible. We owe whatever progress has been made 
by the Commission in its two-year tenure of 
office principally to the two members who are 
thoroughly acquainted with the radio phases 
of the problem and their ability to persuade 
the rest of the Commission to carry out al- 
locations based on engineering rather than po- 
litical considerations. 

ACONFIDENTIAL 
survey of the effective- 

ness of commercial broadcasting has been 
prepared for the National Broadcasting Com- 
pany. Most of the statistics released by stations 
show general census figures for the prosperity 
and business of their alleged service areas. 
Others, like the N. B. C. survey, go further and 
look into listener preferences as to the hours 
and frequency with which they use their radio 
receivers and the character of programs which 
they prefer. The great fundamental question, 
however, which interests the advertiser, is not 
the potential audience which he may have, 
but the actual sales or goodwill influence of his 
program. Surveys should consider the competi- 
tive situation which exists for the listener's at- 
tention. We are accustomed to thinking of audi- 
ences of millions for a particular program, but 
calculations, which take into account all the rea- 
sons why listeners may not be listening to a 

particular program, prove that audiences are 
considerably smaller than is generally estimated. 
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A further and more serious loss in the effective- 
ness of broadcasting is the remoteness of benefit 
to the sponsor who has presented an entertain- 
ing program. The art of capitalizing the broad- 
casting effort is the least developed phase of 
commercial broadcasting. As the ingenuity of 
the devices employed to bring actual conscious- 
ness of sponsorship relation to the program of- 
fered increases, it will place even greater valua- 
tions upon the possibilities of commercial broad- 
casting. 

Another research of great interest has been 
prepared by the Dartnell Corporation of Chi- 
cago, entitled "The Use and Limitations of 
Radio Advertising." After quoting a number of 
authorities on the scope and suitability of 
broadcasting to various classes of business, it 
summarizes for the first time the actual ap- 
propriations expended by most leading com- 
mercial sponsors over a period of years and clas- 
sifies them according to the character of each 
sponsor's business. 

.ONE of the principal test cases before the 
Commission at this time, which will de- 

termine its jurisdiction, is that pending in Chi- 
cago. WOK -WMBB has advertised its intention 
of going on the air in spite of the fact that the 
Commission has denied it a license. The moot 
question of property rights with a 20,000-watt 
transmitter, representing a considerable invest- 
ment, is squarely the issue of the case. The Dis- 
trict Court for the Northern District of Illinois 
denied an application for an injunction against 
the District Attorney who was seeking to en- 
force the Federal Radio Commission's assign- 
ment under the new allocation plan on wcRw. 
The Court held that wcRw had not exhausted 
the avenues provided in the Radio Act for a 
consideration of its case before applying for an 
injunction restraining the Commission. The 
Radio Act was held constitutional inthis de- 
cision. 

THE Federal Radio Commission issued reg- 
ulations for synchronizing experiments 

which are helpful in that they lay a definite 
basis for such work in the future. They are rather 
stringent, requiring several months of test be- 
fore the results can be applied under average 
broadcasting conditions. In fact, the safeguards 
which the Commission has placed on these ex- 
periments are so complex that they will dis- 
courage any but the most advanced laboratories 
from even undertaking such work. However, 
the public should be protected against experi- 
ments undertaken principally to secure pub- 
licity rather than scientific results and, if the 
regulations prove too burdensome to promote 
progress, the Commission will, doubtless, mod- 
ify them slightly. 

GENERAL Order No. 48, of the Commission 
permits stations, licensed to operate dur- 

ing daytime, only, on clear channels belonging 
to other zones, to take advantage of the silent 
evening hours of the major station. This is a 
wise regulation because many of the stations in 
the far west, assigned to cleared channels, begin 
operation at six or seven P. M. instead of directly 
at sunset, thereby leaving valuable hours avail- 
able, under the new regulation, to the eastern 
stations assigned with them. 

AN 
INTERESTING sidelight on the compara- 

tive values of broadcasting and newspaper 
advertising appeal, under very special conditions, 
is revealed in the remarks of Scott Howe Bowen 
at the National Association of Broadcasters 
convention in October. He stated: "The Demo- 
cratic National Committee spent $35,000 in a 
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A RADIO STATION IN THE WILDERNESS 
This picture shows the forest camp at Red Lake, Ontario, Canada, which is one of the nine places in that 
distrid where short -wave radio stations bave been installed to keep airplanes and forest rangers in the 
vicinity in touch with headquarters. The radio shack is in the building next to the tower, the latter being used 

to dry Bose after a forest fire. The call letters of the station are VE9BD. 

series of newspaper advertisements and re- 
ceived in return less than $2000 in contributions. 
It later employed a network of National Broad- 
casting Company stations at a cost of $4000, 
which brought in $7o,000 in contributions. An- 
other experiment, through the Columbia net- 
work, involving an expenditure of $2000, brought 
in $50,000 in contributions." 

Commercial Radio Telegraphy and 
Telephony 

THE latest addition to the international 
telephone service is the linking of the 
United States and Austria by the Bell 

System. 

THE Mackay System is beginning the con- 
struction of radio-telegraph stations to in- 

augurate commercial and press service between 
San Francisco, Honolulu and Manila. This dup- 
licates the existing network of the Radio Cor- 
poration of America and is another step in the 
intensive competition rapidly developing in 
American world -wide communication. 

GENERAL Order No. 51 of the Commission 
requires discontinuance of the use of spark 

transmitters employing damped waves except 
in the case of ship stations. This is the formal 
embodiment of the final elimination of what 
was once a problem of great proportions, the 
interference created by commercial spark sta- 
tions upon broadcast reception. 

THE African Broadcasting Company, Ltd., 
which has practical control of broadcasting 

in the South African Union, appears at last to 
be established on a sound commercial basis, fo 
(lowing its many vicissitudes of previous years. 
The company reports some three thousand new 
subscribers and a decrease in the number of 
listeners in Johannesburg who have, in the past, 
been evading the payment of license fees. 

With the Radio Manufacturers 

THE Kolster Radio Corporation announces 
successful experiments with a beam an- 
tenna, the angle of which may be changed 

to compensate fading effects. 
Dr. Kolster also announces a small, direct - 

reading, radio compass for small vessels which 
can take bearings for distances up to approxi- 

mately 25 miles. The over -all height of the 
instrument is.only three and a half feet. 

THE Radio Manufacturers' Association has 
apparently repudiated its agreement with the 

National Electrical Manufacturers' Association, 
which provided that R. M. A. would review 
NEMA standards and thus centralize standardi- 
zation work in NEMA's hands. It has issued a 
25 -page leaflet of standards which differ in 
minor respects from the NEMA standards and 
are not as comprehensively or as satisfactorify 
compiled as the 150-page book which has here- 
tofore been the sole standard authority of the 
industry. No explanation has been made by R. 
M. A. for its attempt to restore chaos in the 
standardization situation. 

THE details of the new Radio-Albee Orpheum 
combination have been announced. A hold- 

ing company, to be known as Radio- Keith- 
Orpheum with David Sarnoff as Chairman of 
the Board, has been formed and two classes of 
stock issued, 3,500,000 shares being Class A 
and 500,000 Class B, the latter being assigned 
to the Radio Corporation for a photofilm li- 
cense. Dividends will be divided in the ratio 
of 1,1oo,000 shares to Keith -Orpheum, 5oo,000 
to R. C. A. and 200,000 to F. B. O. 

NEGOTIATIONS between Columbia Graph - 
ophone, Columbia Phonograph, Western 

Electric and Electric Research Products Cor- 
poration are said to be nearing completion. This 
makes a set -up quite similar to the R. C. A.'s 
association with Victor Talking Machine and 
requires only the addition of a film company to 
the Columbia group to round it out. 

THE R. C. A. has incorporated two export 
subsidiaries, the R. C. A. of Argentina, Ltd. 

and the R. C. A. of Brazil. 

THE bi- annual census of manufacturers 
shows a 32.3 per cent. gain in the value of 

radio B and C batteries manufactured in 1927 
as compared with 1925. The figures for the two 
years were respectively approximately $25,000; 
000 and $33,000,000. 

ATWATER KENT has broken ground for 
a new three -million -dollar factory which 

will double its output and make it the largest 
radio factory in the world. 

-E. H. F. 
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A Few Radio Questions Answered 
WHY is the volume control placed in the 

rf. amplifier ? 

It need not be; it may he connected 
in the antenna -ground circuit, in the r.f. ampli- 
fier, in the detector, or in the a.f. amplifier. It 
preferably should be connected in a circuit ahead 
of the detector, so that the signals may always be 
kept below the point where detector overloading 
begins. This is particularly important when a 
leak -condenser detector is used -because it has 
a low overloading limit. I t is our guess that 99 per 
cent. of the sets now in use have this kind of 
detector. If the volume control is placed on the 
audio amplifier, that is, after the detector, dis- 
tortion is liable to result on strong signals, even 
though the volume from the loud speaker is low. 
This is due to too strong signals being placed on 
the detector input. 

IHAVE a :71 -type Wooer tithe. Is there any ad- 
vantage in using a 171A -type tube ? 

The only advantage is in the improved eco- 
nomics of your radio system. The new tube will 
not deliver more volume, nor will it last longer, 
nor will it give better quality. It consumes half 
the A- battery current; hence, it is about twice as 

efficient, if you chose to call the efficiency of the 
tube the amount of audio-frequency output it 
will deliver per watt of power used up to heat 
the filament. 

IDROPPED my audio transformer and now the 
quality seems "sour." What is wrong ? 

The chances are that your audio transformer 
had a high -permeability core made of one of the 
new alloys of iron, nickel, etc. It is a fact that 
the greatest care in manufacture is necessary 
not to lower the permeability of the core ma- 
terial by severe mechanical shocks. When the 
permeability is high, a relatively small core and 
relatively small amount of wire will produce a 

high- inductance winding. When a shock lowers 
the permeability, the inductance goes down, and 
the low frequencies fall out. 

It is a standard physics class experiment to 
drop iron rods on a hard floor in such a direction 
that at the moment of contact the molecules can 
be oriented properly with respect to the earth's 
magnetic field. After a sufficient number of 
shocks, the iron bar will be found to be perma- 
nently magnetized. It is possible that your audio 
transformer has become permanently magne- 
tized -which would have the same effect as 

sending too much d.c. current through it. It 
"saturates" easily. 

HOW can I tell if my tubes need replacing ? 

According to certain publicity writers a 

new tube should be placed in each socket of a set 
least once a year -but don't you believe it. Just 
because you bought a tube a year ago to -day, is 
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NEARLNEARLY 
everyone wants to know the Y 

to some one question about radio. 
Many want to know the answer to specific 
questions, such as "What is wrong with my 
set, the tubes don't light ?" Others want to 
know the answers to general questions: an- 
swers which should be obvious but are not. 
1 n Ibis page the Laboratory Staff has at- 
temped to answer a Jew of the questions that 
are asked it many, many times, and in this 
paragraph expresses the hope that readers 
who have other similar questions will not 
hesitate to send then in. 

-THE EDITOR 

C"'"44..-9 

no reason why you should throw it in the waste- 
basket and invest in a new one provided, of 
course, a test proves it to be a good tube. Tubes 
do not run down in just that manner. The Lab- 
oratory has records of a number of Sylvania tubes 
which ran on a life test for 1500 hours without 
any change in their constants -except a minor 
improvement in some of the tubes -and were 
then taken off and used around the Laboratory 
for months afterwards. Some tubes last moo 
hours, others become anaemic at the end of a few 
hundred hours -for no reason that anyone can 
state. "I he tubes may have come from the same 
plant and exactly the same run -but something 
in their make -up gave them a short life. 

If your set seems to have slowly given up its 
sensitiveness to weak signals, if it no longer gives 
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out low notes, and if you can't get ox on a crisp 
cold December night when your next door neigh- 
bor gets Pwx, you'd better have your tubes 
tested. When the quality seems bad, and the 
amplifier overloads easily, look to the 171 -type 
power tube which is probably being run on a.c., 
and whose filament has been overloaded so that 
it no longer has sufficient electrons to handle 
low or loud notes. Any reputable dealer can test 
the tubes. 

%HERE should a filament rheostat be placed, 
v v in the positive or negative lead ? Should the 

minus B wire be connected to minus or plus A wire? 
Look at Fig. 1. Here th e resistor, which may be 

variable or not, is connected in the negative 
filament lead. The bottom end of the coil at- 
tached to the grid is connected on the battery 
side of this resistance. There is a voltage drop 
across this resistance, which makes the end 
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nearer the battery one volt more negative than 
the end near thé tube. Since all tube voltages 
are measured with respect to the negative end 
of the filament, this voltage drop is applied to 
the grid. We can say, then, that the grid is one 
volt negative, meaning that it is actually one 
volt more negative than the negative end of the 
filament (Eg = -1). If the coil were attached to 
the filament end of the resistor, the grid would be 
at the same potential as the filament, and would 
be at zero bias (Eg =o). It makes absolutely no 
difference in this case if the resistor is in the plus 
or minus lead. 

When minus B is attached to minus A, the 
plate potential is the voltage of the B battery. 
When minus B is attached to plus A, the plate 
potential is the voltage of the B battery plus the 
voltage of the A battery, because plus A is above 
the voltage of minus A -which is connected to 
the negative filament lead -by the voltage of the 
A battery. Thus, if the B battery is 45 volts, and 
the A battery is 6 volts, and minus B is attached 
to plus A, the plate potential is 45 plus 6 or 51 

volts. If the minus B is attached to minus A- 
and we prefer such a connection -the plate po- 

'tential is the same as the B- battery voltage, 
namely, 45 volts. For years telephone circuits 
have connected minus B to plus A, but we don't 
see any good reason for it except tradition. 

CAN a high -mu tube such as the 240 be used as 
an rf. amplifier ? 

Yes, and it will make a good one too. The 
trouble is that the amplification will go up a bit 
faster than the selectivity, so that the circuit 
seems to tune broadly. If a transformer is used to 
couple a high -mu tube to another amplifier tube 
or to a detector, the turns ratio must be greater 
when using a high -mu tube than when using 
a 2o1Á -type tube. An explanation of this turns 
ratio business may be found in "Strays from the 
Laboratory " September and December. 

WHAT is a band -pass amplifier ? 
Yv Strictly speaking it is an amplifier that 

admits, amplifies, and transmits only a certain 
band of frequencies, say from 5o to Go kc., and 
refuses all other frequencies. Strictly speaking 
again, there is no such thing. All band -pass 
amplifiers admit a certain amount of currents of 
other frequencies, but this amount can be made 
quite small. A true band -pass amplifier charac- 
teristic would look like Fig. 2, and the amplifier 
would consist of a great many stages of filters, 
each composed of inductance and capacities. 

A band -pass amplifier which does not have a 

sharp "cut -off" would look like Fig. 3, and a 

sharper one would look like Fig. 4. Both admit 
frequencies on either side of the desired 50-60 
kc. band but in smaller amounts. Theoretically 
it is possible to build a band -pass amplifier with 
a flat top and steep sides. Whether or not an 
amplifier has such a characteristic in practice has 

not been determined in the Laboratory. 
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UP -TO -DATE RADIO TESTING EQUIPMENT 

Measuring a Receiver's Performance 

i N ALMOST any Sunday newspaper radio 
supplement you may find something like 
the following: " Buy Now -a Guaranteed 

Jumpidyne -Coast to Coast Reception -Won- 
derful Tone Quality- Hair -Splitting Selectivity 
-Loud- Speaker Volume" -and so on for about 
two columns of variegated adjectives. On 
the next page you may read about another 
make, also "The Finest Receiver on 
Earth" with remarkable distance -getting 
ability and marvelous reproduction. 

These picturesque descriptions are un- 
doubtedly works of genius on the part of 
hard -struggling advertising managers, but 
do they help persuade a wavering prospect 
that his only hope of radio blessedness is 
to buy a Jumpidyne? It is rather doubt- 
ful. At best these masterpieces of word 
structure do nothing more than attract at- 
tention. True, attention is the first step in 
making a sale, but it's a long way to the 
dotted line. 

Are such statements logical and proper 
in merchandising a radio product? Must 
the technical rating of our receivers be 
measured by the ingeniousness of the copy 
writers in coining new superlatives? Any radio 
engineer will answer these questions with a 

most emphatic "No," and will gladly repeat 
his answer if occasion demands. While not easy, 
performance characteristics of our receivers can 
be obtained and definitely expressed in numbers. 
Curves will be shown later illustrating this point. 

There are several good reasons why the "per- 
formance characteristics" of radio receivers have 
not been used much to date. Such measurements 
are hard to take. Engineers could not agree as to 
what measurements were necessary nor how to 
make them. And, if made and published, the 
radio buying public would not know what it 
was all about. All of these objections are rapidly 
being answered; this prophesies the end of the 
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By KENNETH W. JARVIS 

set with nothing but adjectives to sell it. Measur- 
ing equipment is available. The Standardization 
Committee of the Institute of Radio Engineers 
have practically completed their work in the 
specification of Standard Tests. And the public 
is being educated by such articles as this. All of 

How is this sensitivity measured? Engineers 
have agreed that the sensitivity of a set shall be 
determined by the amount of signal necessary 
to produce a standard output. (This "standard 
output" is arbitrarily agreed upon as a power of 
5o milliwatts, which corresponds roughly to fair 

loud- speaker volume.) I t is about half the 
output that can be obtained from a 1I2- 
type tube without distortion. The set to 
be measured is, therefore, connected to its 
proper A, B, and C voltages and an r.f. 
signal of certain characteristics (40o 
cycles at 3o per cent. modulation) im- 
pressed in the antenna circuit. The in- 
put voltage is varied until the standard 
output is reached, and then the input 
voltage is measured. Obviously, the more 
sensitive a receiver is, the less will be the 
voltage input. Thus, a set having a sensi- 
tivity of 4o microvolts per meter would 
be twice as sensitive as one having a sen- 
sitivity rating of So microvolts per meter. 
In reading the curves this point nntst be 

ere remembered. The highest curve is the least 
sensitive. 

In Fig. I are shown three curves taken on three 
different receivers. These are marked A, B and 
C. Notice that the horizontal scale (frequency in 
kilocycles) is uniform while the vertical scale 
(sensitivity in microvolts per meter) is logarith- 
mic. [The term "microvolts per meter" is deter- 
mined in this manner: If one has a vertical 
antenna with an effective height of to meters 
-a meter is a little over three feet -and a dis- 
tant transmitting station impresses a voltage 
across this antenna of too microvolts, the "field 
strength" at this point is said to be to microvolts 
per meter. -The Editor.] Obviously C is the best 
receiver throughout the entire broadcast band. 
while the curves of A and B cross and recross, 
giving A more sensitivity in the middle of the 
range with B having greater sensitivity at the 
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HOW 
to measure the performance of a radio receiver 

bas always been a subject of primary interest. Those 
inexperienc d in the field bave never been able to see why 
some simple standards for receiver performance could not 
be set up to give information as definite and useful as that 
to be bad from makers of automobiles. Radio engineers 
themselves -who ought to know -have been slow to agree 
on what the nteasttrenzents should be and bow they should 
be made. The author of this article, Mr. Jarvis, who is a 
member of the engineering stag of the Crosley Radio Cor- 
poration, discusses the problems of receiver measurement 
and tells something about bow they are being solved. 

-THE EDITOR. 
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which is sufficient reason why our radio receivers 
should be sold to the public on their own merits. 

SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENTS 

PROBABLY the most important character- 
` istic of a radio receiver is its sensitivity. 
This is the "mysterious" element that is respon- 
sible for distant reception. I is the influence that 
has made radio what it is to -day. Even the old 
timers still experience a thrill when tuning in a 
faint signal from across the Atlantic or Pacific. 
The sensitivity of a receiver is sort of a magic 
Arabian rug that takes you, via ear at least, to 
wherever you want to go. There is only one differ- 
ence. The magic rug could go anywhere -the 
radio receiver will take you to the distance de- 
termined by its sensitivity. 
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168 RADIO BROADCAST 

extreme ends. With this data in front of 
you, which set would you buy? You 
should not decide until you know the 
value of the other factors, such as selec- 
tivity and fidelity. You must know the 
prices. And your judgment may be in- 
fluenced by the appearance, ease of 
operation, dealer service facilities, etc. 
But to decide definitely, assume the prices 
for the various receivers are as follows: 
A -$95, B -SI25, C -81o0 (These are not the 
exact retail prices of these receivers, but 
are quite close. The exact figures are not 
given for obvious reasons. Neither does 
this price include fancy cabinets with 
which these receivers can be equipped.) 

The sensitivity is roughly determined 
by the product of the radio- frequency 
amplification and the audio- frequency 
amplification. 

DATA ON SELECTIVITY 

THE selectivity of a radio receiver 

is the degree to which it rejects 
unwanted stations. It is measured by 
the strength of signal necessary to pro- 
duce Interference Output. (This "Interference 
Output" is also arbitrarily agreed upon as a 
power of 5o microwatts, which corresponds 
roughly to a barely audible signal in the loud 
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speaker. It has one thousandth the power of the 
Standard output.) I t is usually necessary to draw 
a complete curve to specify the selectivity. The 
selectivity curves for the three sets are shown in 
Fig. 2. All of the sets were tuned to resonance at 
woo kc. and the signal frequency was varied. 
Thus, in the case of set C, a station having a 

frequency of 1030 kilocycles would have to have 
a field strength of 8o microvolts to cause any 
noticeable interference to the listener. The shape 
of the curves in Fig. 2 is of more importance than 
their actual position. Their positions are deter- 
mined by their relative sensitivities at this point. 
(Notice the order of sensitivity on Fig. I at woo 
kilocycles is C, A, B, just as is the order on Fig. 2.) 
The curve shapes of Fig. 2 are quite similar. The 
curve on receiver C is slightly sharper and this 
set, therefore, has the best selectivity. All of these 
sets are single -dial control. The queer shaped 
curve of A in Fig. 2 is due to the fact that one of 
the gang condensers did not track properly. 
Proper alignment of this condenser would have 
produced much better selectivity. 
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As sensitivity is the most important character- 
istic of a receiver, it was emphasized first. Then 
as more stations began crowding the ether, selec- 
tivity was the great cry. Low -loss coils and con- 
densers had their day. As the army of listeners 
grew they became more critical, until to-day 
perhaps the biggest demand of a receiver is 
fidelity to the original. Quality and perfectly 
flat characteristics probably have been lied about 
so much that we are all rather skeptical. How- 
ever, it is quite safe to say that the audio charac- 
teristics of a receiver (including the loud speakers 
-terrible sinners) are by far the weakest link in 
the chain of perfect reception. The selectivity of 
radio- frequency amplifiers "cuts the sidebands" 
and hurts the high- frequency reproduction. The 
detector arrangement is also the cause of con- 
siderable unwanted distortion. 

In spite of many advertisements to the con- 
trary, it is safe to say that an audio amplifier 
with a perfectly flat response curve from 3o to 
10,000 cycles has never been built into a com- 
mercial set. Overloading in detector, amplifier 
or speaker is not only common, but customary. 
Quality and fidelity are sacrificed on the altar 
of volume. In self- defense some acoustic design- 
ing engineer may build such a set, and it 
probably will employ a 5- kilowatt tube! 

REGARDING QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION 

BUT before describing the fidelity of the 
receivers A, B and C, one point must be 

empbasized. The human ear is probably the least 
critical and least perceptive of all the sense or- 
gans. Certainly it will 
overlook an enormous 160 

amount of abuse camou- 
flaged as music, and no 140 

receiver will sound half 
as bad, even to a trained 
ear, as the fidelity curve 
looks to the eye. In 
justice to the acoustic 
designing engineer, a 

fourth curve D, is added 
to the three of the re- 
ceivers already dis- 
cussed. Curve D is 

typical of radio sets 
constructed three years 
ago. These curves may 
be a little harder to 
understand. They are 
plotted in percentage 
response of that at 400 
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cycles. This means that if each receiver 
were adjusted to give the same sound 
output at 400 cycles, the other frequen- 
cies would sound as shown on the curves. 
A, B and C are all about alike at high 
frequencies. The decrease is due to the 
effects previously mentioned. At the low 
frequencies B gives the best fidelity 
(that's what the extra $25.00 pays for), 
with C and A following in order. The 
set producing D, in its day, was adver- 
tised as having "a marvelous audio sys- 
tem, having straight -line characteristics, 
and giving almost perfect quality." Obvi- 
ously this amplifier would deliver an awful 
wallop at frequencies near woo cycles, 
but to term this "quality" was a sad (but 
still ethical) error. 

CONCLUSIONS 

WHAT does all this mean? It means 
that receiver performance (includ- 

ing many other factors not touched 
upon here) can be measured, it should 
be, and will be when the buying pub- 
lic demands accurate technical infor- 

mation regarding the product it is buying. In 
purchasing an automobile (radio) the buyer 
wants to know more than the number of cylinders 
(tubes). He wants to know its ease of handling 
(ease of operation), horse power (sensitivity), 
riding comfort (fidelity), safety (selectivity), oil 
and gas consumption (batteries or powersupply). 
Those factors which his experience and judgment 
cannot evaluate (such as horsepower- "sensitiv- 
ity ") are rated by the manufacturer and given as 
part of the guarantee. 

These measurements are difficult to make. 
The majority must be made at radio frequencies, 
where the slightest mistake means a big error. 
They must be made with small voltages and 
even smaller watts. (Millionths of a volt and 
thousand millionths of a watt). Receivers may 
vary in sensitivity, selectivity, fidelity and am- 
plification enormously. There are sets run on 
a.c., d.c., generators, and batteries. There are 
super -heterodynes, neutrodynes, regenerators, 
stabilized receivers, and a host of other "dynes" 
and "flexes." Measuring apparatus must be 
sensitive, accurate, foolproof and rapid. Human 
equations. must be eliminated, as prejudiced 
opinions should not be allowed to affect the re- 
sults. 

To what end is this being done by the larger 
manufacturers? That radio progress may not 
cease and that the customers may know exactly 
what they are buying some of the better -known 
manufacturers "engineer" their products, but 
many others merely build them out of coils, 
condensers, screws and cabinets. 
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How Much 
Output Power 
is Needed 

IN ATTEMPTING to 
state our point of view 
on the moving -coil 
loud speaker in No- 

vember RADIO BROADCAST. we neglected 
one point of interest -it is brought to our 
attention by Zeh Bouck, who says. "There 
is one point in favor of the dynamic 
speaker which you failed to bring out, 
namely, its capability in the way of hand- 
ling power. 

"If volume in excess of that generally 
considered adequate for home reception 
is desired, a dynamic speaker is practic- 
ally a necessity. I t has been my expert 
ence that the best of cones suffer notice- 
ably with even moderate usage and, after 
a few months of service, overload on 
relatively low volume -a fault that 
probably will never characterise a good 
moving -coil speaker." 

Mr. Bouck is correct, of course. The 
ability to stand a lot of punishment in the 
form of power is one of the chief advan- 
tages of this type of loud speaker, of 
which the Jensen, Magnavox, Peerless, 
Rola, etc., are good examples. When 
using a 171A -type tube to provide the 
volume considered as necessary in most 
homes, the dynamic gives the impression 
of being able to handle this power with- 
out pin rattle or pole -pieces chattering on the 
low notes. 

We are glad to note that Mr. Bouck recognizes 
there is a certain output of power beyond which 
it is not necessary to go for home reception. 
There are many people who refuse to recognize 
such a level; even if they use a 250-type power 
tube with full output, they want more. In the 
smallest apartments and in the midst of the most 
intimate conversation the radio is geared up to 
the limit. Many listeners seem to revel in a vast 
amount of sound, as others do in a riot of color. 
It is the amount of sound that attracts them, 
not the form or the sequence of the mixture of 
sounds. However, it is true that the complete 
benefit of a loud speaker which reproduces low 
notes is not secured unless the volume is rather 
high because it is only then that the low notes 
attain full perfection. But one cannot realise the 
full beauty of his automobile motor -if it is a 

good one -unless he goes about 75 miles per 
hour -but few of us find it necessary to ex- 
tract the absolute limit of pleasure out of any- 
thing. 

Many readers have asked what kind of ampli- 
fier we use. It is a single 171 -type tube with 
something less than 18o volts on the plate and 
the reproducer is a standard moving -coil loud 
speaker in a three -foot baffieboard-and you 
never saw a more awkward object. We listen to 
symphony concerts, which we believe to be a 

good test of the volume range of present -day 
broadcasting, and manage to enjoy them with- 
out bothering the. neighbors. 

We understand Eveready (National 
Carbon Company) engineers made a 

series of tests a year or so ago in which 
many listeners, some of them musicians. 
voted on the volume level they desired 
while a receiver behind a screen was 
adjusted in output. The majority in- 
dicated a volume corresponding to the 
output of a 171A tube without knowing 
what the actual volume level was. 

L,°TAr¡t4f tV , v¿i. ".t\:. ,... 

"Strays)) 

from the 

Laboratory 

There is also a feeling, we have heard, at the 
General Electric laboratories that a 171A is all 
that is needed for home reception. 

Mr. Bouck states that cone speakers do not 
stand up under hard usage. We have never run 
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This Month the Following Subjects 
are Discussed in "Strays" 

1. HOW MUCH POWER IS NEEDED 
2. WHAT IS A DYNAMIC SPEAKER 
3. OBTAINING C BIAS 
4. THE TASK OF EDITING 
5. EMPIRICALRULESAND FORMULAS 
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into this difficulty, nor have we seen the similar 
trouble that some moving -coil speakers are said 

to have, namely, the disintegration of the paper 
cone or the leather or rubber circle that attaches 
it to the iron frame. Has any reader had an ex- 
perience of this nature? 

What Is 
a Dynamic 
Speaker? 

AFTER great deliberation the 
Aural Devices Committee of 
the Engineering Division of 
the R.M.A., of which Paul G. 

Andres is chairman, approves the following de- 
finition of a dynamic loud speaker. 

"A Dynamic Speaker is one in which the 

Type If 

GS 4A15 
4N08 

61F 4L15 
H407 

L41 8 
tñÑ 1A19 

.13068 

.068 

.125 
.16 
.095 

.3'L 
W404 .16 

Table I 

man 

portion of the conductor carrying the 
alternating signal current is a part of 
the moving system, the force producing 
the motion being due to the location of 
this conductor in a magnetic field." 

This, in our estimation, is swell. And 
now the N.E.M.A. has a definition, and 
if the I.R.E. gets up a definition, and the 
Bureau of Standards gets up a definition, 
and they can all agree upon one which 
the National Better Business Bureau will 
not object to, we may be able to learn 
what a dynamic speaker is. By that time 
another craze in loud speakers will prob- 
ably be on the horizon, and we can re- 
peat the performance ad libitum. 

Some 
Interesting 
Formulas 

ANY one wanting a 

pleasant hour or two 
of calculation a n d 
speculation may sub- 

stitute values into the expression below 
for the turns ratio between secondary 
(tuned) and primary in the radio- 
frequency transformer coupling two tubes 
in a conventional r.f. amplifier. The values 
of turns ratio and maximum gain for 
the tube and its transformer are functions 
of the inductance and resistance of 
the secondary, and the plate resistance 
of the tube. Some constants of Ger - 

tubes, measured in the Laboratory at the 
request of the manufacturer, are given in the 

accompanying table, and some coil data will be 

found on page 26o of September RADIO BROAD- 

CAST. 
Lw Ltd L^t.' 

(Turns ratio)2 =N2= 
R X 

or 
R RR P p 

I\ 
-V'RRp 

and when this turns ratio is used, the maximum 
possible voltage gain is 

p.Lw 
K= #Np- Z/RRp 

It is particularly interesting to substitute 
into these equations the constants of the German 
Seibt tube W -404 which has an amplification 
factor of 28.5 and a plate resistance of 41,000 
ohms. 

Obtaining C 
Bias for a.f. 
amplifiers 

AUDIO amplifiers continue 
to absorb the attention of 
Howard Rhodes, Technical 
Editor of RADIO BROADCAST. 

I n December, we described some data taken on a 

two-stage transformer- coupled amplifier made 

up from Sangamo type -A transformers which 
proved that a well- designed amplifier does 

not necessarily give a better response to low 
frequencies when operated out of a low im- 

pedance. 
Now let us consider the business of 

getting a C bias for an amplifier tube, 
not the last stage, by using the voltage 
drop across a resistor. What is the effect 
on the frequency characteristic of the 
amplifier of bypassing this resistor? The 
results of Mr. Rhodes' measurements are 
shown in the following table. Clearly 
there is a definite gain in bypassing the 
resistor -and this gain comes at the 

Ip Rp Gm Ep Eg 

2.6 14.6 10,000 1,480 90 - 3.0 
3.7 10.0 9.000 1,100 90 - 1.5 
2.3 13.0 13,000 1,000 90 - 1.5 
4.6 6.0 6,600 1.000 135 -12.0 
4.0 17.0 18,000 900 135 - 1.5 
2.4 11.0 13,000 810 90 - 4.5 

11.0 6.0 5.600 1,070 135 - 9.0 
8.0 6.0 7.300 1.100 135 -13.5 
1.4 28.5 . 41.000 690 157.5 - 1.5 
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high frequencies, although 
many experimenters have 
advocated the use of a 

condenser because of im- 
proved low- frequency re- 
sponse. What is the cause? 

At high frequencies the 
transformer can be looked 
upon as in Fig. 2 in which 
L, the primary induct- 
ance, is shunted by all the 
distributed and stray cap- 
acities, C, of the circuit. 
L, is the leakage induc- 
tance, Rp is the tube's 
plate resistance and R is 

the C -bias resistor. Now 
the leakage inductance 
and the capacity form 
a series -resonant circuit. 
The effect of L shunted across C is neg- 
ligible, since it is a high -impedance shunted 
across a lower impedance. When the resistor, 
R, is not bypassed a considerable voltage is 
developed across it, due to the resonant current 
flowing through the resistance in this circuit. 
This voltage is introduced into the amplifier so 
that it is out of phase with the voltage from the 
signals on the grid of the tube. In other words it 
detracts from the amplification at this frequency. 

When the resistor is properly bypassed, the 
voltage drop here is greatly reduced, and, of 
course, the out-of -phase voltage introduced into 
the amplifier is reduced, so normal gain k 
experienced. 

Whether or not the resistor should be bypassed 
depends upon conditions. For example, there is 

usually a tendency for an amplifier to sing at the 
point where the capacity resonates with the 
leakage inductance. The tendency for the 
amplifier to sing, due to this resonance condi- 
tion, then, is decreased when an out-of -phase 
voltage is introduced, due the C -bias resistor. 
Some amplifiers which do not sing when the bias 
resistor is not shunted, do sing when it is by- 
passed. In the case of the amplifier measured 
in the Laboratory, there was a gain of 6-ru 
at 6000 cycles -which went a long way toward 
making up the usual loss at this frequency, due 
to only ordinary side -band cutting in the r.f. 
amplifier. 

0.8a2 NZ 
ph 

6a+9b+10c 

Cycles 

60 
100 

2000 
4000 
6000 

Without 

TU 
-.5 

-1.0 
-2.5 
-6.0 

With 
C 

TU 
+.5 

o 
o 
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FEW writers for and readers i he task of of a magazine like RAub 
Editing Radio 
Copy 

BROADCAST realize the com- 
plexity of the tasks of its 

editorial and technical staff. Let us consider a 
how -to- make -it article, perhaps on a prominent 
kit from a well -known manufacturer. The kit 
comes to the Laboratory, is tested, accepted, or 
turned down. Then the article is looked over, 
diagrams are checked against lists of parts, the 
photographer is called in, and, after the result of 
his labor comes to the office, an "over -lay" is 
made, that is, the photograph is overlaid with a 

thin sheet of paper and the various condensers, 
resistance, coils, etc., are marked with letters 
and numbers which correspond with the list 
of parts and the circuit diagram. Here is where 
trouble begins. The set, the list of parts, the 
diagram, and the article which comes from the 
outside, from the kit manufacturer perhaps, 
seldom -may we say, never ? -check. On the 
diagram a resistor may be marked as 50,00o 
ohms, in the list of parts it is too,000 ohms, and 

RADIO BROADCAST 

-7 
a 

a2N2 
L- 9a+10b p.h 

r -- 

1 

a` N2 

L-8a+11cph 

in the article itself it may not be mentioned, or 
it may have a third value. Which is correct? 

A recent article came to the office-late as 
usual -and still later came the receiver. The list 
of parts did not check either the diagram, or 
the receiver, although the manufacturer claimed 
we would have no trouble because the material 
was " just as he sent to his would -be purchasers." 
After exchanging several telegrams and long - 
distance phone calls, a list of parts, a diagram, 
and a photograph were assembled which checked 
-but unfortunately this list will not check 
anything the manufacturer sends out. What is 
the reader to do? Why cannot the manufacturer 
check his material before it gets into print? 

We have a bulletin sent out by a well -known 
manufacturer, this time describing a B -power 
system which makes it possible to "get away 
with" smaller filter condensers. The diagram 
sent out with the bulletin gives one value of 
condenser; the circuit diagram gives another. 
Which is correct? Who knows? 

We have another yarn from a publicity writer 
of a nationally known organization -we are 
going to turn it down -in which the list of parts 
gives several items which do not appear on the 
circuit diagram, and the diagram gives two items 
which do not appear on the list of parts. 

The Technical Staff feels that its responsibility 
is to the reader. I t will get up a list of parts which 
will work properly as evidenced by a test in the 
Laboratory -and if the manufacturer is foolish 
enough to send out material which not only 
conflicts with what we print but which con- 
tradicts his own printed matter, it is his own fault. 

Incidentally, every receiver and power supply 
is tested in the Laboratory before it is described 
in the magazine -some of them several times, 
as well as many aggregations of apparatus 
whose descriptions never see the printed page 
of this magazine. 

THE CONFLICT between 
Empirical simplicity and accuracy rages 
Rules and 
Formulas in the soul of every technical 

man. Is there not some short 
cut to a mathematical or laboratory investiga- 
tion that will give sufficient accuracy? What 

111{1 

FIG. 2 
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factor can we neglect in order to obtain the 
result sooner, and still not have the bridge we 
are designing fall down? l t has been said that 
nearly any result may be obtained from a 
mathematical analysis of a given problem, pro- 
viding the proper assumptions are made -and, 
as every physicist knows, many, many, problems. 
cannot be solved completely at all. There are 
always some factors which must be neglected in 
favor of others. 

In the hunt for simplified methods, certain 
empirical rules and formulas appear. Several 
have recently been published which are very 
interesting. One was in Experimental Wireless 
(England) September, 1928, and this was re- 
printed in Lefax, October, 1928. I t related to a 
simple tube tester with which a service man 
could quickly determine the value of tubes. In 
the course of many measurements Marcus G. 
Scroggie, who developed the tube tester, dis- 
covered that the following expression would 
"work" with all modern tubes with a fair degree 
of accuracy. 

Rp= 
r 

where Rp is the plate resistance of the tube 
Ip is the plate current 
V is the "lumped voltage" on the 

plate. 

The lumped voltage is the effective voltage on 
the plate of the tube; that is, it is the sum of the 
voltages Ep (the voltage due to the plate bat- 
tery) and Eg (the voltage due the grid). For 
example, if a tube has 90 volts on the plate, a C 
bias of 4.5 volts, and an amplification factor of 
8, the lumped or effective voltage on the plate is 

V = Ep- I-1AEg 

=90+8(-4.5)= 54 

so that the effective voltage on the plate is 54 

volts. Now, if the tube has a plate current of 2.5 
milliamperes under these conditions, the plate re- 
sistance, R,,, can be obtained from Mr. Scroggie's 
formula. We have taken this formula and com- 
puted the figures below which give the measured 
and calculated Rp of several tubes and the dis- 
crepancy between them. The table follows: 

o.6 V 

Tube Rp (meas) Rp (calc) ó 
199 15.500 14,500 -6.-1 
201A 11,000 12,900 +15.4 
226 9,400 8,700 -7.45 
112A 5,000 5,400 +8.0 
171 2,000 1.750 -12.5 
210 5,000 4,825 - 3.5 
250 2,100 1,430 -32.0 

Another set of empirical formulas appeared in 
October Proceedings I.R.E. and were de- 
veloped in the Hazeltine Laboratories by Harold 
A. Wheeler. They relate to the inductance of 
three types of coils illustrated in Fig. 1. The 
inductance of the coils may be calculated with 
good accuracy by using the formulas on the 
diagrams. 

For example, the formula for the multi -layer 
coil is accurate to within 1 per cent. if the three 
terms in the denominator are about equal, the 
formula for the solenoid inductance is accurate 
to 1.0 per cent. if the length of winding is great- 
er than o.8 times the diameter, and the formula 
for the single -layer spiral or helical coil is accur- 
ate to 1.0 per cent. if the dimension (c) is great- 
er than 0.2 the dimension (a). All of the dimen- 
sions must be in inches to be used in these 
formulas. The inductance of such coils may be 

computed with one setting of this slide rule. 
and without consultation of complicated tables 
or correction factors. -KEITH HENNEY 
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LoopoOperated BrowningoDrake 
By J. H. GOCKEL 

MANY set -builders are anxious to con- 
struct a receiver which is not bound by 
antenna and ground wires to one cer- 

tain place in the home or in a room thereof. The 
place where such wires are available is often the 
wrong place for the receiver as a piece of furni- 
ture. Or the home or apartment may not provide 
a suitable location for an outside antenna. These 
fans require a loop- operated super -heterodyne, 
but the people we have in mind are not prepared 
for the outlay in funds which such a receiver 
requires. They are interested chiefly in good tone 
quality, and would rather spend what money 
they have on the audio transformers, the power 
pack, and the reproducer. Still, they have an 
occasional desire to satisfy their wanderlust by 
listening to stations several hundred miles away. 
Consequently, the receiver they need must be 
selective enough to cut through locals, and sensi- 
tive enough to reach out a thousand miles or 
more under favorable conditions. To sum up: 
the receiver required must be loop- operated, 
yet not an expensive multi -tube set; at the same 
time it must be selective, sensitive, and deliver 
good tone quality. 

The writer believes that the receiver illus- 
trated in the accompanying pictures and diagram 
fills this peculiarand seemingly self-contradictory 
order. An examination of the pictures reveals but 
a single coil, and even this one coil is minus its 
primary winding. Yet this receiver, located 
within five miles of KDKA with its 50,000 -watt 
signals, is capable of bringing in WHT, separated 
by only 3o kc. from KDKA, with only a whisper of 
KDKA's signals audible. Or it can receive the 
"Slumber Hour" from wit, to kc. from a 5uo- 
watt local station, without a trace of the latter's 
signals. Broadcasting stations in Texas, Florida, 
Nebraska and Canada were brought in with 
good volume during the early part of May. The 
quality of its detector output is such as to de- 
serve the best of audio amplifiers. In short, it 
compares quite favorably with an eight -tube 
super -heterodyne which was used in making com- 
parative tests. It did not possess the same de- 
gree of sensitivity, of course, but it also lacked 
two other things quite noticeably; namely, the 
noise that the eight tubes of a super -heterodyne 
can make on their own account, and the "repeat 
points" which KDKA scatters so generously over 
the dials of a super -heterodyne. 

FRONT VIEW OF THE AUTHOR'S RECEIVER 

NOT A FREAK CIRCUIT 

THIS receiver is not a freak. The idea for it 
was obtained from Mr. Browning's article 

in May, 1928, RADIO BROADCAST, under the title: 
"A Two-Tube Screen -Grid Tuner." After apply- 
ing his suggestions to an old Browning -Drake 
receiver which had done remarkably well in 
Arkansas, but which KDKA had forced into retire- 
ment in Pittsburgh, the thought came, "Since 
the screen -grid tube is such an efficient amplifier, 
why not operate the receiver with a loop?" To 
make this experiment an old- fashioned "barrel 
loop" was obtained at a mere fraction of its 
former list price, and rebuilt into more modern 
form by using two curved pieces and two straight 
pieces of its frame, plus four triangular pieces of 
hard rubber notched to receive the wire. 

The loop having been reconstructed, the 
antenna and ground wires were disconnected, 
and the antenna coupler removed from the 
receiver. The loop connections were then made 
as shown in the diagram. KDKA was tuned -in, 
and then tuned -out almost completely by care- 
fully turning the loop to a ninety -degree angle 
to the direction of the station. Three points down 
the dials WHT was found, then KMOX, WSMB, and 
others which had been drowned out before. I t 

HERE is a story by a reader who applied a 
screen -grid r.f. stage to a Browning - 

Drake circuit which be was constructing for 
his own use. The result was a set which could 
deliver satisfactory signals with a loop an- 
tenna. The many readers who are using 
Browning -Drake sets of early vintage may 
find in ibis experience article just the informa- 
tion they want to help them in converting 
their set to one with greater gain and some- 
what increased selectivity. -THE EDITOR. 

is the loop, of course, which accounts for the 
selectivity of the receiver, and the use of the 
screen -grid tube explains its sensitivity. 

When the receiver is operated near a powerful 
broadcasting station, such as KDKA, it is ad- 
visable to enclose the entire set in a sheet- 
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copper box, made by a tin - smith. The shield used 
by the writer was made just large enough to fit 
snugly around the base, so that the base panel 
would lend rigidity to the copper shield. Further 
shielding was given the shield -grid tube by using 
a Tyrman socket, which is supplied with a shield 
made especially for this tube. When a shield is 

placed about the entire receiver, the wiring is 

arranged as shown in the diagram. 
The usual method of mounting the grid leak, 

R4, directly across the grid condenser, G, by 
means of clips cannot be employed, as this con- 
nection would not permit the tuning condenser, 
C2, to be mounted directly on the metal shield, 
as the rotor of this condenser, as well as the grid 
return of L2, would have to connect with the F- 
plus wire, unless a 2ooA -type tube were used. In 
this connection it might also be mentioned that 
neither shielding nor the turning of the loop will 
avail much in keeping out unwanted signals from 
a powerful local station if a ground wire is 

attached to any portion of the receiver. Fortu- 
nately, at least in our case, the removal of the 
ground wire from the power pack caused no 
increase in hum from the loud speaker. 

OBTAINING BIAS 

AT FIRST a I5-ohm fixed resistance with a Io- 
ohm tap was used in the negative filament 

lead of the screen -grid tube, not only to reduce 
the filament voltage to the required amount, but 
also to supply the necessary grid bias. But 15 

ohms seemed to give too much bias, and Io ohms 
did not provide quite enough. Therefore, a I5- 
ohm rheostat, RI, was converted into a potentio- 
meter, and the grid return of the loop antenna 
was connected to the contact arm. After the 
proper adjustment of the potentiometer has 
once been determined by experimenting, the 
knob hardly need be touched again, and so this 
potentiometer may be placed on the base panel. 
However, in the set illustrated, R1 is mounted on 
the front panel and is used as a volume control 
on strong local signals, rather than burn the 
filament of the screen -grid tube too low by re- 
ducing R2. Either our ear or our imagination told 
us that the tone quality was better with this 
form of volume control for local stations. Further- 
more, we have learned that burning the filament 
of a tube too far below its rated voltage does not 
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FIG. I. RECEIVER CIRCUIT 
The above is the compIcle schematic diagram of the r f. and detector stages of the author's loop -operated 
Browning -Drake receiver. The set is operated in connection with the external af. amplifier and potter 

unit described in Fig. 2. 

increase the length of its useful life, and we want 
our rather -expensive screen -grid tube to live 
to a ripe old age. 

If the source of plate voltage is equipped with 
variable resistors, it will be found well worth 
while to adjust carefully the voltage for the 
screen grid and the plate of the screen -grid 
tube. The efficiency will be maximum, however, 
when both potentials are in the neighborhood 
of the figures mentioned on the diagram, so that 
those using dry batteries are also assured of good 
results. 

Mr. Browning's suggestions regarding neutral- 
izing could not be followed, as the coil used is an 
old one, not having the special winding for neu- 
tralizing. I t will be noted on the pictures that the 
position of this coil has been reversed. not only 
to bring the tickler knob into the center of the 
panel for appearance sake, but chiefly to shorten 
the plate lead. This position of the coil is, of 
course, made possible by the removal of the 
antenna coupler from the receiver. 

Other deviations from the list of parts sug- 
gested in Mr. Browning's article, such as C3 and 
C4, do not necessarily indicate improvements, 
but that these parts happened to be on hand - 
and happened to work. 

If a ten -inch base panel is used, sufficient room 
will be found on it to add the audio stages, but 
we have found it more desirable to place both 
audio stages in the power pack, even though the 
power transformer does not supply filament volt - 
age for the first audio tube. The seven wires of 

the cable are then used as follows: A -plus, AB- 
minus, Detector plate, B -plus 45 -volt, B -plus 
90-volt, F -minus for first audio tube, and F -plus 
for first audio tube. The F -minus connection on 
the plug must, of course, be carried to a point on 
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C3, Cs Two Sangamo fixed condensers, o.00 1 -mfd.; 
C4 One Sangamo fixed condenser, o.0oo25 -mfd.; 
Cs One Dubilier by -pass condenser, o.5 -mfd.; 
R1 One potentiometer, 15-ohm (The writer used 

a Buffalo rheostat after converting it into a 
potentiometer) ; 

R2 One Carter midget rheostat, 3o-ohm; 
R3 One Carter midget rheostat, 20 -ohm; 
R4 One Durham grid leak, 2- megohm; 
One front panel, 7 x 18 -inch; 
One base panel, 7 x 17 -inch (Use a lo x 17 -inch 

base panel if the amplifier is to be mounted on 
the base panel); 

One Tyrman shielded socket, screen -grid type; 
One Benjamin Cle -ra -tone socket, ux -type; 
One Yaxley cable and connector plug, 7 -wire; 
Two Carter tip jacks (for loop- antenna connec- 

tions) ; 

One loop antenna, O.0005 -mfd. or o.00035 -mfd. 
type; 
Two National vernier dials, type -c; 
One Carter "Imp" battery switch. 

The following accessories are required to place 
the receiver in operation: 
One screen -grid tube, 222 -type; 
One detector tube, 201A -type; 
One storage battery, 6 -volt; 
One B- supply unit; 
One a.f. amplifier, with tubes; 
One loud speaker. 

TOP VIEW OF RECEIVER 

the proper side of the receiver switch, so that this 
switch will also control the first a.f. tube. 

LIST OF PARTS 

THE apparatus used by the writer in the con- 
struction of his loop -operated Browning- 

Drake receiver are given below. In some cases 
the various items were 
not selected especially 
for this receiver. but 
were employed because 
they happened to be on 
hand. Of course, electri- 
cally equivalent parts 

c a, may be substituted if 
desired. 

The complete list 
follows: 

C1 One National Equi- 
t u n e condenser, 
O.0005 -mfd. (Substi- 
tute a o.00035 -mfd. 
condenser if this size 
is required by the 
loop antenna se- 
lected); 

Cs One National Equi- 
tune condenser, 
o.0002 5 -mfd. ; 

FIG. 2. CIRCUIT OF POWER UNIT 
A two -stage transformer-coupled amplifier is incorporated in the power unit 
designed by the writer for use with bis loop- operated Browning- Drake. 

POWER UNIT 

THE circuit diagram of the power unit used 
by the writer in connection with his loop - 

operated Browning -Drake receiver is given in 
Fig. 2. It will be noticed that the power cir- 
cuit also includes a two-stage a.f. amplifier: 
The parts employed in the construction of the 
unit follow: 

Cs Cs Two Acme "Parvolt" filter condensers, 
2 -mfd., 400-volt; 

C3 One Acme "Parvolt" filter condenser, 8 -mfd., 
400-volt; 

C4, C5 Two Acme " Parvolt" by -pass condensers, 
I -mfd. ; 

R1 One Electrad fixed resistor, lo,000 -ohm, type 
8 100; 

R2 One Electrad "Truvolt" variable resistor, 
5000 -ohm, type T -50; 

R3 One Electrad fixed resistor, 2000 -ohm, type 
B -20; 

R4 One Amperite ( Radiall Co.), type I -A; 
T1 One AmerTran audio transformer, first- stage; 
T3 One AmerTran audio transformer, second - 

stage; 
T3 One Thordarson output transformer, type 

R-76; 
One Thordarson power compact, type R -171; 
Three tube sockets, ex-type; 
One vacuum tube, 2o1A -type; 
One power tube, 17I A -type; 
One gaseous rectifier tube, BH -type. 
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A Simple Aviv Operated Tube Tester 

HE following description of a 
simple tube tester will be interest- 
ing to service men and others who 

have occasion to doubt the efficiency of 
a tube. The tester determines the mu- 
tual conductance of the tube, that is, the 
amount of plate current variation with 
a given change in grid bias, but will 
not indicate whether the tube is micro- 
phonic, noisy, gassy or, suffering from 
other common ailments. The tester may 
be plugged into any a.c. socket, pro- 
vided the voltage and frequency have 
the values for which the transformer 
is designed. 

The circuit diagram shows a trans- 
former which has all standard filament 
voltages, including 7.5 for power tubes. 
In the Laboratory it is seldom necessary 
to test tubes of this sort so a socket for them 
was not included in the set -up shown in 
Fig. 2. A resistor in the center -tap circuit (and 
the cathode of heater -type tube) provides a C 
bias for the tube. A switch short circuits part of 
this resistor in order to change the C bias and 
thus to change the plate current. The mutual 
conductance is the ratio between the correspond- 
ing plate current and grid voltage changes. 

The circuit diagram and the picture show 
clearly how the parts of the tester are connected 
together. The list of apparatus includes only 
standard material, but any other similar units 
may be used, of course. 

In operation, the tube is placed in the socket 
and the tester is plugged into a lamp socket. 
This lights the filament and puts a voltage on 
the plate. Current flowing in the plate circuit is 

read on the meter, M, and in returning to the 
center of the filament -or the heater -passes 
through the biasing resistors, R1 and R2, which 
are connected in series. The values of these re- 
sistors are known; in this case the total resistance 
is 4000 ohms. Then the resistor R1 is shorted and 
the plate current increases because the bias on 
the tube is reduced. The difference between the 
two plate currents as read by the meter, divided 
by the difference between the two grid -bias 
potentials gives an estimate of the mutual con- 
ductance. The bias on the tube is calculated by 
multiplying the plate current by the biasing 

y THE LABORATORY STAFF 
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VI EW OF A.C. TUBE TESTER 

@l 
THE tube tester described on this page 
1 may be used for checking the mutual con- 

ductance of any standard a.c. or d.c. tube. 
The tester is plugged into a no-volt light 
socket and no batteries of any kind are re- 
quired. Incidentally, the mutual conductance 
is the only important characteristic of a tube 
which it is necessary for a service man to 
check. 

-THE EDITOR 

resistance in the circuit. As an example let us 
give the values obtained in the Laboratory when 
a 2otA -type tube was tested. With a C -bias re- 
sistance of 4000 ohms (350o plus 500) the plate 
current was I milliampere. When the 350o -ohm 
resistor was shorted the plate current increased 
to 3.1 milliamperes,,The two biases were, then, 
4000X0.001 = 4 volt and 500 X 0.0031 or 1.55 
volts. The mutual conductance is 

1 Pl- I P2 .003 I -.001 .0021 G.- 
Egg -Era 4 -1.55 2.45 

=86o micromhos 

ACCURACY OF TESTER 

THE value of mutual conductance obtained 
by this tester is not very accurate because 

each change in grid -bias resistance changes the 
plate voltage as well as the plate current and 
the definition of Gm involves holding the plate 
voltage constant. In the Laboratory, however, 
several tubes were tested and the values of mu- 
tual conductances compared with values obtained 
on a bridge when the tube was 
operated at standard values of bias 
and plate voltage. The results out- 
lined below show that the accuracy 
is all that is desired for practical 
purposes. 

Tube type No. tested % accurate 

226 4 
201A 5 
112A 3 
17M 3 

9378,0 

9o! 
89.5 ó 

The meter used was a Model 
301 Weston, o-5 milliamperes. A 

shunt, R3, is provided to reduce 
the sensitivity of the meter by a 
factor of three, so that its full- 

1 73 

scale reading is 15 milliamperes. A 

switch removes this shunt when de- 
sired so that lower currents may be 
read more accurately. The switch has 
a spring in it so that the meter is al- 
ways shunted until the operator 
deliberately removes the resistor, R. 
The value of the resistor varies with 
the meter, of course, but a rheostat 
may be placed across it and adjusted 
until any desired multiplying factor is 
secured. Then the wire of the rheostat 
used may be cut off and fixed in 
position. Between 3 and 4 ohms were 
required with the Weston meter. 

A small flash lamp is connected 
as a fuse in series with the a.c. line 
to the plate of the tube to prevent 

an accident in case of a short circuit. Inci- 
dentally, the meter is in a very dangerous 
position in the circuit and it might be wise to 
place a short -circuiting strip of wire across its 
terminals. Of course, after the tester has been 
connected properly the strip should be removed. 
However, such a complication was not considered 
necessary in the Laboratory and the mortality 
of meters has been nil. 

The operator will learn very quickly from ex- 
perience the proper value of Gm for all standard 
types of tubes. Then, when tubes fall below this 
value they should be rejected or rejuvenated. 
He might, as an example, take a new tube, a 
very bad tube, and an old tube which still gives 
good signal strength. He can test them on this 
device and record their mutual conductances. 
Any tube which approaches the very bad tube 
should be rejuvenated or thrown away. 

LIST OF PARTS 

THE parts actually used in the construction 
of the tester are as follows: 

T1 One Silver -Marshall filament transformer, 
type 325; 

R1 One Ward- Leonard fixed resistor, 3500 -ohm. 
type 507 -56; 

R2 One Ward- Leonard fixed resistor, 5oo -ohm, 
type 507-17; 

R, One Frost resistor, 4-ohm: 
R4 One General Radio center -tapped resistor; 

type 439: 
Sw1 One Frost filament switch; 
Sw2 One jack switch, S.P.D.T.; 
One dial light and socket; 
Two Frost sockets, ux -type; 
One Benjamin socket, uY -type; 
One wooden baseboard. 

/ 21-A 
1/1- A 
I12-A 

226 227 

Weston 
No 301 -5 

and 
. 

3500 
R, ohms 

500 
ohms 

Sw., 
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The Isotone ScreenGrid "Super" 

E SSENTIALLY, there are very 
few different types of radio 
receivers, and of these the 

super -heterodyne is unique in that 
it is the only one in which the num- 
ber of circuits which must be tuned 
to the frequency of the received sig- 
nal is not made greater with an in- 
crease of amplification. In an ordi- 
nary tuned radio-frequency receiver, 
if we wish to obtain more gain, we 
have to provide additional tubes and 
tuned circuits, and in operating the 
receiver it is necessary that these 
circuits always be adjusted to reso- 
nance with the wavelength of the par- 
ticular station we desire to receive. 
In a super -heterodyne most of the 
amplification takes place in the 
intermediate- frequency a m p l i fie r 
which always operates at the same 
frequency and therefore, does not have to be 
adjusted when receiving signals of different fre- 
quencies. This is one of the major advantages 
of the super -heterodyne receiver, and one of the 
most important parts in such a receiver is the 
intermediate- frequency amplifier, for upon its 
characteristics depend the sensitivity and selec- 
tivity of the set. 

Accurate matching during manufacture of the 
transformers in an intermediate-frequencyampli- 
fier. is not very difficult if the intermediate - 
frequency is low, say 3o to 6o kc. On the other 
hand, the disadvantage of using a low inter- 
mediate frequency in an ordinary super-hetero- 
dyne is due to the phenomenon of so- called 
"repeat points" by which it becomes possible 
to tune in most local stations at many points on 
the dial. A super -heterodyne can be made es- 
sentially "one spot" by the use of a high inter- 
mediate frequency, but at such frequencies the 
effect of tube capacities, etc., becomes important 
and accurate matching of the intermediate - 
frequency transformers during manufacture is 
not always possible. When using a high inter- 
mediate frequency it is of advantage, therefore. 
to so arrange the transformers that they may 
be manually adjusted to the point of maximum 
sensitivity after the receiver has been completely 
constructed. Such transformers are used in the 
H. F. L. Isotone receiver described in this article. 
The following paragraphs will discuss in more 
detail the technical characteristics of this set. 

Fundamentally, the Isotone is a standard 

By DUDLEY WALFORD 

THE ISOTONE IN A PHONOGRAPH -RADIO CABINET 
This receiver was designed for use either as a radio set or a phonograph ampli, 
fier, and, when installed in a cabinet of the type illustrated, full advantage is 

taken of its dual entertainment value 

screen -grid super -heterodyne utilizing nine tubes. 
There is an additional tube which is used 
when the instrument is employed for phono- 
graph reproduction. The ten tubes of the set are 
distributed in the following manner: one 2o1A- 
type first- detector tube, one 2oiA -type oscillator 
tube, three 222 -type intermediate- frequency 
tubes, one i 12A -type second -detector tube, one 
i 12A -type phonograph -amplifier tube, one i I2A- 
type first -stage a.f. tube, and two 171A -type 
push -pull a.f. tubes. 

The set itself is composed of four main units, 
namely, the front tuning unit, the screen -grid 
intermediate- frequency amplifier, the audio- 

C-.4.0"'ei 

THE H. F. L. Isotone described in this 
article is very different from the standard 

design of super -heterodyne kit. Whereas the 
usual set of this type requires many long 
tedious hours for its construction, the ten -tube 
Isotone may be completely assembled and 
placed in operation in less than one hour! This 
is made possible by the use of wired units 
which the set -builder fastens to the chassis 
and wires into the circuit. The design of the 
set is such that it is almost impossible to make 
a mistake, and the necessary circuit adjust- 
ments are easily accomplished. The Isotone 
is also efficient when used as a phonograph 
amplifier. 

-THE EDITOR. 
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frequency amplifier, and the control 
box. The wiring and testing of these 
four units is done at the factory; 
each piece of each individual unit 
undergoes several tests and then the 
entire unit is tested. 

One of the main features of the 
receiver which is not apparent from 
the schematic diagram is the oper- 
ating frequency of the intermediate - 
frequency amplifier which is 475 
kilocycles. Most set -constructors are 
by this time aware of the fact that 
such a frequency allows the receiver 
to be tuned as a "one- spot" instru- 
ment and does away with many of 
the annoying repeat points on the 
dial. When such a high frequency is 
used, it is absolutely necessary, as 
mentioned previously, that the 
intermediate -frequency transformers 

be furnished with a means of compensating 
the various tube capacities and the capacities 
of the wiring in the receiver. 

The tuning of each transformer in this set is 
accomplished by two condensers -one of these, 
a small mica condenser, G, having a fixed value 
of o.000i mfd., is connected permanently across 
the secondary of each intermediate- transformer. 
T,, T2, T3 and T9, and the other, a small variable 
condenser, C2, having a variable capacity of 
0.000025 mfd., is connected in shunt with the 
fixed condenser, C,. This system of manually 
tuning the four transformers allows one to ad- 
just the intermediate- frequency amplifier easily 
to the point of maximum sensitivity and selec- 
tivity. 

I n the shield compartments of the intermediate - 
frequency amplifier are the four transformers. 
their associate tubes, sockets, resistors, tuning 
condensers and twelve o.5 -mfd. by -pass con- 
densers. The twelve by -pass condensers are of 
extreme importance in the proper operation of 
the amplifier. While their use increases the cost, 
the results seem to justify the expenditure, for 
the operation of the amplifier is perfectly stable, 
and oscillations cannot be produced under any 
normal operating condition. 

Immediately to the right of the screen -grid 
amplifier we see the completely shielded audio 
section of the Isotone. This consists of four trans- 
formers, four sockets, a by -pass condenser, a 

series resistor and the necessary input and output 
tip jacks. The first transformer, Ts, in the ampli- 
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JANUARY, 1929 THE ISOTONE SCREEN -GRID " SLPER" 

fier section is in the output circuit of the phono- 
graph pick -up unit; it has a turns ratio of I to I. 
When the set is being used as a radio receiver, 
this transformer and its associate tube is switched 
entirely out of the circuit by the automatic con- 
trol switch, S. 

By referring to the schematic diagram, it will 
be seen that the plate voltage to the phonograph 
tube, and also to the second -detector tube, is 

supplied through the resistor, RI, connected be- 
tween B -plus terminal of the first audio-frequency 
transformer and the 135 -volt supply lead. This 
resistor is bypassed by a i-mfd. condenser. 
The audio-frequency transformer, Ts, has a ratio 
of 5 to I, and the input transformer, T7, to the 
push -pull circuit has a ratio of 2 to I. The sche- 
matic diagram shows that the output of the 
loud speaker is taken from opposite ends of the 
high -impedance choke, LI. 

THE TUNING UNIT 

THE long unit immediately in front of the two 
amplifiers contains the tuning circuits. This 

unit consists of the antenna- tuning stage at the 
left, the oscillator at the right, and in the center 
are located the control resistors and the automatic 
ballasting switch. The antenna -tuning circuit is 
equipped with detachable leads to the coil, L2 -a 
highly desirable feature inasmuch as it permits 
the operation of the set on either a loop or an out- 
side antenna. Ordinarily the instrument is 
set up for loop operation, but the operator 
may employ anoutsideantenna by simply 
plugging the three flexible connections 
from the coil into three tip jacks in the 
antenna compartment. The antenna may 
then be connected directly to the antenna 
binding post. This circuit is tuned by 
the condenser, C. having a capacity of 
0.000475 mfd., and the inductance of the 
coil L is such that the dial reading of Cs 
will coincide with those of the oscillator 
tuning dial, Cs, when the two dials are 
properly matched by means of a small 
midget condenser, Cs, in the oscillator cir- 
cuit. These two dials may then be oper- 
ated with readings almost exactly the same 
over 85 per cent. of the dial. The oscillator 
circuit is tuned by a condenser, C,, hav- 
ing a capacity of 0.00025 mfd. The r.f. 
heterodyne voltage is transferred from this 
circuit to that of the antenna circuit through the 
pick -up coil, L3, which is connected to the center - 
tap terminal of the loop antenna (or L2 if an 
antenna is used). 

The controlling devices for the receiver are 
located in the small metal compartment situated 
between the two drum dials in the center of the 

o 

o 
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AUDIO AMPLIFIER 

VIEW OF COMPLETED RECEIVER 
This picture of the lsotone shows the set with shields in place. It may be noted that the receiver consists 

of five units which are mounted on a steel chassis 

front tuning unit. This metal compartment 
houses a special wire -wound potentiometer, R2, 

having a value of 25,00o ohms and serving as a 
voltage divider in the screen -grid circuits. This 
control allows any potential from o to 671 volts 
to be placed upon the screen grids of the tubes. 
The other variable control is a 500,00o -ohm 

Auñniuu. 
IIlIl\11 \. uimnlo1 

disconnected from the circuit. In the reverse 
position the Isotone operates as a phonograph 
amplifier; the switch connects only the last four 
tubes of the instrument, or the audio amplifier, 
and at the same time disconnects the remaining 
six tubes in the radio section of the set. 

One of the interesting features of the control- 
ling system is the 6.6 -ohm resistor, Rs, 
which is automatically connected across 
the filament- supply circuit when the 
audio amplifier is being used for phono- 

0 graph work. The extreme desirability of 
this arrangement is appreciated when it 
is realized that this ballast resistor has a 

load characteristic which corresponds with 
that of the six tubes which are discon- 
nected when the set is being used for 
phonograph reproduction. This permits 
the use of an A -power unit and the volt- 
age supplied to the tube remains steady 
at all times, regardless of the position of 
the control switch. If it were not for 
this ballast resistor, the filament voltage 
would jump suddenly upward when the 
six tubes were disconnected, and the re- 
maining four tubes in the audio amplifier 
would be subjected to a filament po- 

tential considerably above their rating. 

PICTURE WIRING DIAGRAM 
The design of the lsotone is such tbat its construction may be 
accomplished in less than one hour. The simplicity of wiring is 
indicated in this diagram which shows all connections which it is 
necessary for the set -builder to make in order to complete the 

circuits of the five individually wired units 

volume -control potentiometer, R,, which is 
connected across the secondary of the first audio- 
frequency transformer. 

The switch, S, in the center handles several 
operations. In one position it automatically con- 
nects all of the circuits required to make the 
Isotone operate as a radio receiver. With this 
adjustment, the phonograph -amplifier tube is 

VIEW OF SET WITH SHIELDS REMOVED 
The arrangement of apparatus on the chassis of this receiver is shown clearly in the above picture. The 
symbols used for the purpose of identifying parts correspond with those used in the text, list of parts, and 

schematic diagram 

ASSEMBLY AND WIRING 

THE assembly of an lsotone receiver is such 
a simple procedure that even a novice set - 

builder would not experience difficulty with the 
task. The main steel base plate is supplied with 
all necessary holes punched in the proper po- 
sitions. The assembly operation is started by 
simply placing the three main units down on the 
base plate and securing them in position by 
means of a few nuts and bolts. Slots have been 
cut in the base plate and the terminal strips of 
the individual units protrude down through the 
slots. 

The positions of the terminal strips are such 
that when the three units are mounted in their 
respective positions, practically all of the con- 
nections can be made by means of metal con- 
necting strips which are furnished with the kit. 
Therefore, it is only necessary for the constructor 
to slip the thirteen metal connecting strips down 
over their respective bolts and tighten them on 
by means of nuts. The wiring is then completed 
by running the power connections from the cable 
receptacle to the proper points on the terminal 
strips. There are ten wires to be connected in all. 
The above describes all of the connections which 
it is necessary for the assembly of the receiver. 
There is 2" of space between the bottoms of the 
individual unit base pans and the top of the 
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main foundation base plate. All of the 
wiring in the receiver (with the exception 
of the external power leads), is placed 
within this 2" of space. 

Originally the H. F. L. Isotone was de- 
signed as a battery -operated receiver. 
The engineers realized that, while electric 
operation was highly desirable, a satis- 
factory receiver would have to be built 
around direct current tubes. Tubes of the 
a.c. type, and particularly those of the 
a.c. screen -grid type, are not considered 
by the writer to be conductive to the 
best possible results. 

Therefore, in designing the Isotone 
particular attention was paid to stability, 
ease of operation, and economy in opera - 
ion. When a receiver was realized on a 

direct- current basis which furnished these 
desirable factors, it was decided that the 
practical way of electrifying such a set 
would be by a dry power- supply unit 
furnishing all A, B and C voltages. 

POWER SUPPLY UNIT 

THE Model 5 ABC power supply was 
designed as a special current -supply 

device for the H. F. L. Isotone. The A voltage is 
furnished by an Elkon dry rectifier unit operat- 
ing in conjunction with large filter chokes. The 
power supply also furnished plate potentials of 
5o, 135 and 18o volts for the plate circuits of the 
various tubes. In addition to these voltages there 
is also a connection marked "90 volts" which has 
an individual variable resistor as its controlling 
device. From this terminal any voltage from o 
to 18o volts may be obtained. Thus, the unit will 
deliver a set of voltages which will operate 
practically any receiver in existence to -day. 

Regarding the performance of the receiver. 
In an actual test in the City of Chicago on 
October 22nd, 1928, the Isotone brought in 

THE POWER UNIT 
This power unit, wbicb was designed especially for use with the 
Isotone receiver, supplies all necessary grid, filament, and plate 
potentials. The A current is obtained from a dry rectifier unit, 

and a 28o -type tube is employed to provide the B voltages 

station PWX, Havana, Cuba, with full loud- 
speaker volume for a period of one hour starting 
at nine p. m. Central Standard Daylight -Saving 
Time. The temperature at this time was around 
fifty degrees, and it is estimated that at this 
same hour over twenty seven local stations 
were operating. 

LIST OF PARTS 

THE Isotone receiver is sold only in semi- 
' completed form as described in this article; 

that is the various units are supplied completely 
assembled and wired. However, it may be well to 
list the actual parts of the H. F. L. kit just as 
they come to the set -builder: 

One assembled and wired tuning unit; 
One assembled and wired screen -grid am- 
plifier; 
One assembled and wired audio am- 
plifier; 
Eight shield cans with tops; 
One base assembly plate; 
One drilled and engraved front panel; 
One seven -wire cable and socket; 
Two gold _escutcheons with knobs (at- 
tached); 
Two dial lights (inside of drums); 
Two large walnut switch knobs; 
One small walnut switch knob; 
Two steel panel supporting brackets; 
Twelve plated connecting strips; 
Fifty -five 6-32 hexagon brass nuts; 
Fourteen i -inch hexagon spacer studs; 
Fourteen I by 6-32 inch R.H. machine 
Screws; 
Six I by 6-32 inch F.H. black machine 
screws; 
Four á by 6-32 inch R.H. machine screws; 
Eleven tinned copper lugs; 
Six feet push -back wire. 

Assuming A.C. operation, the con- 
structor will require the following acces- 
sories; 

Three 222 -type tubes; 
Three 112A -type tubes; 
Two 171A -type tubes; 
Two 201A -type tubes; 
One Model 5 ABC power supply; 
One 28o -type tube (for the power supply); 
One Pacent phonograph pick -up unit (op- 
tional); 
One loop antenna. 

For D.C. operation the following batteries will 
be required: 

One 6 -volt storage battery (120- ampere hour); 
Two 22f -volt C batteries; 
Four 45 -volt heavy -duty B batteries. 

COMPLETE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF RECEIVER 
Although the five basic units of the Isotone receiver are supplied 
completely wired by the manufacturer, this diagram shows the 
circuit of the entire set. The peculiar arrangement of the diagram 

will be found a great aid to the set- builder when constructing the 
set, as it follows closely the mechanical arrangement of the parts. 
The dotted lines of the diagram enclose the shielded circuits 
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Na. 15. 

THE Bremer -Tully model 8 -20 re- 
ceiver consists of four stages of 

radio-frequency amplification followed 
by a detector and a two-stage audio 
amplifier. 

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

1. Tuning System 
There are four main tuned circuits in 

the receiver, consisting of L1CI. LaC.. 
LaC3 and LLC.. The fifth tuned cir- 
cuit. LsCs, is in a sense a wave trap: 
it is not connected between the grid 
and filament of the first r. f. tube as 
the first tuned circuit generally is, but 
instead is coupled to the small primary 
coil L, which is connected between the 
grid and filament of the first r.f. tube. 
It should be noted that the leads 
from the neutralizing condensers to 
the grid circuits are not connected directly to the grid 
of the tube. but instead are connected to a tap on the 
secondary coils at a point a few turns from the grid 
end of the coil, the designers of the receiver having 
determined that with such a connection the receiver 
is neutralized more easily over the entire broadcast 
band. Type 226 tubes are used in all the r. f. stages, 
with about 100 volts of plate potential. 

2. Detector and audio system. 
A leak-condenser -type detector is used, the 

grid leak resistor, R. having a resistance of 3 
megohms and the grid condenser, Cu, having a 
capacity of 0.00025 mfd. The detector tube is a 
227 -type with about 45 volts on the plate, and its 
output contains a 0.006 -mfd. condenser. CI9, to 
bypass the r. f. currents directly to the cathode. 
The r. f. choke, L; also helps to keep the r. f. 
currents out of the a. f. amplifier where they might 
cause distortion. The choke coil, L7. connects. 
through the phonograph jack, J, to the first audio 
transformer, Tr. 
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3. Volume contro!. 
The resistor R4 is the volume control. and it will 

be noted that it is actually connected across the 
grid- filament circuit of the first r. f. tube and also 
in series with the plate circuit of the second r.f. tube. 
When the movable contact on the volume control is 
at the position of maximum volume (2) all the resis- 

tance is connected between the grid and filament of 
the first tube and there is zero resistance in the plate 
circuit. As the arm is moved toward the other 
end (1), the resistance connected between the grid 
and filament of the first tube is gradually reduced 
and at the same time the resistance in the plate 
circuit is proportionally increased. 

4. Filament circuits. 
Filament current for the various tubes in the 

receiver is supplied by several filament windings 
on the power transformer located in the power - 
supply device. the 226s being supplied with 1.5 
volts, the 227s with 2.5 volts and the power tubes 
with 7.5 volts. Across secondaries S, and S: are placed 
center-tapped 8 -ohm resistors, it being necessary to 
connect all the grid and plate returns to a center 
point of the fdamentcircuit to preventhum. Similarly 
a 15-ohm resistance is connected across the 2.5 -volt 
filament winding, Sr, supplying the 227 -type tubes 
and a 40-ohm resistance across the 7.5 -volt filament 
winding, Ss, which supplies the 210 -type tubes. 

5. Plate circuits. 
The plate circuit of each r. f. tube contains an 

r. f. choke. marked R.F.C. on the diagram, to pre- 
vent any of the r. f. currents passing into the plate - 
supply device. The by -pass condensers. Cis, are 
connected from each r. f. choke to ground. All of 
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the r. f. tubes are supplied with the 
same plate potential, and the other 
plate leads connected hetween the re- 
ceiver and the power supply furnish 
voltage to the detector and audio am- 
plifier tubes. 

6. Grid Circuits. 
All tubes in the receiver are biased 

by connecting resistors of the correct 
value between the center points of 
the filament circuits and negative B. 
Grid bias for the first two r. f. tubes 
is obtained by the voltage drop across 
a 770-ohm resistor, Rs. The drop across 
this resistance is about 6 volts. A simi- 
lar resistance, Rs, supplies grid bias to 
the third and fourth r. f. tubes. Grid 
bias for the first audio tube is fur- 
nished by the 1125-ohm resistance. Rr. 
and grid bias to the power tube is ob- 

tained from the resistance. Re, which has a value of 
770 ohms. 

7. Power supply. 
The power - supply transformer, T4. contains a 

primary winding, P, tapped for line voltages of 110 
and 125, and six secondary windings. A 281 -type 
half -wave rectifier is used. The filter system consists 
of the two choke coils, Ls and L9. and the 2 -mfd. 
filter condensers, Cu. Cis, and Cu. Cri has a voltage 
rating of 800 volts, and CIS, and Cm each have a rating 
of 600 volts. The filter circuit is ordinarily closed by 
terminals A and B in the power supply. If, however, 
a dynamic loud speaker is to be used, and the field 
of this speaker is to act as one of the filter choke 
coils, then the connecting link between A and B is 
removed and the terminals from the field winding 
of the loud speaker are connected to terminals B and 
C. The output of the filter system is fed directly to 
the plate of the 210 -type tube. After reduction by 
the resistor. Ra, the voltage is correct for applica- 
tion to the plates of the r. f. detector and first 
audio tubes. One -mfd., 200 -volt. by -pass condensers 
are connected as indicated on the diagram between 
negative B wire and various points in the circuit. 
They prevent coupling which might cause distortion. 
The power to the receiver is completely controlled 
by the switch connected in the primary of the power 
transformer. 
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No. 16. 

THE model Q Freshman receiver is 
unusual in that it employs a 222 - 

type screen -grid tube in the r.f. am- 
plifier. The 222 -type tube used is one 
designed for d.c. operation. but in 

i this receiver it is operated on alter- 
nating current. The single screen -grid 
stage of radio-frequency amplication 
is followed by the usual 227 heater - 
type a.c. detector. the first audio stage 
with a 226 -type tube, and a 171A -type 
power tube. 

TECHN ICAL DISCUSSION 

i. Tuning system. 
This receiver contains only two 

tuned circuits, LICI and L2C2, and both 
of the tuning condensers are ganged 
to single control. A small midgetcon- 
denser. Ca, with a maximum capac- 
ity of 50 mmfd., is connected in series 
with the antenna. The two tuning 
controls. i.e., the main dial controlling 
Ci and C2, and the vernier adjuster 
controlling Q. are interdependent and 
a slight change in one necessitates a 
change in the other. It should be noted that the 
plate of the detector tube connects through a 
fixed condenser. Ci, to the lower end of the in- 
ductance, Li. The r.f. currents in the plate circuit 
must, therefore, pass through G to the lower end 
of La and hence through Q. with a capacity of 0.02 
mfd., to ground. These currents in the plate circuit 
of the detector which flowing through the con- 
denser Q. connected in the grid circuit of the 
detector. thereby impress on the grid circuit of 
this tube a small voltage and causes regeneration 
which increases the gain of the receiver. 

2. Detector and audio system. 
The grid- rectification detector in this receiver. 

using a grid leak. Ri, with a value of 2 or 3 megohms. 
and a grid condenser. Ci, with a value of 0.00025 
mfd.. is followed by a two-stage transformer-coupled 
amplifier with a 226 -type tube in the first a.f. stage 
and a 171A -type tube in the power stage. Cs with a 
capacity of 0.02 mfd. is part of the regenerative 
system mentioned in the preceding section. 

3. Volume control. 
The volume control consists of a variable resist- 

ance, R2. connected between antenna and ground, 
and in this position it serves to regulate the amount 
of energy supplied to the first r.f. amplifier. 

Radio roadcast's Service Data Sheets 

The Freshman Model Q Receiver 

MODEL Q 

4. Filament circuits. 
Since four different types of tubes are used in 

this receiver it is necessary that the power- supply 
transformer contain four separate filament windings. 
A 3.1 -volt winding. SI, supplies the 222 -type r.f. 
amplifier, a 225 -volt winding. Si. supplies the 227- 
type detector tube, a 1.4 -volt windings. Si. supplies 
the 226 -type audio amplifier and a 4.8 -volt winding, 
Si. supplies the 171A -type power tube. It is inter- 
esting to note that all of these voltages are some- 
what lower than the rated filament voltages of the 
tulles they supply. These low voltages are used 
because it has been found that the various tubes 
will give satisfactory emission with these potentials 
and that their life will be greatly increased. 

5. Plate circuits. 
The plate of the 222 -type tube is supplied with 

170 volts. the detector with 50 volts. and the first 
audio and second audio tubes with 170 volts. The 
screen -grid of the r.f. tube is supplied with 50 volts. 
It will be noted that the 170 volts with which the 
plates of the r.f. tube and first audio tube are supplied 
Is considerably above the maximum value specified 
by the standard tube manufacturers. The reason 
for the use of these high voltages is probably that 
the hum in the output of the receiver is less than 
with rated voltages, due to the fact that with high 

Radio 0.360 
222 Transformer Tim _ 

0.002 Audio 
227 mfd:, Transformer 226 
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plate voltages high values of grid bias 
can be used and as a result the modu- 
lating effect on the grid circuits of any 
a.c. hum voltages is proportionately 
less. All the plate circuits are bypassed 
to ground with fixed condensers. 

6. Grid circuits. 
Grid bias for the various tubes is 

obtained from resistors connected in 
series with the center taps of the vari- 
ous filament windings on the power 
transformer. The 3.1 -volt winding sup- 
plying the 222 -type tube has in series 
with its center tap a fixed resistance, 
Rs, which suppliesa negative potential 
of approximately 2.5. volts to the con- 
trol grid of the r.f. tube, There is no 
bias on the grid of the detector tube 
except that due to grid current flowing 
through the grid leak, Ri. The 226 -type 
audio amplifier tube obtains grid bias 
from the 1800-ohm resistor, Ri; the 
voltage drop across this resistance 
places a negative bias of about 10 
volts on the grid of this tube. Negative 
bias on the grid of the power tube 

is approximately 35 volts and is obtained from the 
voltage drop across the resistance, Rs. 

7. Power supply. 
A 280 -type full -wave rectifier is used in the power 

supply, this tube being supplied with 400 volts from 
the secondary winding, Ss, and 4.8 volts on the fila- 
ment from S. The output of the tube feeds into the 
filter system consisting of a single choke coil. L3, 
and the two condensers. Ce with a capacity of 2 
mfd.. and Ce with a capacity of 4 mfd. Ca has a 
rating of 2000 volts and Ce has a rating of 1000 
volts. It should be noted that condensers of a far 
higher voltage rating than is actually applied to 
them are used in order to insure long life without 
danger of break down. The output of the filter cir- 
cuit supplies the plates of all of the tubes except the 
detector, and by use of the voltage dividing resisters. 
Re and Rr, the maximum output potential is re- 
duced to 50 volts for the plate of the detector tube 
and the screen grid of the 222 -type tube. Re has a 
value of 12,500 ohms and Rr is a 10,000-ohm re 
sister. 

Note: As this issue Roes to press we are informed that 
the Freshman Model Q receiver has been superseded by 
the model 3Q. The new receiver employs an additional 
tuned circuit -THE EDITOR. 
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SERVICING A RADIO RECEIVER 

Servicing HomeoMade Radio Receivers 

iN THE repair of radio receivers the service 
man is confronted with two different types 
of problems; one manner of trouble is to be 

expected in the modem factory -built set, but 
it is impossible to anticipate the sort of defect 
which may be discovered in a home -assembled 
outfit. Fortunately, however, the man who 
"rolls his own" is not easily discouraged -he 
does not surrender to the extent of requesting 
the aid of a service man until he has exhausted 
his ideas as well as those of his friends. 

In the October article of this series there were 
listed, in the order of their importance, the 
causes of trouble experienced in the servicing of 
factory -made receivers. These disorders as well 
as others are encountered in home -made sets. 
However, very frequently when called upon to 
service sets of this type the poor results will be 

found to be caused by (I) the use of an incorrect, 
inefficient, or tricky circuit, (2) carelessness in 
wiring or assembling of parts, (3) the use of 
poorly selected apparatus, (4) improper arrange- 
ment of apparatus and wiring, and (5) all sorts 
of peculiar conditions which are the result of 
lack of knowledge on the part of the novice set - 
builder. 

From the remarks given in the above para- 
graph it may be appreciated that in some cases, 
in order to make the set operate properly, it is 

only possible to salvage the apparatus and re- 
build. However, the usual radio fan is not super- 
critical when regarding his own work; as a result 
a simple repair which will cause the set to oper- 
ate -even if the performance is poor -is often 
considered entirely satisfactory. I might add that 
the inexpensive repair almost invariably is pre- 

By B. B. ALCORN 

The third installment 
of a series of articles 
discussing the problems 
of a radio service man 

ferred, as the set -builder objects when it is neces- 
sary for him to pay for work he should be able 
to do himself.. 

Home -made sets may be divided into three 
distinct classes, namely, the completely home- 
made set, the home -assembled kit set, and the 
home -modernized factory -built receiver. The 
first type usually presents the greatest problem 
to the service man, the kit sets often can be re- 
paired without too much difficulty, and those 
which fall in the last class may or may not be 
reconditioned, depending upon their design, but 
frequently they should have been junked years 
ago. 

AN UNUSUAL SHORT CIRCUIT 

WHILE on the subject of home -constructed 
radio receivers, a few experiences with sets 

of this type may be of interest. A set which re- 
cently was given to us for repair typifies the un- 
usual conditions which frequently are found. 
This particular set was made by a very careful 
workman; every connection was carefully sol- 
dered, the circuit was correctly wired, the best 
available parts were used throughout, and the 
construction was beyond criticism, except for 
one detail. An examination of the receiver 
-showed that each by -pass condenser -they were 
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of the moulded -bakelite type -was mounted to 
the base panel with a machine screw passing 
through a hole drilled in the center of the con- 
denser. Of course, drilling the holes through the 
condensers caused a short circuit in each case, 
thus making the receiver entirely inoperative. 
The builder of the receiver, admitting that his 
knowledge of radio was limited, explained that in 
constructing the set he tried to improve the 
mechanical design which was described in a 

newspaper radio supplement. 
Another interesting experience with a home - 

constructed set proved very baffling for some 
time. The builder of this set had had considerable 
experience in building receivers for himself and 
his friends, and he had been very successful in 
most cases. However, the set in question proved 
to be his Waterloo. On the surface the construc- 
tion of this set appeared to be perfect, but an 
electrical test showed many shorts throughout 
the circuit, The wiring was checked from begin- 
ning to end and it was found to be correct in 
every particular; nevertheless, shorts were exist - 
ant in all parts of the circuit. Finally it was dis- 
covered that the front and base panels of the set 
were made of "self- shielding" material (these 
panels present the appearance of bakelite, but 
are imbedded with a wire mesh) which was as 

effective in short circuiting the various parts as 

an uninsulated metal chassis would have been. 
After insulating the apparatus and wiring from 
the wire mesh in the panels the set performed 
perfectly. 

A 'third experience concerns a home -con- 
structed "Hi-Q 28" kit set which was wired for 
operation with'a.c. tubes. The set was carefully 
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constructed by a man who had had considerable 
radio experience, but it refused to function. No 
error was found in the wiring diagram which 
was studied carefully, and an electrical test failed 
to disclose the trouble. However, it was discov- 
ered that with the antenna connected to the grid 
of the detector tube, the set would pick -up sig- 
nals, but with the shields in place and the an- 
tenna connected with the antenna post the set 
was "dead." After considerable checking it was 

found that a o.00025 -mfd. by -pass condenser had 
accidentally been connected in shunt with the 
secondary of the detector r.f. transformer, 
thus causing the detector circuit to tune 
to a much higher wavelength than the 
preceeding r.f. stage which was tuned by 
a condenser on the same shaft as the 
detector condenser. As soon as this con- 
denser was removed from the circuit the 
receiver provided excellent results. 

The troubles located in home - 
reconstructed commercial receivers usu- 
ally are as foolish as those found in other 
home -made sets. We were recently called 
upon to repair an old four -tube Garod 
reflex receiver, this set having performed 
satisfactorily until the owner decided to 
improve the quality of reproduction by 
substituting new a.f. transformers. How- 
ever, after the new transformers had been 

installed the volume was much lower than 
it had been originally. An examination of wiring 
disclosed the fact that the first transformer was 
connected backwards, i.e., the secondary winding 
was connected in the plate circuit. 

The next incident, which concerns a Radiola 
17, is more amusing than instructive. The set had 
an open grid suppressor and it was brought to 
the shop for repair, but when the cabinet was 
opened it was found that around each tube was a 
piece of friction tape which held in place a large 
square of tin foil. After the grid suppressor had 
been replaced the set, minus the tin foil decora- 
tions, was returned to the owner, and out of 
curiosity we asked his reason for placing the tin 
foil on the tubes. He explained that when the set 
started to lose volume he thought that the tubes 
were at fault. After noting that the "silver plat- 
ing" on the inside of some tubes was heavier 
than on others, he decided to repair the "weak" 
tubes with tin foil. 

The novice experimenter who builds receivers 
is not the only radio fan who causes trouble for 
the service man. On the other hand there is the 
ambitious radio fan who adds accessories and 
other "gadgets" to his factory -built receiver, 
as in many cases this is also the cause of poor 
results. This fact calls to mind a short of a pecu- 
liar nature occurring in an Atwater Kent model 
20 receiver, and in this particular instance the 
trouble was very difficult to locate. 

The owner of the receiver purchased a Philco 
B- supply unit and for several days he was very 
much pleased with the results. Then, one evening 
he returned the power unit to the dealer and 
stated that it would not deliver current, and, as 

no amount of argument would convince him that 
the power unit was in perfect condition, he was 
given a Bosch power pack in exchange. The next 
morning the Bosch unit was returned and the 
customer requested that a service man examine 
his receiver. The man who tackled the job found 
a very unusual condition; both power units 
would work satisfactorily if, when changing the 
connections from the batteries to the power unit, 
the tubes were not turned off, but if the tubes 
were turned off and on the power unit would not 
operate the receiver. Further examination dis- 
closed a short circuit in the B -I- 135 -volt lead 
of the set, and it was discovered that a by -pass 
condenser had blown out. When new condenser 
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was installed in the set perfect results were 
obtained. 

The Atwater Kent model 20 receiver is not the 
only set in which by -pass condensers are apt to 
become shorted upon the addition of a B -power 
unit, as the trouble is experienced frequently 
with many old -type receivers. In this connection 
the writer would suggest replacing the by -pass 
condensers of old sets with new condensers, 
which are capable of withstanding a higher vol- 
tage, before installing a B- supply device. 

While on the subject of B- supply devices a 
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operating properly except that signals cannot be 
picked up. In the repair of the receiver the con- 
denser may be omitted from the circuit if another 
is not available, as little or no difference will be 
noted in the results. 

Short circuits in accessories, such as loud 
speakers, lightning arrestors, extension cords, 
etc., should receive some mention at this time as 
devices of this type are the cause of considerable 
trouble and it seldom occurs to the service man 
to look for shorts in these parts of the circuit. 
This is especially true of the loud speaker, and 

for this reason it is advisable to connect 
a pair of phones to the output of the set 
before making further tests. Often it will 
be found that the windings of the loud 
speaker have become shorted or burnt 
out, or the cords have become defective. 

NO./ 

SERVICE man -and bis number is legion -can 
hope to succeed completely unless be has the best of 

radio backgrounds. He must know, almost instinctively 
why things go wrong and where to look for the trouble. 
The service man can learn only little if be attempts to 
remember -merely -bow a certain trouble was cured; be 
must go back to fundamentals. These articles by Mr. 
Alcorn, himself a practising service man, are designed not 
so nzucb to tell service men bow to cure specific troubles, 
but more to discuss common troubles and their remedies. 
This, we hope, will help to show those who are eager to 
learn something about what that knowledge must be and 
how they must apply it. -THE EDITOR. 

short of a peculiar nature which was encountered 
in the power circuit of a Freshman Equaphase 
a.c. receiver might be of interest. In this particu- 
lar case the receiver behaved in a very strange 
manner; in the middle of a musical selection the 
volume would increase to terrific proportions and 
then die away to a whisper the next moment. 
After considerable checking it was found that 
the trouble was caused by an uninsulated wire 
which short circuited the detector resistance of 
the voltage- divider strip. However, it was dis- 
covered that, as a result of the short circuit, con- 
siderable current passed through the wire, thus 
producing sufficient heat to cause the wire to 
expand and open the shorted resistor. Of course, 
when the wire cooled it contracted again and 
shorted the resistor, and then the cycle was re- 
peated. This short circuit proved very difficult 
to locate as the wire in question was fastened to 
the cover of the power unit and nothing out of 
the ordinary could be noted when the apparatus 
was examined. However, the set tester described 
last month proved its values as it detected the 
variations in plate voltage. 

MANIFESTATIONS OF SHORTS 

IN B- supply devices and the power packs of 
receivers shorted filter condensers and choke 

coils make their presence noted by an increased 
a.c. hum in the loud speaker. Incidentally the 
only remedy for such trouble is to replace the 
defective parts. Also, the writer wishes to state 
that all radio service men would appreciate it if 
less insulating material were used in the manu- 
facture of these units, as the time employed in 
digging out the defective parts certainly could 
be employed more profitably. 

Another shorted condenser which develops 
quite frequently in Radiola models 17 and 18 

receivers occurs in a part of the circuit where one 
would not be apt to look for trouble. The circuit 
diagram of Radiola 17 -it was incorrectly 
labelled as the 18 -was given in the first arti- 
cle of this series (Page 26 November RADIO 
BROADCAST). The small condensers designated 
by the letters G are the ones which have been 
found defective in a number of instances, G3 

being the unit which generally is found at fault. 
This short is very difficult to locate the first 
time it is encountered, as the set seems to be 

0 

' TWO INTERESTING OPEN CIRCUITS 

THERE recently have come to our 
I attention two open -circuit troubles 

which are considered of particular inter- 
est, because in each case the set -checking 
device failed to detect the defect. 
The first instance concerns a Radiola 
17 receiver, and when the complaint was 
received the cause was diagnosed as 

@Po an opened grid suppressor. However, 
an electrical test showed the circuit 

to be in good condition, even though the set 
lacked volume on all stations, including pow- 
erful local broadcasters. In this case the prob- 
lem was solved by the old method of attaching 
the antenna to the grid of each of the various 
r.f. tubes. As soon as the antenna wire was 
touched to the grid of the second tube signals 
were received with greatly. vórume, 
thus indicating thát the tróuble must be located 
in the first r.f. circuit. Finally it was dis- 
covered that an open circuit existed in the 
volume control which is in the antenna circuit 
of the receiver. 

The second open- circuit difficulty was expe- 
rienced with a Crosley Bandbox receiver, and it 
was suspected that the trouble would be found 
in the external power -supply unit. The set did 
not provide sufficient volume, but the set - 
checking device indicated that the receiving 
circuit was satisfactory, and the output voltages 
of the power- supply unit were found to be correct 
with a d.c. voltmeter. As a last resort the battery- 
voltmeter continuity test was given the set and 
an open was found in one of the r.f. choke coils. 
We have never been able to determine why this 
defect did not show up in the test with the set - 
checking device, but it did not and we were 
forced to spend more time in looking for the 
trouble than was profitable. In addition, it was 
necessary to rewind the choke coil as none of this 
type was available at the time. 

Another thing which should be remembered in 
connection with Crosley Bandbox receivers is 
that the external power unit is not of the dry 
type; it employs a Merschon filter condenser 
which is of electrolytic construction. Because of 
this fact the power unit should never be installed 
on its side, as the electrolyte is apt to seep 
through the cork and cause corrosion. The writer 
knows of several cases where this mistake has 
been made and in one instance a beautiful ma- 
hogany bookcase was badly discolored. Incident- 
ally, it is never good policy to install power 
units on their side when a filament -type tube is 

used as a rectifier. In the instructions which are 
supplied with each tube the manufacturer re- 
commends-that the tube be operated in a verti- 
cal position if maximum life is desired. When 
the tubes are operated in a horizontal position 
the filament is apt to sag and cause trouble. 
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Ff)() The Service Man's Corner 

THE many practising radio service men who 
see RADIO BROADCAST regularly have 
praised highly the articles for and by ser- 

vice men which are now a regular feature of this 
magazine. Those of our readers working 
in this field seem to like "The Service Man's 
Corner" especially. "Although I feel confident 
to face almost any kind of service problem," 
writes one reader, " I enjoyed reading the first 
'Service Man's Corner' and am looking forward 
to future issues. All of us need to keep in touch 
with what other workers are doing and I feel 
I can always learn something from reports of 
other's experiences." 

Even though some of the suggestions appear- 
ing in these pages may seem self- apparent and 
too simple to deserve mention, it is possible that 
the point covered is so obvious that many 
readers have never thought of it.. 

A.C. Hum: Some service men tell us that where 
they have replaced a.c. tubes in an "electric" 
set an unusual amount of hum developed. The 
answer is apparently in the fact that some a.c. 
tubes or circuits vary slightly in some character- 
istic and adjusting the resistor responsible for 
balancing out the hum will cure the trouble. In 
other words, the resistor in question should have 
the tap adjusted in the exact center, but in the 
case of some tubes, the lowest resulting hum in 
operation results when the resistor is adjusted 
slightly off -center, the exact point being a matter 
of experiment. Many commercial receivers now 
are equipped with variable "center- tapped " re- 
sistors, which makes the solution of this trouble 
simple. In servicing less modern sets, it may be 
wise where possible to replace the fixed center - 
tapped resistor with a variable unit. 

Getting the "lows ": It is curious how a con- 
denser across the loud- speaker [leads helps to 
bring out these lower notes that everybody is 
yelping for. Try different values until the cus- 
tomer yelps out loud. [This stunt will be effective 
on low frequencies, but will cut off most of the 
highs.- Editor.] There is another suggestion I 

wish to make at this time: have a routine in 
checking a receiver and don't vary from it. I spent 
several days learning that a voltage- divider 
system was "open" in the detector supply before 
I relearned the value of an invariable routine. 
The groping was unproductive, but the trouble 
was almost at once apparent when the set was 
checked systematically. We never seem to learn: 
I blew three tubes a few days ago, and repeated 
that performance the next day. And yet it's so 
easy to remove tubes while working on a set! 

[What test routine do readers prefer? The best 
contributions will be printed. - Editor.] 

H. J. GODDARD, Ellendale, N. D. 

R.T.F. Set Trouble: In servicing an Atwater 
Kent, the following trouble presented itself. The 
set worked on local stations but the signal 
strength was weak. Having eliminated the bat- 
teries, tubes, antenna, and loud speaker for 
faults, the set itself was inspected. It was a one- 

Cr'HIS page marks the second appearance of our 
11 department exclusively for the practising ser- 

vice man. It is unique, we feel, because for the 
most part it is written by the service man himself. 
These pages will be a forum where the service man 
can discuss bis problems, get his pet idea into 
print, and see now and then a hint which will be 
useful in bis daily work. Contributions which 
should preferably be short, to the point, and type- 
written are solicited and will be paid for if used. 
Address your articles to the editor, "Service Man's 
Corner." 

-THE EDITOR. 

dial, three -condenser set. The puzzling thing 
was that all continuity tests showed the set to 
be ok. By placing my finger on the stator plates 
of the first condenser the signals faded out com- 
pletely; the same result was found in touching 
the third condenser. On the center condenser the 
signals remained the same. Moving the second 
condenser caused little change. 

Grasping the center or second r.f. coil, and 
forcing it slightly from side to side, the set 
worked ok at times. The continuity test showed 
no open circuits. By moving each wire con- 
nected to this coil a bad connection was located 
where the lead was soldered to the coil. The 
connection was slightly corroded. The condition 
was this: even though this connection passed 
22 volts in the continuity test, the corroded joint 
would not pass r.f. current because of its high 
resistance. After the connection was cleaned and 
resoldered the set worked satisfactorily. Such 
a condition might not occur in a new set, but 
this possibility is well to remember when working 
on receivers which have been in use for some time. 

-THOMAS GLOSE, Allentown, Pa. 

Filament voltage on the CX -35o: A service man 
writes us that he "is having trouble with a new 
cx35o tube arcing across between the elements 
and wonders if the trouble is general with 
others." He continues, " I am using the drop 
across a 1 Soo -ohm resistor for grid bias and 
the tube draws 5o mils. On loud signals, there is 
an arc inside the tube and the milliammeter in 
the plate circuit deflects toward the high end of 
the scale. I have had three tubes and they all do 
the same thing." 

Roger M. Wise, chief engineer of E. T. Cun- 
ningham, has cast some light on the probable 
cause of the trouble. He says: " In using the 
cx -35o we find that the important precaution of 
operating the filament at approximately the rated 
voltage is often overlooked. We investigated re- 
cently a complaint of flash -over in an amplifier 
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in which two of these tubes were being used. 
When tested in our laboratory, the tubes in 
question operated normally at rated maximum 
plate voltage, but when placed in the amplifier 
giving the trouble, one of the tubes arced. A 
check on the operating conditions showed that 
while the plate voltage in this amplifier was 
only 375 volts, the filament voltage was 6.o. 
As soon as the filament potential was raised to 
the rated figure, 7.5 volts, the tube operated 
satisfactorily." 

Items of Interest 

SOME manufacturers tell us that the demand 
for power amplifiers for public address work 

in its various possible applications is one of the 
year's most astounding developments in radio 
accessories. The service man and professional 
set -builder who is interested in this work ought 
to have -in addition to the catalogs of the vari- 
ous makers -the General Radio Experimenter 
vol. 3 no. 4 for September, 1928, for the article 
"Notes on Group Address System," by C. T. 
Burke. Silver -Marshall's The Radiobuilder, vol. 
I, no.6, dated October 9, 1928,describes in inter- 
esting detail the new S -M rack- and -panel " P. 

A." amplifiers. Jenkins & Adair, of Chicago have 
just issued Bulletin No 7 on a microphone mixing 
panel which should be useful in more pretentious 
public address systems. 

y1 The Weston Electrical Instrument Corpora- 
tion have just released descriptions and prices 
on testing apparatus for the service man. Their 
publications describe Model 537 a.c. d.c. set 
tester, Model 533 Counter Tube Checker (which 
is a.c.-operated) and circulars Y and X de- 
scribing portable a.c. and d.c. testing instru- 
ments respectively. 

qWhat list of equipment do service men feel 
is the minimum for field work? Most service 
men feel rather strongly on this point and we 
should like to have lists submitted. The results 
will be tabulated and be published in this de- 
partment. 

qPractising service men, especially those who 
are working out of a radio store, will find the 
excellent loose -leaf tube data book issued by 
E. T. Cunningham, 37o Seventh Avenue, New 
York, of constant value. These sheets, supplied 
in a binder give the following data: name of 
receiver, manufacturer's name, model number, 
a chart showing location of tubes, socket number 
and what part in the circuit each tube plays. 
Space is provided on each sheet for notes, and 
remarks containing useful data on the set in 
question. We are advised that Cunningham will 
supply service men with the book, on request. 
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Sound Motion Pictures 

Volume Control in the "Talkies" 
SOME years ago an eminent progressive, be- 

ing asked in a locality noted for repeated 
industrial warfare what he thought of law 

and order, answered to the effect that he thought 
it would be all right, but he had never seen any. 
Exaggeration often points the way to truth. The 
truth about volume control in the sound -movie 
field is that in most theatres there isn't any. This 
is probably the most serious defect in the tech- 
nique of audible photoplay reproduction at the 
present time. The theatres, in this matter of gain 
adjustment, are now at the stage in which broad- 
casting was in 1923, but the effect is worse, be- 
cause the combination of sound reproduction 
with pictorial action presents more difficult prob- 
lems than sound reproduction alone. 

The principal faults may be summarized as 
follows: 

(t) General level of speech reproduction too 
high. 

(2) Failure of volume to follow the action or 
to maintain a natural proportionality. 

(3) Abrupt jumps from one musical selection 
to another as scenes change. 

(4) Inability to adapt sound reproduction to 
audience reaction in special cases. 

Under the first count of the indictment, I may 
say that I attend a good many sound- picture 
showings in various cities and different sizes of 
theatres, and very rarely encounter inadequate 
volume of either speech or musical accompani- 
ment. Excessive loudness of synchronized musi- 
cal accompaniment I hear sometimes, but not 
often enough to write an article about it. Un- 
naturally loud speech reproduction, however, is 
rampant. This generally excessive level of speech 
reproduction is caused by failure on the part of 
the recording experts, projectionists, theatre 
managers, and other functionaries to appreciate 
the simple fact that speech is usually not as loud 
as music. So, in changing from orchestral ac- 
companiment to speech, during a picture, they 
ought to drop the level, perhaps 10 Tu. But in 
most pictures which have talking portions alter- 
nating with music nobody does anything about 
this. The result is that even in the top gallery 
the speech is absurdly loud. The setting should 
be such that in this location conversational 
speech from the sound movie machine is loud 
enough to be comfortably understandable. In a 
house with good acoustics this will not be much 
louder than speech of the same sort from an 
actor on the stage. Even when this rule is fol- 
lowed the speech may be too loud in the front of 
the orchestra, but it will not be as bad as when 
the level is excessive up above. 

TOO MUCH VOLUME 

THIS chronic tendency to oversupply volume 
I leads to a number of corollary defects. One is 

a distortional change in voices. An actor playing 
a love scene, for example, and talking to a girl 
at close range, naturally speaks in a low voice. 
His low voice is not the same, in distribution 
of overtones, fundamental pitch, and other 
characteristics as if he were talking loudly. The 
recording operator, perhaps, brings up the gain 
control to get above the noise level of his equip- 

ment. Then in the theatre some more amplifi- 
cation is piled on, and the voice issues from the 
projectors a few million times louder than at 
the beginning. The ear recognizes the fact that 

Cr HIS is the first of a series of articles 
1 dealing with sound notion pictures. 
RADIO BROADCAST was first and alone in its 
field to provide intelligent and authoritative 
articles on the engineering aspects of broad- 
casting and we are happy to be first now with 
authoritative articles on sound movies. The 
latter field is so close to broadcast engineering 
that it is proving of absorbing interest to 
almost everyone in radio. Pages in this 
magazine will regularly be devoted to this 
subject. -THE EDITOR. 

e-.0011-4 

something adventitious has happened to the 
man's voice. Quiet speech sounds natural only 
when it is reproduced at a relatively low in- 
tensity. Furthermore, dramatic contrast is lost 
when even moderately loud sounds are repro- 
duced heavily. If you deafen the audience with 
the amorous murmuring of the lovers, what 
more can you do when they begin to shout at 
each other, or when the hero pulls a machine 
gun out of his trousers and shoots one of his 
fellow gangsters? If you are working at plus 
to for sounds of low volume, and you emit too 
times as much energy for a louder sound, the 
effect on the ear goes up to plus 3o, an increase 
of 20o per cent. as far as the ear is concerned. 
But if you are already working at plus 4o the 
same ratio of increase only brings you up to plus 
6o, an increase of 5o per cent. to the ear. The 
audiences, even though they don't know much 
about logarithms, have ears which act log- 
arithmically. 

Part of what has been said also has a bearing 
on the second point listed above. Fundament- 
ally, the failure to correlate volume with the 
action of the play is a fault in recording. Skillful 
gain variation in the theatre can make up for 
defects in recording, but what we frequently get 
is mediocre recording to begin with, aggravated 
by bungling in reproduction. One of the faults 
frequently mentioned by critics of talking pic- 
tures is that when characters go backstage 
after a close -up there is no corresponding dimi- 
nution in the level of their speech. This is some- 
thing which should be taken care of in recording, 
but usually isn't. The close -up is one shot and 
the movement backstage very likely another. By 
the time the recording engineers are taking the 
latter they have forgotten the initial volume, but 
the audience, getting the two close together, 
notices the incongruity. The remedy lies in 
recognition of such defects, more utilization of 
instruments, and standardization of technique. 
Similarly when an actor turns away from the 
audience there is not the change in his voice 
which one would expect. The reason usually is 
that a second microphone was used to pick him 
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up when he turned away, and the recording 
expert neglected to bring down the gain control 
somewhat on his transmitter to take care of its 
direction with respect to the future audience. 

Some of the troubles discussed above involve 
refinements in technique and training of skilled 
personnel, which cannot be accomplished over- 
night, but such scandalous defects as abrupt 
changes in musical selections are inexcusable. As 
long as audiences tolerate such barbarities it 
seems there will be producers and exhibitors 
foolish enough to perpetrate them. In the mean- 
time other producers will refine their technique 
and sell the product to the more far- sighted 
theatre proprietors, and when the public becomes 
critical the latter will get the business and the 
former will bé left wondering why their seats are 
empty. As yet, unfortunately, the public, has 
not become discriminating, and one sees audi- 
ences sitting through synchronized pictures in 
which, as the scenes change, one musical selec- 
tion is abrupt;s' broken off and another starts 
with full volume in the middle of a bar. These 
are the subtle operations of the cutting rooms on 
sound film. As originally scored, the picture has 
appropriate musical selections fitted to the 
various scenes, with suitable transitions and 
pauses as scenes change. Further changes being 
decided on, pieces are chopped out of the reel. 
This may improve the picture (sometimes the 
more that is cut out the better the picture be- 
comes) but unfortunately the sound track goes 
with the picture, and with it the artistic tran- 
sitions arranged by the musical director. Of 
course these portions might be re- orchestrated, 
but the productions have to appear on schedule, 
and some of the producers are willing to send 
the stuff out as long as they think there is a 
chance that the audiences will not get up, throw 
the chairs at the screen, and lynch the house 
manager 

AUDIENCE REACTIONS 

ANOTHER difficulty, for which the producers 
cannot be held responsible, lies in the un- 

certainty of audience reactions. In one instance 
which I witnessed the victim was the illustrious 
Martinelli, singing Va Prononcer Ma Mort, from 
La Juive, one of Vitaphone's operatic shorts. 
The tenor appeared in street clothes on the screen 
after being divested of his costume and Hittite 
nose. A small audience on a warm Sunday after- 
noon applauded only moderately and when the 
shade of Martinelli implacably offered two or 
three bows and synchronized smirks after they 
were silent, naturally they laughed. In this case 
the projectionist was caught flat -footed. He 
should have doused the grateful artist as soon 
as the audience indicated that it could bear to 
let him go back to the rewinder. Too few bows 
are always better than too many. A much harder 
problem is encountered in connection with loud 
laughter from audiences during comedies. In a 

stage comedy when the audience laughs loud 
enough to drown out the succeeding dialogue the 
actors pause and wait for the roars to die down. 
In vaudeville they can laugh with the audience. 

(Concluded on Page zoo) 
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No. 131 Radli® Broadcast's Home Study Sheets 

ARADIO laboratory, regardless of how 
small it may be, cannot get along with- 

out a wavemeter or frequency meter. Such 
a meter generally consists of a coil, a con- 
denser, and a dial. If it is part of an oscil- 
lating tube circuit, so much the better. It 
can, then. be used as a source of signals 
from which a receiver may be adjusted to 
a desired frequency. A good frequency 
meter can be made from coils such as 
the General Radio Company Series 277 
which have the dimensions shown in Table I. 
When attached to a tube, as shown in Fig. 1, 
with or without a grid current meter. a very 
useful frequency standard may be had. The 
problem is to calibrate it. Calibrating such 
a meter is a very interesting and instructive 
experiment. 

LIST OF APPARATUS 

1. An oscillating wavemeter as in Fig. 1. 
2. An oscillating detector tube. tuned to 

some known frequency in the broadcast 
band. (See Fig. 2.) 

3. An audio amplifier connected to the 
output of the oscillating detector. 

4. A pair of headphones connected to the output of the amplifier. 

Calibrating a Radio Waverneter 

Plug 

. O 
Plug 

4/10. 

1.5 m a 

- 45 Plu 

+ 
B 

Coil Turns Size 
Wire 

TABLE I 

Diam. 

January, 1929 

Let us consider the broadcast -band coil, 
which in, the Laboratory is tuned by 
placing the condenser across only half the 
coil so only a small part of the band is 
covered. We set down the figures as in 
Table 3, and subtract the dial settings as 
in Column 2. We heard strong beats at 10.2 
and 85 degrees on the dial. We guess that 
these are respectively the 1220 kc. and the 
610 kc. points. Now we note that from 10.2 
to the next point is 24 degrees, and that 
from this point to the next at 47 is a differ- 
ence of 13 degrees. If we consider 13 de- 
grees as a unit, we see that there are 6 
units between 1220 kc. and 610 kc. that is 
about 100 kc. per unit. So we put down 
1220 kc. as the 10.2 degree point, subtract 

111111 
200 kc. for the next and get 1020, (which 
is two units distant), subtract one unit or 
100 kc. for the next and get 920kc., and so 
on. Now we look at our table of expected 
beat notes and lind that 1220, 1016. 915, 
813 and 610 are to be expected. We car. 
then attach these frequencies to the 
above points. We can get the frequencies 
of the other coil points in exactly the 
same way. 

If we wish we may use another method of computing roughly what the 
beat frequencies are. and then check them against our table of expected 
beats as before. We note that between 10.2 and 85 degrees -a difference 
of 75 degrees approximately -a difference of 610 kc. exists, or a difference 
of about 8 kc. per degree. Then the difference between 10.2 and 34 
should give 23.8,! 8 kc. or about 190 kc., that is from 1220 to 1220 -190 
or 1030 kc. Actually our table shows the frequency to be 1016 kc. 

FIG. I 

Length of Inductance Winding 

277 -A 
277 -B 
277-C 
277 -E 

15 

60 
90 90 

21 

21 
27 

-1 

221W' 
21}'' 

1 ,, 11" 
- 0.014 mh 

0.055 mh 
0.217 mh 
0.495 mh 

PROCEDURE 

Connect up the wavemeter and the oscillating detector and place within 
a foot or two of each other (See Figs. 1 and 2). Connect the detector loosely 
to an antenna and pick up a known broadcast station. By means of a 
vernier condenser. or a fine adjustment on the tuning condenser, tune 
the detector to "zero beat" with the broadcasting station. Move away 
the antenna coupling coil slowly and see if the beat note -which should 
be as near zero as is possible to hear in a quiet room with one stage of 
audio- changes. If so, adjust the tuning again until no sound is heard. 
The broadcasting station and the local generating receiver are tuned to the 
same frequency. In the Laboratory a 610 kc. station was used. 

Now use the broadcast -band coil for the wavemeter, and make its 
tube oscillate. Couple the wavemeter and the detector inductances fairly 
closely together, perhaps by winding a turn of wire about each and 
connecting the turns together. Turn the wavemeter dial slowly, and 
mark down on a piece of paper when beat notes are heard in the tele- 
phones. A very loud note will be heard when the two circuits are in exact 
resonance (it may be necessary to decrease the coupling to get the exact 
dial setting), and another loud note will be heard when the wavemeter is 
tuned to the double frequency -or half the wavelength -in our case at 
610 and 1220 kc. Between these points several other much weaker 
"squeaks" may be heard. Put them down but mark the strong ones with 
an asterisk. Then use a smaller wavemeter coil and repeat. Put down the 
squeaks again marking the loudest. At least two loud notes should be 
heard, the second and the fourth harmonic, in our case, the 1220 and 
2440 kc. points. Repeat for as many coils as are to be calibrated. 

If the coils are wound so that each smaller coil has half as many turns 
as the preceding one, the beats will occur at the same place on the dial. 
That is, if we pick -up 610 kc. at 85 degrees on one coil, we ought to look 
for 1220 kc. at about 85 degrees on the next smaller coil. and so on. 

Now prepare a table like that in Table 2, in which the numbers along 
the top are secured by multiplying the detector frequency by whole num- 
bers, say from 1 to 5, and in which the vertical columns represent the 
upper figures divided by whole numbers. Thus in our table, the detector 
frequency is 610 kc. Twice this gives 1220 kc., three times 1830 kc., etc. 
Reading down, one half gives 305. one third gives 205, etc. Then from this 
table make a list of the various frequencies that may be looked for in our 
calibration, viz., 610, 763. 813. 915, 1016, etc. 

TABLE 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 610 1220 1830 2440 3050 3660 
2 305 610 

610 
1220 1525 1830 

3 202.5 406 813 1016 1220 
4 152.5 305 457 610 763 915 

What actually happens as we tune the wavemeter is as follows. We are 
listening in the oscillating detector circuit. It is generating not only a 
610 kc. current but multiples of this frequency as well, harmonics they 
are called. These additional frequencies are much weaker than the funda- 
mental, 610 kc. When we tune the wavemeter to 1220 kc., its fundamental 
(1220 kc.) beats with the second harmonic of the detector (1220 kc.) and 
so we get a squeak. It is also possible for the second harmonic of some 
frequency to beat with the third of another, producing a beat frequency 
of 610 kc. For example, a beat occurs when the wavemeter is tuned to 
763 kc., that is because 763 kc. is the fifth harmonic of 152.5 kc., and 610 
kc. is the fourth harmonic of 152.5 kc. (see Table 2). 

We now have data showing points on the wavemeter dial where we 
heard heat notes, and a list of frequencies at which beat notes should 
occur. How can we identify and properly label the points? 

Dial degrees Diff. 

TABLE 3 

Units 
Diff. Approx. Exact 

10.2' 1220 1220 
34.0 23.8 2 1020 1016 
47.0 13.0 1 920 915 
60.0 13.0 1 820 813 
85.0` 25.0 2 610 610 

Indicates points on dial where loudest beat notes are received. 

PROCEDURE 

Either set up the apparatus and calibrate it as suggested. or complete 
the data in Table 2. Plot the frequencies against dial setting. Transfer 
these frequencies to meters and make a calibration of wavelengths in 
meters against dial setting. Make a table similar to Table 2 but cal- 
culate the beats in terms of wavelength in meters. Calculate the induct- 
ance of the coil (Home Study Sheet No. 2 July 1928) and from it calculate 
the condenser capacities at various settings and plot. As a check on the 
above data. pick up another broadcast station whose frequency is known 
and repeat the calibration. See how nearly the calculated points and 
calibration curve check each other. 

PROBLEMS 

1. Do you know why an oscillating vacuum tube produces harmonics? 
2. If the nearest approach to the actual "zero beat" you can attain is 

100 cycles at 1000 kc. what percentage accurate is your calibration? Why 
cannot frequencies below about 100 cycles be heard in the receivers? 

3. Remembering that wavelength in meters is proportional to the 
square root of L times C, what is the ratio of capacity when the wave- 
meter is set at the second and then the third harmonic? That is, suppose 
the capacity setting of the wavemeter for the second harmonic is C de- 
grees. What will it be for the third? Dc you see a way to check your cali- 
bration by this method? 

Note: Readers may send the answers to these questions to the Editor to be 
checked. 

FIG. 2 
+45 +A -A 

-B 
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Plotting Power Tube Characteristics 

EVERY radio experimenter knows 60 
the value of the characteristic 

curves of a vacuum tube. Home 
Study Sheets Nos. 5 and 6 (Sep- 
tember RADIO BROADCAST) tell how 
these characteristic curves may be 
made and how one can obtain from 
them the important tube constants. 45 
This Sheet tells us more about the 
power tube in one's audio amplifier. 

No electrical apparatus is really 
necessary for this experiment. Some 
plotting paper. a rule. and perhaps 
a French curve will suffice. All of 
the data may be obtained from a 
single set of figures which show the 
plate current of a tube as the plate 
voltage is changed. the grid being 
maintained at zero bias. If. how- 
ever. the experimenter desires to 20 
take data on one of his tubes and 
to carry out the result of the ex- 
periment. it is much better. All that 
is necessary is the Ep-Ip curve for 
a single value of grid bias (0). 
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DISCUSSION 5 

The effective voltage. E. on the 
plate of a tube which does not 
have high -resistance load in its plate 
circuit is given by E = Eo + .tEg 
which states in mathematical lan- 
guage that the voltage on the plate 
of the tube is equal to the sum 
of the voltage due the plate bat- 
tery and whatever grid voltage 
there is multiplied by the mu of 
the tube. When the grid bias (Eg) is negative the effective plate voltage 
is less than Ep. That is, the plate current which flows when a 100 -volt 
plate battery and a negative C bias of 20 volts are employed is less than 
the plate current which flows when the C bias is zero. How much less 
is it? We could tell if we had available the single curve mentioned 
above and shown in Fig. 1 (Eg - 0). O For example. let us take the Eg = 0 curve of Fig. 1 which represents 
the plate current of a tube. similar to the 171. at zero grid bias. Now sup- 
pose we want to plot the curve for Eï= -20. We assume various voltages 
and substitute in the formula for the effective voltage (This is called the 
"lumped voltage" in England). The mu of the tube is 2.8. and suppose 
we assume Ep = 100. 

o 
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E=Epi-2.8(-20) 
=100-56=44 

and looking at our curve we note that when Ep = 44. Eg = O. and the 
plate current is 8 mA. Therefore when Ep = 100 and Eg = -20. Ip = 8. 
This is one point for the new curve. Now assuming Ep = 120. E = 120 - 56 = 64 and the plate current is 20 mA. This system is continued until 
sufficient points are marked down to enable us to draw a line through 
them. This line will be parallel to the zero -grid voltage line. Then assume 
another grid bias. of say. -40 volts and plot that curve. Finally we have a 
family of curves like that in Fig. 1. 

Now the slope of this line represents the reciprocal of the plate resistance 
of the tube. that is. the slope = 1 /14p and a little calculation will show 
that Rp for this particular tube = 1620 ohms. 

Engineers have shown that the maximum undistorted power output 
from a tube will be attained when the load resistance. into which the tube 
works is twice the plate resistance of the tube, in this case 3240 ohms. 
Under these conditions the plate current. goes up and down in accordance 
with the input a.c. grid voltages. How much does it vary. what is the a.c. 
power lost on the tube. what is the a.c. power in the load resistance, etc? 
We can find these various values in the following manner. 

1. We draw the line AOB which goes through the intersection of the 180 - 
volt line with the Eg _ -40-volt line and has a slope equal to the recipro- 
cal of the load resistance in ohms. 

That is. the slope of 

and if we take 60 mA. 

tal side from 1 
3.24 

AOB = I (amperes) 
E (volts) 

1 

3.24 

1 I (milliamperes) - 
3240 °T E (volts) 

January, 1929 

31.5 mA. The voltage variations 
across the load under these grid - 
voltage variations are from 20 to 
100 volts or a total voltage swing 
of 80 volts and the voltage varia- 
tions across the tube are from 220 
to 140 volts. 

In other words, the plate cur- 
rent swings up and down this load 
line about its average value of 19.0 
mA. and has a maximum value 31.5 
mA. and a minimum value of 6mA. 

The d.c. power used up in the 
plate of the tube is Ep X Ip or the 
area of the rectangle EODC and is 
equal numerically to 180 X .019 = 
3.42 watts. Similarly the power used 
up in the load is Ip X EL or the 
area of the rectangle OFBD and 
numerically is equal to 60 X .019 = 
1.14 watts. These powers are being 
used in heating the plate and the 
load resistance. regardless of 
w hether there is any a.c. voltage on 
the grid or not. Their sum, 4.56 
watts must come from the 13 bat- 
tery. 

hen an a.c. voltage is applied 
to the grid. a.c. power appears in 
the load resistance. The product 
of the r.m.s. values of current 
through and voltage across the 
load will give the power in the 
load. The maximum value of the 
a.c. voltage, e, across the load is 
Hg or 40 volts and the maximum 
value of current. i, is OH or 1.3 
mA. Since the r.m.s. value may be 

obtained by dividing the maximum value by V2 we may get the power 

eXi __eXi HgXOH 40X.013 
in the load as 

1/2 X 1/j 2 
= 

2 2 = 260 m.w. 

This represents the area of the triangle OGH. 
Since the d.c. power supplied from the plate battery is constant, the 

a.c. power in the load must be added to the d.c. power used up there. and 
must be subtracted from the power wasted on the plate of the tube. When 
the grid is excited by an incoming signal. less power is used up in the tube. 
and the plate of a large power tube will actually run cooler when signals 
are applied to it. 

PROCEDURE 
Using the data in Table 1. plot the "family" of Ep -Io curves. Assume 

mu = 8. calculate (1) the plate resistance. Rp. (2) the proper load re- 
sistance. Ro. for maximum undistorted power output, (3) the load line, 
AOB. assuming a plate voltage actually on the tube of 135 and a grid 
bias of minus 9 volts. Calculate the d.c. power lost in the tube. and in the 
load. and the a.c. power in the load when the grid swings a maximum of 
6.5 volts, that is from the Eg = - 2.5 -volt line to the Eg = - 15.5 - 
volt line. Draw in the rectangles representing the d.c. powers. and the 
triangle representing the a.c. power in the load. Calculate the total power 
supplied from the B battery. and, assuming the efficiency of the tube and 
circuit is the ratio between a.c. power in the load and the total d.c. power 
supplied from the battery, calculate the efficiency of the system. (Effici- 

a.c. power in load 
ency = X 100 ) 

d.c. power from battery 

TABLE I 
Ep Eg = O 2.5 5.0 7.5 9.0 11.5 

40 3 
60 6 3 
80 11 6 3 

1(K) 16 11 6 
120 16 11 
140 16 

= Ip (m.a.) 

PROBLEMS 

1. The power output of a tube is equal to 

power output = \Rpl+ ) X Ro 

where Eg is the input r.m.s. voltage. Calculate the power output of the 
tube whose characteristics you have plotted. Compare this value with 
the value secured from the graphical method. 

2. Do you know why the area of the triangle is the a.c. power in the 
load? 

3. Using the above formula calculate the power output if Ro = Rp 
and the efficiency of the system using the values of Ep. mu. etc., used in 
the experiment. 

4. Using the above formula. plot a curve showing the power output 
from a 171 tube as the input a.c. r.m.s voltage is increased from zero to 
37 volts. 

5. Does more power come from the 13 battery when the grid of the 
tube is excited? 

6. Does the output voltage of a B power unit change when the tube 
is supply a.c. power -or is the output voltage constant regardless of 
whether the tube is amplifying signals or not? 

Note: Readers way send the answers to these questions to the Editor to be 
checked. 

as the vertical side of a triangle .we get the horizon - 
60 
É 

whence E = 194 and connecting the 60 mA. point on the vertical axis 
with the 194 volt point on the horizontal axis we draw a line. Then the 
line through 0 is to be drawn parallel to this line. 

Now with such a "family" of curves and the "load line." AOB. we can 
tell many things about what happens when the grid is excited with an 0 a.c. voltage. Suppose the input grid voltage has a maximum value of 20 
volts. The grid bias is minus 40, the plate current is 19 mA.. the voltage 
actually on the plate is 180. and the voltage lost across the load resist- 
ance is 60 (240 - 180). In other words Ep = CD and Ei = DB. If the 
tube is so biased that no plate current flows. the entire battery voltage is 
applied to the tube, that is 180 -E 60 or 240 volts. To apply 180 volts to 
the tube through a load resistance of 3240 ohms when 19 mA. flows, the 
plate battery must be 240 volts or CB. 

Now when the grid swings from minus 60 ( - 40 from the C bias and - 20 from the maximum negative input a.c. voltage) the current drops 
to 6 mA.. and when the grid becomes minus 20 ( - 40 from the bias 
battery and plus 20 from the a.c. input) the plate current increases to 
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AS THERRGDCK5TERTSEES]]I 
Photographic Data F®r 

I- 1 
B. MARVIN, during discussion o 

his paper, "A 
dur 
System 

the 
of Motion Pic- 

n 

tures with Sound, "* said, "The latter 
kvariable area type of sound record on film) re- 
quires a sound track which has a high degree of 
contrast and that is all. We aim at an exposure 
which will give us a density of 1.3 and develop 
to a gamma of 1, but these are not critical. The 
variable density system requires fairly close con- 
trol of exposure and development in order to 
eliminate distortion...." 

It is as necessary for broadcast engineers who 
are transferring their allegiance to sound motion 
pictures to learn something about the photo- 
graphic end of the business as it is for the movie 
people to acquire some familiarity with audio - 
frequency technique. While almost everyone 
knows something about photographic contrast, 
development, etc., a more scientific understand- 
ing of such terms is required by the professional. 
A useful work in this field is Photography as a 
Scientific Inzplenzent, written collectively by a 
group of authors, published by Blackie and Son, 
Ltd., in England, and distributed in the United 
States by the D. Van Nostrand Company. 
Chapter IV, on "The Theory of Photographic 
Processes and Methods," by S. E. Sheppard, is 
referred to in the present discussion of photo- 
graphic exposure and development, which is not 
intended as more than an introduction and basis 
for further study. 

We may begin with a few definitions. The 
opacity of a photographic image is defined as 
the ratio of the incident normal light to the 
emergent light. The transparency is the recipro- 
cal of the opacity. It follows that opacity may 
theoretically be anything from one to infinity 
while transparency varies between zero and 
unity, the latter corresponding to perfect trans- 
parency. The Briggs logarithm of the opacity 
is called the density. The electrical engineer will 
note the analogy to transmission of energy along 
telephone lines. The ratio of the electrical energy 
impressed on a line to the energy received at the 
other terminal is analogous to the opacity of a 
photographic image in the field of optics, and 
the TU method of reckoning transmission loss 
and gain corresponds to photographic density, 
which is likewise a logarithmic function (See 
RADIO BROADCAST for September and October, 
1926, pages 405 to 408 and 506 to 509, respect- 
ively, for a discussion of telephonic gain and the 
standard transmission unit). 

*Transactions, Society of Motion Picture En- 
gineers, XII, No. 33, p. 86, 1928. 
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I°' roadcasters 
It may be shown experimentally that, ap- 

proximately, 
D = .pM 

where D is the density, p is a constant, and M 
is the mass of metallic silver per unit area on a 

negative. The photographic process is essentially 
the transformation of silver from the ionic to the 
metallic state. The above terminology and rela- 
tionship were worked out by the photometric 
physicists Hurter and Driffield, and they also 
introduced the characteristic curve of a plate or 
film shown below as Fig. 1, in which densities 
are plotted as ordinates against IogjoE, E being 
the exposure, which is the intensity of the light 
to which the plate was exposed multiplied by the 
time of exposure. 

Effect of Development 
Time on Y= tan of 

This photographic characteristic curve which, 
it will be noted, is similar in shape to the static 
plate current -grid voltage graph of a vacuum 
tube, shows the relationship between two log- 
arithmic functions: that of the opacity of a nega- 
tive and the degree of exposure to light which 
produced the opacity. The region convex to the 
X -axis at the left is known as the region of under- 
exposure; the middle part, which is sensibly a 

straight line, is called the region of correct ex- 
posure; the portion to the right where the curve 
bends and becomes concave to the X -axis is the 
region of over- exposure. In the middle, where the 
curve is straight, the slope or tangent of the angle 
which the straight line makes with the X -axis 
is called the development factor (gamma). It is a 
convenient measure of the photorietric contrast 
of the negative in question, and is also known as 
the contrast factor. Mathematically the straight 
line portion of the curve is represented by the 
equation 

D = y (IogzoE- logloi) 

where D is the density, 7 (gamma) the develop- 
ment factor of the negative, E the exposure 
(intensity of light x time) and i is a constant 
corresponding to the value of the exposure where 
the extended straight line cuts the X -axis. If E 
is held constant, therefore, it follows that D = 
k7, that is, the density equals a constant times 
gamma. 

However, there is more to the idea of gamma 
than the relation of density to exposure. The 
chemical development also plays a part, and in 
general the value of gamma increases with the 
time of development up to a limit of extreme 
contrast, called gamma infinity (y,,). Fig. 2 

shows a family of curves illustrating the varia- 
tion of gamma with the time of development T, 
up to the maximum To,. For each time of de- 
velopment there is a definite value of gamma 
corresponding to the slope of the line, and a 
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definite linear variation of density with degree of 
exposure. All the curves intersect at the point 
logzoi on the horizontal axis. 

The value of gamma, while it increases with 
time of development, does so at a decreasing rate 
(since less and less silver remains to be acted on) 
and ultimately reaches a limit which is largely 
fixed by the constitution of the plate in question. 
If plates which have been given a series of ex- 
posures increasing in geometrical proportion are 
subjected to different development times and 
the resulting densities are measured, a graph 
of density against time of development has the 
saturation form shown in Fig. 3. The decreasing 
slope is what would be expected. It is the same 
picture as that of a temperature -time variation 
in a heat run on a transformer, or many other 
chemical and electrical processes. 

The meaning of Marvin's statement as cited 
above should now be clear. It indicates that in 
the process of sound recording by the variable 
area method the exposure is regulated so that 
the density, as plotted in Fig. i, would be about 
1.3 (corresponding to an opacity of almost 2o) 
and subsequent development is timed so that, in 
Fig. 2, the appropriate curve would be one mak- 
ing an angle of 45 degrees with the horizontal 
axis and therefore having a tangent of i.o. Of 
course, as far as regulation of exposure goes, the 
time is fixed by the constant movement of the 
film at the rate of 90 feet per minute, but the 
result desired may be secured by properly setting 
the intensity of the recording light, which is 
constant in the variable area system of recording. 
In the variable density system, since the record- 
ing is accomplished by audio -frequency varia- 
tions in the intensity of the light source, it is 
difficult to avoid wave form distortion caused by 
movement above or below the straight portion 
of the characteristic of Fig. 1. 

To some of the boys who are more given to 
reading Liberty than poring over technical 
treatises, the above discussion may seem unduly 
theoretical. If it seems so, it is merely because 
they are not at home in the field of photography, 
which, being older than radio, has a more exten- 
sive literature and at least as involved a techni- 
que. The discussion, as a matter of fact, is most 
elementary and less technical, probably, than 
much of the broadcast material which has ap- 
peared in this department in past years. The 
trouble is that it involves penetration of a new 
field to those of us who come from the radio side 
of the business. An understanding of it is indis- 
pensable to anyone who wants to approach such 

(Concluded on Page 200) 
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GENERAL VIEW OF HOME -MADE AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

Ani Inexpensive Audio Oscillator 

ONE of the greatest problems that con- 
fronts the average experimenter is the 
lack of adequate apparatus for conduct- 

ing the tests that are so vitally important to the 
final outcome of the experiment. In nearly all 
cases the cost of the apparatus involved in mak- 
ing an experiment which leads to an authoritative 
answer places it beyond the reach of the in- 
dividual. It was with the idea of solving this 
problem that the writer spent considerable time 
in designing the inexpensive audio -frequency os- 
cillator presented in this article. 

The various experiments and measurements to 
which an oscillator of this type may be put to 
use are not only quite varied, but at the same 
time quite useful. In connection with measuring 
the frequency characteristics of audio- frequency 
amplifiers, this oscillator has proved itself in- 
dispensable. Amateur or commercial radio sta- 
tions may use it in place of the usual buzzer to 
modulate the carrier. In the broadcasting field, 
the oscillator may be used for lining up telephone 
circuits which connect the broadcasting sta- 
tion with remote apparatus. Many other uses 
may suggest themselves to the experimenter, 
such as determining the frequency characteristic 
of an audio -frequency transformer, filter coil, 
loud speaker, etc. 

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNiT 

TH E oscillator which is described here is made 
up of two component parts, the oscillator 

proper and the one -stage amplifier. For practical 
purposes it is desirable to have this stage of am- 
plification built in the same housing, and com- 
bined with the oscillator to make one complete 
unit. 

By EDWARD STANK® 

In constructing this oscillator, it is first neces- 
sary to obtain a Ford ignition coil (or some sim- 
ilar spark coil), such as used on the model T car. 
A photograph of this unit is shown at the left in 
Fig. I. The wooden housing, which the ignition 
unit is molded in, is carefully removed with a 
screwdriver. While the process of dismantling 
the unit is in progress, an electric soldering iron 

C""kg...-9 

THE oscillator wbicb Mr. Stanko de- 
1 scribes uses apparatus that nearly every 

experimenter bas, or can obtain. It will gen- 
erate audio frequencies from about 6o to 
5000 cycles, which is sufficient range to con- 
duct any and all _tests on present -day audio 
apparatus. In the Laboratory, a similar 
oscillator bas been in use for several years; 
we used a push -pull output transformer 
instead of a Ford coil, but tbe results are the 
same. The values of capacity indicated as 
Ci in tbe circuit diagram must e determined 
experimentally. The larger the capacity the 
lower the generated frequency. The Laboratory 
Staff will be glad to learn of other apparatus 
of similar nature that experimenters have 
developed. 

-THE EDITOR. G9 
should be kept handy for unsoldering all of the 
connections on the inside of the housing, When 
the entire housing has been removed, place the 
ignition unit in a moderately warm oven. After 
it has been given a thorough warming, remove 
the unit from the oven and cut off with a knife 
all of the surplus insulating compound in which 
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the coils and condenser are imbedded. Remove 
the paper condenser and lay aside. It will be 

used later. Dig around in the insulating com- 
pound until the primary winding of the coil is 

located. The primary winding can be easily dis- 
tinguished from the secondary by noting the size 
of the wire. The primary is larger in diameter 
than the secondary. When this winding is found, 
the wire is pulled out endwise until all of the wire 
is removed from the iron core. Care should be 
taken not to damage the secondary winding 
while the primary is being removed. 

When the ignition unit is completely dis- 
mantled, as shown in the center in Fig. I, it 
will be necessary to locate the secondary leads. 
The two outside leads will not be hard to find 
as they are at the extreme ends of the two second- 
ary coils. The difficult problem is to locate the 
connection that connects the two secondary coils 
in series. This connection is usually found be- 
tween the secondary coils imbedded in the in- 
sulating compound. Progress at this stage must 
be very slow, as considerable pains should be 

taken not to damage any of the windings or 
leads. \ \'hen this connection is located, cut the 
connection at the center. Flexible wires are now 
soldered to all of the leads that extend from the 
two coils. 

The unit is now ready for reassembly. The sim- 
plest and easiest way of assembling these parts 
is to get a tin can that will accommodate the two 
secondary coils and the iron core. Place the coils 
in the can, one on top of another, slip in the iron 
core and center it with respect to the secondaries 
with small wooden wedges. Pour the can full of 
hot paraffin and let it cool. When the paraffin 
has hardened, warm the can over a gas flame or 
immerse it in a bucket of hot water. After 
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warming the can for a few minutes, turn it upside 
down and the unit will slide out in the shape of 
the mold. A simple and effective mounting can 
be made by getting a copper or brass strip, one 
inch wide and six inches long, and bend to shape 
as shown in Fig. 3. Twenty or twenty -two 
gauge strip will do nicely. As a safeguard it might 
be well to mention that if the copper strip is 

wrapped with rubber or friction tape the chances 
of short -circuiting any of the oscillator connec- 
tions will be greatly reduced. The assembly 
should look like the right -hand view in Fig. I. at 
this stage of the construction. 

When using the oscillator for making certain 
measurements, the input to the system under 
test must be maintained at some constant value. 
As the output of the oscillator varies with the 
frequency generated, it is obvious that there 
must be some means for controlling the power 
output of the oscillator. Not only must we have 
some means of controlling the gain of the oscilla- 
tor, but the gain control must be of a type that 
will permit the output of the oscillator to be 
varied without changing its frequency. 

After experimenting with several types of gain 
controls, the constant -impedance type was 
chosen. This control, R2 in Fig. 4, is composed 
of two 600 -ohm Federal potentiometers mounted 
back to back on a piece of thin bakelite. The 
method of mounting them is shown on Fig. 2 

A single shaft is used to rotate both of the po- 
tentiometers. if the wiring diagram of the con- 
stant- impedance control is traced out, it will be 
found that as the resistance is increased in one of 
the potentiometers, the resistance is decreased 
in the other, thereby keeping the impedance, 
which is the sum of these resistances, at the same 

pot Bakelite or 
Hard Rubber 

Knob 

FIG. 2 

L 
20 Gauge 

Coppa St' p 

FIG. 3 

value at any position of the control. Two grid 
condensers, C2, are employed in this circuit, a 
o.005 -mfd. capacity for frequencies below 500 
cycles per second, and a o.00025 -mfd. capacity 
for frequencies above 50o cycles. A grid leak of 
two megohms seems to be about right. The paper 
condenser from the Ford coil, C3, is used in the 
primary circuit of the audio transformer to keep 
d.c. out of it 

sWtOA/ 
C2 

0.005 Mfd 

Gain Control 

187 

C 

FIG. 4 
This is the complete circuit diagram of the honte -made audio oscillator described in this 
article. Note that the two 600-ohm potentiometers, R2, are mounted on the same shaft 

PRELIMINARY TESTS 

WHEN the oscillator and amplifier have been 
wired up as shown in Fig. 4, the unit should 

be given a preliminary test. Connect batteries, 
light tubes, place a loud speaker or pair of head- 
phones across the output, then move, switch, 
SwI, so that the o.0oo25 -mfd. condenser is con- 
nected in the grid circuit. Set switch Sw2 on an 
open point, that is, so there is no capacity across 
LI. The oscillator should immediately go into 
oscillation, generating a frequency around five - 
or six- thousand cycles per second. If the oscillator 
fails to work, check up on the wiring, particularly 
at the coil connections. If one of the coils is re- 
versed, the oscillator will refuse to work and one 
or the other of the coils must have its connection 
reversed. When the oscillator is working properly 
a frequency of about woo cycles can be tried. 
To do this leave the grid condenser on the 
0.0oo25 -mfd. tap. Move switch Sw2 so that the 
o.000l -mfd. fixed condenser is shunted across 
L. If everything is working properly with this 
arrangement, a frequency around woo cycles 
should now be heard. Throw switch SwI so the 

o.005 -mfd. condenser is connected in the grid 
circuit. Move switch Sw2 so that the o. 171 -mfd. 
condenser is across LI. The oscillator should be 
now generating a low- pitched frequency around 
loo cycles. If the oscillator refuses to work at 
this low frequency, use a larger grid condenser. 
However, it has been found that if the grid con- 
denser was kept at the smallest possible capacity 
that would keep the circuit oscillating, the har- 
monics were considerably reduced. No attempt 
is made to give the exact numerical figures for the 
fixed condensers used across LI, as the condensers 
manufactured by some concerns vary to such a 
degree that it would be entirely out of the ques- 
tion to attempt to build an oscillator from direc- 
tions given that would be accurate enough for 
calibration purposes without first comparing 
the generated frequency with some known 
standard. However, capacities for several fre- 
quencies are mentioned. 

The oscillator will generate audio frequencies 
from 6o cycles up to six -or seven -thousand cycles 
per second, depending upon the capacity of the 

(Concluded on page 20o) 

FIG. I. METHOD OF REBUILDING FORD SPARK COIL FOR USE IN AN AUDIO OSCILLATOR 

The picture on the left shows the spark coil in its original case, the picture in the center shows the secondary coils and core which have 
been removed from the spark coil, and the illustration on the right shows the secondary coils and core mounted for use in the oscillator 
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A Chart for Making DX Measurements 
By JAMES B. FRIAUF, Ph. D. 

D UE to the use of short waves for broad- 
casting purposes it is possible for the 
broadcast listener to hear stations from 

distant continents as well as from the far corners 
of his own continent. In many such cases the DX 
enthusiast wishes to know the distance to the 
station which he has heard. This distance cannot 
be obtained directly from a map when the sending 
and receiving stations are widely separated, but 
can be computed by one of the formulas of 
spherical trigonometry when the latitudes and 
longitudes of the two stations are known. The 
computation is somewhat long and tedious, how- 
ever, and the result obtained may be seriously 
in error unless the work is carefully done. For this 
reason the chart which accompanies this article 
has been prepared for the purpose of making the 
computation graphically. The use of this chart 
requires no knowledge of trigonometry, and the 
result is obtained in very much less time than is 

required to compute the distance. 
The chart is for determining the distance be- 

tween any two stations of known latitude and 
longitude. Hence, the first step in the use of the 
chart is to find the latitude and longitude of each 
station. This may be taken from a map with 
sufficient accuracy. Then find the algebraic sum 
and difference of the latitudes, remembering that 
North latitude is plus and South minus, and that 
a + ( -b) = a -b and a - ( -b) = a + b. I f 
both longitudes are East or West, the difference 
of the two gives the difference in longitude; while 
if one longitude is East and the other \Vest, the 
sum of the two gives the difference in longitude. 
This sum should be subtracted from 36o° if it 
exceeds 18o° in order to find the least difference 
in longitude. 

Now refer to the chart shown on this page. 
This has a series of vertical straight lines 

O O 

DIFFERENCE 
OF 

LONGITUDES 
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.° 

for the difference in longitude, and a series of 
straight lines radiating from a point at the left of 
the chart for the difference of the latitudes of the 
two stations. Find the line corresponding to the 
difference of the latitudes. These lines are marked 
at io° intervals on their extensions into the space 
between the distance scale and the scale for the 
sum of the latitudes, and are marked "± Differ- 
ence of latitudes ". The same line is to be used 
whether the algebraic sign of the difference of 
latitude is plus or minus. Follow this line to its 
intersection with the vertical line corresponding 
to the difference of longitude. From the intersec- 
tion of these two lines, pass a straight line to the 
sum of the latitudes on the scale marked "± 
Sum of latitudes," and here again the algebraic 
sign is immaterial. This straight line intersects 
the scale marked "Distance" at the distance, in 
land miles, between the two stations. It is ad- 
visable not to draw the straight line with a pencil 
since this would confuse the chart for future use, 
but to use a stretched thread or a piece of trans- 
parent celluloid with a straight line scratched on 
it. 

A few examines will help to make this clear. 
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Suppose that it is desired to find the distance 
from New York, Lat. 4ó 4o' North, Long. 
74° West, to Melbourne, Australia, Lat. 37° 
50' South, Long. 145° East. The sum of the la- 
titudes is 40° 40' -l- ( -37° 50') = 2° 50'; the 
difference of the latitudes is 40° 40' - ( -37° 
5ó) = 78° 3o'. Since one longitude is East and 
the other West, the sum of the two should be 
taken, and since this sum, 219 °, exceeds 18o° 
it should be subtracted from 36o° to give 141 °. 
This is the difference in longitude between New 
York and Melbourne measured the short way 
around. The line for a difference of latitude of 
78° 3o' is not drawn on the chart but would be 
one quarter of the way from the 78° line to the 8o° 
line. Follow this to its intersection with the line 
for a difference of longitude of 141° which would 
be half way between the lines for 140° and 142 °. 

From this point pass a straight line to the sum 
of the latitudes, 2° 5o', which is close to the 
lower end of the scale for the sum of the latitudes. 
This line cuts the distance scale at 10,350 miles 
which is the distance from New York to Mel- 
bourne. The distance computed from the formula 
is 10,360 miles. 

A second example is furnished by the distance 
from Cape Town, South Africa, Lat. 34 South, 
Long. 18° 3o' East, to Pernambuco, Brazil, Lat. 
8° South, Long. 34° 5o' West. Here the sum of the 
latitudes is -42° and the difference is -26 °. The 
difference of longitude is 53° 201. Since the alge- 
braic sign of the sum and difference of the lati- 
tudes is immaterial, the line for a difference of 
latitude of 26° is followed to its intersection with 
the vertical line for a difference of longitude of 
53° 20'. A straight line drawn from this point to 
42° on the scale for the sum of the latitudes cuts 
the distance scale at 383o miles. The computed 
distance is 3827 miles. 
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Armchair Chats on ShortoWave Subjects 

THE writer now understands perfectly the 
feelings of an actor who is pushed suddenly 
on the stage and told to "fill" until some 

de ay back stage can be "unscrambled." Luck is 

certainly with him if he has practiced something 
that is not included in the regular performance 
of the show. 

This is a complicated way of explaining that 
the article describing a short -wave receiver, 
which had been scheduled tentatively for this 
issue, has been held over because of some changes 
on the part of a manufacturer who suddenly 
made it impossible to obtain certain apparatus 
which had been selected for use in the final 
version of the set. Of course, it would have been 
possible to substitute other parts but the time 
available prior to publication was insufficient to 
permit checking thoroughly the sensitivity and 
selectivity of the revised receiver. Therefore, as a 
matter of policy the receiver will not be present- 
ed, as it is considered unwise to describe a set be- 
fore it has been tested, even if one feels sure of the 
results. As a result it is a case of " Better late 
than -early," and the receiver will retire for the 
present in favor of the assorted comments on 
short -wave subjects which form the basis of this 
month's article. 

Push -Pull Vs. Back -to -Back 

SEVERAL correspondents simultaneously 
have requested a brief and simple ex- 
planation of the differences between " back - 

to-back" and "push- pull" circuits. Unfortu- 
nately this is not a subject which lends itself to 
brief treatment, but in the following paragraphs 
an endeavor will be made to cover the more im- 
portant aspects of the two transmitting systems. 

Although the term usually is applied to audio- 
frequency amplifiers, the "push- pull" system is 
also used in many radio-frequency amplifiers and 
oscillators. On the other hand, because it is em- 
ployed only in oscillators, the 
"back -to-back" system belongs 
exclusively to the transmitting 
fraternity. Both circuits always 
require the use of at least two 
tubes, but there are several im- 
portant differences in the ways 
the tubes are connected. In order 
to appreciate fully the features of 
the two systems it is necessary to 
study carefully the circuit diagram 
of each. For the purpose of this 
comparison four versions of the old 
standby oscillator circuit devised 
by R. V. L. Hartley have been se- 
lected (see Fig. 1). 

In diagram A of Fig. i we have 
a standard shunt -feed one -tube 
Hartley oscillator with a dotted 
line separating the tuned circuit, 
L1C1, from the tube and its plate 
supply, stopping condenser, and 
grid leak. The terminology em- 
ployed is standard, R. F. C. being 
the r.f. choke coil, CI, the stopping 
condenser, and Cg and Rg the grid 
condenser and leak, respectively. 
Of course, it is understood that 
CD and Cg both have capacities 
larger than the capacities of the 
tube; therefore, they do not affect 
the tuning, but serve only to 

By ROBERT S. KRUSE 

This month's subjects 
include "Push -Pull Vs. 
Back -to -Back Circuits" 
and "Short -Wave 
Reception Troubles" 

keep the d.c. plate supply out of the r.f. tuning 
system to the left of the dotted line. 

In diagram B of Fig. 1 is the schematic circuit 
of a shunt -feed Hartley oscillator with two tubes 
connected in parallel. It should be noted that in 
this diagram there is no fundamental difference 
in the circuit; in fact, the apparatus to the left of 
the dotted line has not been changed, nor have 
any additional feed chokes been added. It would 
even be possible to connect the grids of the two 
tubes directly together and use a single grid leak 
and condenser. However, smoother operation 
usually is obtained with the arrangement shown. 

THE BACK -TO -BACK SYSTEM 

THE diagram of a Hartley oscillator with two 
tubes connected "back -to-back" is given in 

diagram c of Fig. i. This circuit appears very 
similar to diagram B but its operation differs 
in an important manner, even though the tuning 
system to the left of the dotted line has not been 
changed. Whereas in diagram B the two tubes 
operate simultaneously, an analysis shows that 
in diagram c they operate alternately, due to the 
fact that each tube operates only when its plate 
is positive. A comparison of the two.circuits will 
quickly show the difference between them; in 
circuit B the plates of both tubes are supplied 
with current which flows through the choke coil, 
R. F. C., but in circuit c the currents for tubes 
Nos. 1 and 2 pass through separate choke 
coils, R. F. C.1 and R. F. C.2, which are connected 
to the two high -voltage terminals, M and N, of 

the power transformer, Tr, the `center -tap 
terminal of which is connected to the filaments of 
the two tubes. Therefore, when M is positive 
tube No. 1 operates, but at this instant N is 

negative and tube No. 2 is inoperative. 

THE PUSI1 -PULL ARRANGEMENT 

THE circuit arrangement in diagram o of Fig. 
1 shows an oscillator with two tubes con- 

nected in "push- pull ". This arrangement has fea- 
tures which are similar to both B and c, but the 
operation of the system is quite different from 
either of the former circuits. Neglecting the 
dotted lines of the diagram and tracing the con- 
nections, it will be noted that the plate power, 
which is supplied to the center -tap connection of 
thecoil LI, flows in both directions through the coil 
to the plates of the two tubes. Therefore, the 
two plates are at the same potential as far as the 
power supply is concerned, but the r.f. voltage 
between them is obviously the entire voltage 
across the tuned circuit L1C1. Accordingly, we 
may say that in diagram c (back -to-back)the 
plates are at opposite sides of the plate -supply 
cycle, while in diagram n (push -pull) the plates 
are on opposite sides of the radio-frequency 
cycle. Conversely, the plates of the tubes in the 
back -to-back system are connected together 
through two large condensers and, therefore, 
have no rf voltage between then, while the plates 
of the tubes in the push -pull system are con- 
nected together by wire and have no low - 
frequency voltage between them. 

In the above paragraph, we believe, the impor- 
tant differences between " back -to-back" and 
"push- pull" oscillator circuits have been clearly 
explained. However, some readers may be inter- 
ested in the relative merits of the two systems. 
We shall, therefore, devote some space to this 
subject. 

An important, feature of the back -to-back sys- 
tem is that by careful adjustment of the various 

condensers, choke coils, etc., it is 
possible to obtain a r.f. output 
with a low modulation, i.e., a 
good tone. From the viewpoint of 
the reader this may prove a very 
unexpected conclusion, but let us 
study the action of the tubes. In- 
asmuch as the tubes are supplied 
with pure a.c. one would ¡expect 
that tube No. 1 would oscillate 
briefly for Go periods each second -if Go-cycle current is used -and 
that tube No. 2 would go through 
the same performance while No. 1 

is resting, i.e., each tube would 
operate for izb of a second, or 
during one half of each cycle (see 
diagram A of Fig. 2). If this were 
true the r.f. output of the trans- 
mitter would be similar to the 
curve in diagram B of Fig. 2. In 
practice, however, this is not ex- 
actly what takes place in the tuned 
circuit, L1C1, of Fig. 1c. On the 
other hand, by careful adjustment 
it is possible to make each tube 
oscillate for more than one -half 
cycle, and, since this is true, it is 
evident that the r.f. output may 
be much smoother than indicated 
in diagram B of Fig. 2, as the 
train of oscillations of one tube 

6. 
The Japanese Schoolboy's "Q.' Signals 

AT THE late International Radio Conference at Washington, D. C., 
many curious things were said and done, but a special height of 

foolish sublimity was attained in the new list of "Q" signals and their 
definitions. 

It is not known just why anyone felt that it was necessary to tinker 
with the old list, but one can say with some certainty just who was 
retained to write the definitions of the abbreviations. It was positively 
Hashimura Togo, Wallace Irwin's Japanese schoolboy. The inspired 
ability to choose the wrong word, the faultless gift for reversed word 
order, the special genius for associating ideas that have no connection 
-all are present. 

Hashimura has exceeded his Saturday Evening Post performances 
in some ways, perhaps because the opportunity was so good. The "Q" 
Signals are so called because they all begin with that uncommon letter, 
and since the meaning of each is purely arbitrary Hashimura had free 
rein. Thus, he was able to use the abbreviation "QSF ?" to mean "Is 
my automatic transmission good?" and to make the corresponding state- 
ment read "QSF" " Your automatic transmission fades out," Of 
course, only God and Hashimura know what conceivable connection 
there may be between fading and quality of keying. 

Again he was able to go through the list of questions, carefully re- 
moving the word "Shall" from each and replacing it by "Must" to 
secure the desired Asiatic flavor. 

Again he was able -but why go further? Who let this silly set of 
definitions escape without proof reading of a capable sort? 

-R. S. K. 1 8 
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overlaps that of the other tube. Diagram c of 
Fig. 2 is an oscillogram of one tube operating for 
a period of more than one -half cycle. 

PUSH -PULL FEATURES 

T HE outstanding feature of the push -pull 

radio-frequency arrangement is less manifest 
than that of the back -to-back device. European 
writers consistently inform us that they are able 
to produce oscillations of a higher frequency and 
better stability with such circuits than with single 
tubes. I am quite unable to find similar results in 
either regard, nor do I see any theoretical basis 
for the belief. It is, of course, quite possible that 
the use of series feed via a center -tap connection 
may result in smoother tuning over a range of 
frequencies, because one avoids the troublesome 
natural frequencies and varying reactance of the 
feed choke. However, this is beside the case since 
the push -pull (or balanced) circuits have no 
monopoly over this method of feeding. The push - 
pull circuits can be shunt fed as suggested by 
the dotted lines in diagram D of Fig. 1, and, on 
the other hand, single -tube circuits can be fed 
without chokes by using a neutral connection of 
the tuning system as the feed point. For example, 
in Fig. 3 we have the one -tube Hoffman version 
of the Colpitts circuit in which one avoids both 
plate chokes and grid -leak losses. Incidentally, 
this circuit escapes the tiresome tendency of the 
push -pull systems to generate two frequencies 
near each other but unfortunately not quite the 
same. 

Short -wave Tuner and Adapter 
Troubles 

THERE appears to be considerable confus- 
ion and uncertainty among the purchasers 
of short -wave tuners and "adapters" for 

short -wave reception. On the one hand perfectly 
excellent apparatus is being accused unfairly, 
while on the other hand good results are vainly 
being sought with equipment that is quite in- 
capable of decent work and which is unfairly 
giving the short waves a bad name. Perhaps 
it will be well to go over the possibilities and 
difficulties. 

First of all, what has one a right to expect? 
Assuming that one has a well -made set in good 

order, there is still no certainty as to the results 
which will be obtained. While the reception be- 
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tween 200and 55o meters changes greatly between 
day and night this change is as nothing com- 
pared to the corresponding change on some of the 
short waves. Very roughly, wavelengths between 
13 and 55 meters may be thought of as the "day- 
light waves" which work better by day than by 
night, but always over rather long distances. 
At shorter ranges they are rather unreliable and 
often very weak. The waves above 55 meters 
have the more normal ability to go further by 
night than by day, although between 3o and 6o 
meters lie waves which not infrequently do good 
daytime work. On dark days even 8o-meter 
waves come through rather well. The summertime 
shifts the best working wavelengths toward the 
shorter end of the spectrum, simply because there 
is moredaylight. I n all cases one may expect rather 
rapid changes during sunset or sunrise at either 
transmitter or receiver. 

With this rough set of rules as a guide one may 
begin to listen. However, at this point a very dis- 
tressing difficulty may develop, namely, a 
"soupy" or "growly" audio quality that is en- 
tirely worthless as entertainment and often quite 
unintelligible. Such things happen in the 200-550 
meter region at times, but not often or on all 
stations. But on short wavelengths every availa- 
ble station may be affected for an hour, a day, or 

A-Shunt- feed Hartley 

R.F.C. 

Cg 

C-Hartley with Tubes Back to back 

C1 
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a week, and in some locations the effect seems 
permanent! If the latter is the case, and one is 
sure that the tuner is not at fault, the short -wave 
idea had best be dropped. Usually, however, the 
effect is present only a portion of the time, and 
even then is seldom as prohibitive as the strong 
static which often mars reception on standard 
wavelengths. 

Assuming now that we have managed to find 
signals and that they are decently free from the 
"audio- frequency fading" just mentioned, we 
may next proceed to determine the usefulness 
of the various available signals. On short waves 
it will be found that the strength of a signal has 
even less relation to the station's distance and 
power than is the case between 200 and 55o 
meters. Thus, at my own location the English 
station 5sw is somewhat stronger than wcv's 
various short -wave transmitters, though the 
latter are but loo miles away and materially 
more powerful. Also, the English station fades 
far less. Usually it is the fading which determines 
the usefulness of a short -wave signal; if it is very 
bad one is subjected to such extreme changes of 
volume that all the pleasure is eliminated, 
especially as the effect usually carries with it the 
so-called "selective fading" which produces 
weird and unpleasant shifts of quality. 

All this sounds as if the short -wave game 
were a most unreliable one and of no real 
value. This is by no means the case. If one 
will but accept its vagaries, and avoid them 
intelligently, when that is possible, one may 
hear quite an array of things with a short -wave 
receiver that would otherwise not "come in" at 
all. No inconsiderable part of this matter will 
arrive in good order and with steadiness as is 
shown by the occasional rebroadcasting of ma- 
terial received from another continent on a short- 
wave channel. Such work is usually done with a 

powerful initial signal. While it is true that a 

weak transmitter does occasionally put a strong 
signal into a remote region one still must not 
take seriously the claims of a broadcasting sta- 
tion which "broadcasts to the entire civilized 
world" with a 50- or 250-watt set. 

Having agreed that the short -wave game is 
moreof a sport and less of a utility than the stand- 
ard waves, we arrive near the truth. Silver - 
Marshall's phrase, "The thrill bands" is cor- 
rect. There is no thrill in the routine reception of 
a reliable station -but there is a possibility of a 

R.F.C. 

Cg 
C 

9 

B- Shunt -feed Hartley with two Tubes in Parallel 

DHartley with Tubes in Push.pull 

FIG. 1. FOUR POPULAR OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS FOR SIIORT -WAVE TRANSMITTERS 
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thrill in fishing about among the short waves, un- 
certain of what one may land. 

TROUBLESHOOTING -IN ADVANCE 

IT MUST be repeated that there exists excellent 
` short -wave equipment. Roughly it divides 
into three classes which can be thought of as (A) 
complete receivers, (B) short -wave tuners de- 
signed for use in connection with the audio 
amplifier of a broadcast receiver, and (C) short- 
wave adapters designed to autodyne or heter- 
odyne the short -wave into an existing ri. or i.f. 
amplifier, which may then handle it in the usual 
way. Since good and bad examples of each exist, 
one arrives at rather bewildering conclusions. 
making it hard to choose correctly, especially as 
the price does not seem to have a direct relation 
to the efficiency of the device. Fortunately, it is 
possible to lay down some rules that will be of 
help. 

In types A and B we usually have a detector 
with a regeneration control. The coils may be of 
the plug -in type or a single coil may be used in 
the set. Before purchasing the set see if the regen- 
eration control will cause the detector to oscillate 
over the entire tuning range of each -coil. It is not 
serious if the oscillations fail below 15 meters or 
at the extreme ends (5 scale division or so) 
of other coils, provided there is enough overlap 
between coils so that this does not leave "blank" 
waves. Perhaps the best rule is to object if the 
set will not oscillate over the entire wavelength 
range without howling. The usual means of ob- 
taining correct action should, of course, be tried. 
These include the use of a somewhat higher de- 
tector plate voltage and the use of several values 
of grid leaks between 1.5 and 8 megohms. If 
a means of loosening the antenna coupling is 
provided that also may be tried, and, if the tube 
is under suspicion, it may be changed. A reversed 
A battery will also cause trouble. If the set oscil- 
lates try the various coils in their sockets to make 
sure that a dependable contact exists. Finally, 
the tuning control and regeneration knob must 
operate smoothly, for, if there is any slipping or 
binding whatever, the tuner will be a constant ag- 
gravation. When the tuner is connected up it 
should be possible to operate both tuning and 
regeneration controls without a noticeable noise 
in the headset or loud speaker. One expects this 
from a standard -wave receiver as a matter of 
course, yet little attention seems to be paid to 
it by the makers of some of our short -wave jobs. 

Type C may be simply a detector oscillating 
feebly and tuned to shift the beat -frequency wave 
into some existing broadcast amplifying system 
of a normal receiver. It is somewhat harder to 
locate faulty action in such devices, since one 
cannot detect the action as easily by listening. 
Close observation will make it possible, however, 
since one can hear the usual "rushing" sound 
whenever the oscillator or autodyne is working 
properly into the broadcast receiver. The most 
frequent failure of these devices seems to be a 
tendency to squeal, occasioned by the over- 

anxiety of the designer to insure oscillation on all 
wavelengths. Generally this can be cured by re- 
ducing the plate voltage of the oscillator or 
autodyne tube. Where it is not convenient to 
use a lower battery voltage one may connect 
into the lead from the battery a high -resistance 
rheostat (50o,000 -ohm) shunted by a o., -mfd 
paper condenser. 

TROUBLESHOOTING- AFTERWA RD 

SUPPOSING that one already owns the set, 
and finds that it must be made to work, 

several dodges are useful. First let us assume 
that there is difficulty in securing even oscilla- 
tion -which means that one is also unable to 
secure smooth regeneration. If the coils are 
wound like Fig. 4A the difficulty probably lies 
right there, and rewinding the tickler with small 
wire, and bunching it as in 4B, will probably help 
materially. The number of turns can be deter- 
mined by trial. Too many turns causes squealing, 
too few turns results in silence or feeble action. 
A fair rule is to start with as many turns on the 
tickler as on the secondary. After a rough ad- 
justment has been made try changing the grid 
leak and plate voltage in an attempt to secure 
smoother action, always making sure that each 
coil of the set continues to work. Generally it is 
the smallest coil that causes trouble. Having 
obtained fairly smooth action one may find that, 
when a signal is tuned in, the regeneration con- 
trol cannot be adjusted without having to retune; 
this is often true in circuits of the type shown in 
diagrams c and D of Fig. 4. However, this tuning 
effect of the regeneration -control condenser, 
C2, can be reduced by moving the tickler coil, T, 
to the filament end of the grid coil, S, as in Fig. 
4E, or if that is not convenient the control can 
be changed to the resistance type shown in Fig. 
4F. In diagram F the condenser C2 can be set 
for approximately the correct action and there- 
after R is used with little or no tuning effect. 
Unless one wishes to lose the calibration (" log- 

S T 

(C) 

ging ") C_ must then be left alone. R must be 
noiseless in operation, and, so far as I have been 
able to determine, the Frost resistor is the only 
one which meets this requirement for any length 
of time. Wire -wound or step -by -step devices are 
hopeless, as are the compression types. 

The drive for C2 (if used) may be through a 
plain dial, and in no case should a high -ratio 
"vernier" dial be used. The drive for C1 
should be the smoothest available. I have never 
found anything as beautiful in operation as the 
old -type National dial. Lest it be thought 
that undue emphasis is given the subject of dials 
one must consider that most short -wave tuners 
attempt to go from about 15 to 200 meters with 
perhaps 4 coils. In effect this means that one 
must cover about 20,000 kc. in going across the 
scale 4 times, as against some woo kc. for the 
scale of the usual broadcast receiver. With 5 

times as cramped a scale, smooth operation is 
imperative. 

As regards the type C devices which hetero- 
dyne the signal into an existing i.f. system, the 
combinations here become so numerous that one 
can hardly lay down general rules. However, a 
hint may be of value. I f the short -wave heterodyne 
oscillator seems unwilling to work smoothly try 
converting the system into the circuit of 4F by 
connecting the primary of the first i.f. trans- 
former to the points marked "output." The 
antenna may be connected to the grid end of the 
coil S (not to the grid but to the tuning con- 
denser stator) through a small capacity of about 
15 mmfd. (.000015 mfd.). A still better method 
might be to wind a single -turn primary around 
the lower end of the form on which S is wound. 
In either casethere may be "dead spots, and" this 
always suggests overdose antenna coupling or 
a bad choke coil. The former is remedied by 
reducing down the capacity of a "vernier" 
condenser in the antenna - even where the 
primary is used! The latter is a matter of cut 
and try. 

(B) 

I D) 

FIG. 4. SHORT -WAVE RECEIVING CIRCUITS 

á 
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"Our Readers Suggest 

THIS department of RADIO BROADCAST 
is utilized each month for the presenta- 

tion of miscellaneous short radio articles 
which are received from readers. These ab- 
breviated manuscripts describe " kinks," radio 
short cuts and economies that the experimenter 
runs across from time to time and that can 
be made clear in a concise exposition. Al- 
though some of these notes bave been submit- 
ted by engineers and professional writers, 
the editors particularly solicit contributions 
from the average reader. All material ac- 
cepted, including photographs, will be paid 
for on publication at our usual rates with 
extra consideration for particularly meritori- 
ous ideas. 

-THE EDITOR. 

A Simple Wave Trap 

WHEN wLw opened up with full fifty 
kilowatts at Mason, about twenty miles 
from Cincinnati, I experienced a bit of 

interference from this station. Rummaging 
around the collection of used parts generally 
found in the enthusiast's shop, I speedily assem- 
bled the essentials of a simple wave -trap, and 
had it operating satisfactorily an hour after 
wLw came in the air. 

While there is nothing new in the trap idea. or 
in the design advocated by the writer, the econ- 
omy of the arrangement will recommend itself to 
many readers, particularly in these days of con- 
sistently increasing power. 

The essential parts are a variable condenser, a 

standard r.f. coil to match the condenser (if 
coverage of the full wavelength range is desired), 
a panel, and a dial. 

The primary and secondary connections to the 
coil should be definitely located. The primary 
winding generally can be identified by the initial- 
ing P and B+, and the secondary by G and F. 

If no stamping is apparent. as may be the case 
on some r.f. transformers, the secondary winding 
has more turns than the primary coil. 

The condenser should be mounted on a small 
panel, about five inches square, and the coil 
mounted to the condenser frame. The secondary 
winding is then connected across the variable 
condenser. This completes the wave -trap, illus- 
trated in Fig. 2. 

The primary winding is connected in series 

FIG. I 

The wave -trap circuit: The primary coil of the r. f. 
transformer is connected in series with the antenna 

lead. 

with the antenna lead to the receiving set, 
connections being indicated in Fig. I. 

D. H. BOYD, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

the 

STAFF COMMENT 

The method of operation is simple. First, the 
receiver is tuned to the station it is desired to 
eliminate. The wave -trap is then adjusted until 
this station is weakest. Leaving the wave -trap 
at this setting, the desired station is now tuned 
in- generally with little or no interference from 

FIG. 2 

A simple wave -trap made with a standard radio- 
frequency transformer and variable tondeuse,. 

the first transmitter. If then is insufficient trap- 
ping action, five to ten additional turns of wire 
should be wound on the primary coil, in the di- 
rection of the original winding. Of course, the 
extra turns should be included in the antenna 
circuit. 

A Source of Accurate Alders 
EVERY experimenter needs meters to deter- 

mine accurately the values of the current and 
voltage with which he is working. However, with 
reliable meters costing from $7.00 to $20.00 
a piece, this important item is often necessarily 
neglected. 

Accurate d.c. meters may easily be made from 
zero-center moving -coil ammeters readily ob- 
tainable at any automobile junk yard for fifty 
cents. Older models of high -priced cars were 
equipped with moving-coil instruments, such as 

Weston models 301 and 267. These meters have 
a 50-millivolt movement, and require from io 
to 20 milliamperes for full -scale deflection. 

The shunt should first be removed from the 
meter, and the needle swung to the extreme left 
by moving both the zero adjuster and the corre- 
sponding adjustment found at the under side of 
the movement. The meter may then be cali- 
brated as a low- reading milliammeter. By using 
shunts of proper values, milliammeters or am- 
meters of any range may be had. 

The small operating current required by these 
meters readily permits their use as voltmeters 
having a sensitivity of from 5o to too ohms per 
volt by merely connecting the proper resistance 
in series. 

EARL H. MILLER, Bellefonte, Pa. 
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R.F. Choke Coil 

AN EFFICIENT radio- frequency choke coil 
of the plug -in type may be made from a 

burned -out filament ballast. The ballast tube 
should be wound with about 250 turns of number 
34 silk- covered wire. The wire may be wound in 
a haphazard fashion and the ends soldered to the 
caps of the ballast plug. 

This choke will be effective over the entire 
broadcast range and down to about loo meters. 
For shorter wavelengths a 150-turn coil would 
be better. 

ALLAN HAMILTON, Houston, Texas. 

More Output Ideas 
PUSH -PULL amplifiers generally are provided 

with an output transformer to which the 
loud speaker is connected. In some cases better 
results may be obtained by connecting the loud 
speaker directly to the primary through two 
2 -mfd. condensers. as suggested in the diagram 
Fig. 3. Posts i and 4 are used for any single loud 
speaker, while a very satisfactory combination of 
cone and horn loud speakers can be effected by 
connecting one reproducer to posts 1 and 2 and 
the other to posts 3 and 4. 

H. M. THOMPsoN, Vancouver, B. C. 

A Band Selector for the Universal 
Receiver 

HAVE always been a booster of the RADIO 
BROADCAST Universal circuit, my only possible 

criticism of the arrangement being the lack of 
selectivity when operated in congested broadcast 
localities. 

However, by utilizing the familiar link circuit, 
as suggested in Fig. 5, the selectivity was im- 
proved to an entirely satisfactory degree with a 

negligible loss of volume. 
The following describes the coils indicated on 

the diagram: 
Coil A, lo turns wire on a 2; inch diameter 

tube; 
Coil B, 48 turns of wire spaced ; inch from coil 

A; 
Coils C and D each have to turns of wire on 

2z -inch tubing; 

Sec 
not 

used 

-c -A 

2 mrd 
a 

FIG. 3 

An output arrangement that is occasionally 
superior to the transformer circuit, and which 

provides for one or two loud speakers. 
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JANUARY, 1929 "OUR READERS SUGGEST -" 
Coil E is wound on a 21-inch tube with 48 

turns of wire. 
Coils C and D slip inside of coils B and E, 

respectively, permitting any desired variation of 
coupling. 

The condensers tuning these coils may be 

ganged. 
H. T. GALLAHER, Rock Island, Ill. 

STAFF COMMENT 

The arrangement suggested by our correspon- 
dent functions in many respects as a band filter 
-a system of station discrimination that charac- 
terizes the best of modern receivers. The arrange- 
ment suggested in Fig. 5 can be applied to prac- 
tically any receiving circuit, it particularly 
recommends itself for use with the receivers 
having only one stage of tuned radio -frequency 
amplification. 

Frequency Compensation on Moving - 
Coil Speakers 

MOVING 
-COIL speakers, when used with 

some types of audio amplifiers, have a ten- 
dency to over -accentuate the bass notes. The 
deep rumbling tone is a characteristic to which 
many people take exception when hearing this 
type of speaker for the first time. The cause is 

apparently due to a slight peak on the low tones 
in most of the present -day audio transformers, 
originally intended to make up for the losses 
suffered in the usual magnetic speaker. 

I have found that a very simple filter can be 
inserted easily in the input stage to eliminate 
this effect. The secondary of an old audio trans- 
former, with core removed, is connected across 
the primary of the first transformer through a 

variable high' resistance of about loo,000 ohms. 
Any desired balance may be had by simply ad- 
justing this resistance. 

GEORGE H. MILLER, Buffalo, N. Y. 

STAFF COMMENT 

The apparent preponderance of low notes 
when first using a properly baffled moving -coil 
speaker, is often a psychological contrast with 
the deficiencies of other loud speakers. The gen- 
uine cases of over -emphasis of low frequencies 
with which this department has had experience, 
were resonant effects, several moving -coil speak- 
ers having decided resonant peaks in the neigh- 
borhood of fifty cycles. 

Over -reproduction of low notes, if the reader is 

convinced that such exists, can be corrected by 
moving the speaker slightly away from the baffle - 
board. By varying this distance, any degree of 
low- frequency response can be obtained. 

This department editor's experience with 
moving -coil speakers has been more or less con- 
fined to high- frequency emphasis when the loud 

speaker is operated from a push - 
pull amplifier. employing the 
proper output transformer in the 
amplifier rather than that in the 
loud speaker. This substitution 
eliminates the high- frequency 
compensation circuit included in 
many speakers to flatten out the 
hump above five- thousand cycles. 
These high frequencies are, 
therefore, over -reproduced, with 
an unpleasant fringe on certain 
types of broadcasting, notice- 
ably on tenor and bar baritone 
soloists. 

This effect generally can be 
compensated by shunting a 

O.0oo25 -mfd. fixed condenser 
across the secondary of the first audio -frequency 
transformer. 

to 

T 
1 
T 

FIG. 6 
Prearranging the power- supply circuit for the possible use of 
a moving -coil speaker with a high - voltage field -excitation coil. 
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Razor -Blade Condenser 

THE fixed condenser described below is highly 
efficient and is constructed with rigid -metal 

air -spaced vanes. It costs but a few cents to 

Nuts:: 

:Terminal 

t 
To Circuit 

Old Blades( " 

Washers - -. 

Nuts;" 

nx.uw 

IIMII 

Id Blades 

Nut 
-- -- Washer 

---Brass Rod.--" 

Coupling 

-.7o Circuit 

FIG. 4 
A home -made razor -blade condenser. This air - 
dielectric condenser is excellent as an antenna 
series capacitor in short-wave transmitting circuits. 

make, as old safety -razor blades of the "Gillette" 
type are utilized. 

The materials needed for constructing the con- 
denser will be found in the cellar or workshop of 
any radio enthusiast. The necessary parts in- 

clude: two pieces of 
ebonite, each 3" by 2" 
by i "; two threaded 
rods, ' in diameter, 
and about 31" long; 
eight nuts to fit the 
rods; two terminals; 
twelve "Gillette" razor 
blades; and twelve 
metal washers. Washers 
are placed between the 
blades to separate them 
properly. 

In assembling the con- 
denser, the two rods are 
bolted to the piece form- 
ing the base, a washer 

B+ 

FIG. 5 

This "link" circuit, when used with the R. B. Universal receiver, will add 
selectivity to the set. Its design is such that it functions somewhat as a 

band selector. 

B+ 

To 

Audho 

being added to one of them. The blades and 
spacing washers are then assembled alternately 
on the rods to interleave without touching, add- 
ing a washer to the other rod to level the top 
when all the blades have been added. The two 
top nuts are then screwed down tight, and the 
top ebonite plate, with terminals mounted, is 
bolted in place. The connections are made as 
suggested in the diagram, Fig. 4. A test should be 
made to determine that the vanes are not 
"shorting" and the condenser is then ready for 
use. 

The condenser will have a capacity of about 
o.000l mfd., and it will prove as satisfactory as 
the best condenser of this type on the market. 
By increasing the number of blades, one may, of 
course, increase the capacity. 

EDWARD PIRANIAN, Philadelphia, Pa. 

STAFF COMMENT 

This ingenious condenser recommends itself 
particularly as an antenna series capacitor in 
short -wave transmitting circuits. 

Novel Power -Supply Device 

BEING called upon very recently to design and 
build an amplifier and power supply for use 

with a power tube and an ordinary magnetic 
speaker, but also having in mind the possibility 
of later using the device with a moving -coil 
speaker requiring a field supply of u io volts d.c., 
I designed the arrangement illustrated in Fig. fi. 
Each terminal of the choke except the last was 
brought out to a binding post. A flexible lead 
with a phone tip soldered to the end was attached 
to the last terminal. The three binding posts 
were mounted on a bakelite strip. 

When an ordinary magnetic speaker is to be 
used the flexible tip from the choke is connected 
to binding post i. This places the choke in opera- 
tion and the speaker is attached in the usual 
way. When a moving -coil speaker is to be used, 
however, the flexible lead is disconnected from 
binding post 1 and the field winding of the mov- 
ing -coil speaker is connected to binding posts 
I and 2. A jumper made of bus wire is connected 
between binding posts 2 to 3; this cuts out the 
first section of the choke while the second section 
is replaced by the winding of the moving -coil 
speaker. 

KARL F. OERLEIN, Philadelphia, Pa. 

STAFF COMMENT 

Such an arrangement has much to commend 
it. It is generally unsatisfactory to connect the 
field- winding terminals of the moving -coil loud 
speaker in series with the filter system of the 
power supply, since the additional resistance of 
the field winding may cause a considerable de- 
crease in output voltage. 
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New Apparatus and Its Applications 
Transformers Now Available for Linking Dynamic Loud Speakers With Push -Pull Amplifiers 

AGAIN 
this mouth a change is made in 

the method of presenting new apparatus 
in these pages. Parts submitted by different 
manufacturers usually are treated as separate 
items, but in this issue several dynamic - 
speaker output transformers of the push -pull 
type are described in one article. In this 
way it is possible to give a more lengthy dis- 
cussion of the applications of these devices, 
as space zs not wasted in duplicating descrip- 
tions. A second article under this heading 
describes a dual push -pull public- address 
amplifier. A complete list of parts is specified 
in the text, and hutch valuable data is given 
on the design of amplifiers of this type. 

THE story is told of a man and woman who, 
while riding through California, 
expressed great curiosity regard- 

ing some immense fields of French 
artichokes, with which they were un- 
familiar. It was explained to them what 3 
these vegetables were, what a tooth- 
some dish they provided, and the sug- = ú 

gestion made that they try them. To 
which the gentleman replied with ut- 
most finality, "Oh, no! We never eat 
strange foods." An antipathy towards 
"strange foods" is fortunately not a 

characteristic of radio enthusiasts to 
whom new things are a staff of life. 

The newest "strange food" to which 
many of us have probably devoted 
considerable thought during the past 
few months is concerned with moving - 
coil loud speakers -how good they are, 
how to operate them, and so forth. 
This article is devoted to one particular 
angle of the subject, the reason for the 
use of a coupling transformer between 
the moving coil of the loud speaker and 
the plate circuit of the power tube. 

The coupling transformer, T, in a 

moving -coil loud speaker is connected 
in the circuit as indicated in Fig. 1, 

and it has one major purpose in life -to 
"match" the impedance of the mov- 
ing coil to the plate resistance of the 
power tube. It is true that the trans- 
former will also serve to keep the d.c. plate 
current of the tube out of the moving coil, but 

2 

-1 
-2 

3 
.4 
-5 

this purpose is secondary in comparison with 
that previously mentioned. Now, since the pur- 
pose of the transformer is to match the tube to 
the moving coil, it would seem to follow that 
manufacturers would have to put into the .mov- 
ing -coil loud speaker a coupling transformer 
that can only be used with a tube of a definite 
plate resistance -unless it is possible to design 
the transformer so that it will be satisfactory 
for use with all types of tubes. Let us see if 
we cannot answer this question very briefly. 

It is not our purpose in this article to enter 
into a discussion of transformer characteristics. 
From such a discussion we would finally reach 
the following conclusions: (a) that a properly 
constructed coupling transformer designed to 
work out of an impedance of 5000 ohms, cor- 
responding to a 11ZÁ- or 210 -type tube, will 
also work satisfactorily out of 2000 ohms, cor- 
responding to a 171.x- or 25o -type tube, and 

Regular 
Output 

Transformer 

. 
Coupling 

Transforme 
supplied with 
Loud Speaker 

FIG. 5 

Moving 
Coil 

can either remove the transformer supplied with 
the loud speaker and substitute one designed for 
use between the moving coil of such a loud 
speaker and a push -pull stage, or we can just 
connect the output terminals of the present 
push -pull transformer in the set to the input 

terminals of the coupling transformer 
incorporated in the loud speaker. If we 
use the former arrangement the result- 
ant circuit will look like Fig. 4, and if 
we use the latter arrangement the 
circuit will look like Fig. 5. 

Whether the arrangement of Fig. 4 

or Fig. 5 is used depends upon various 
circumstances which are listed below: 

(a) If the present output push -pull 
transformer in the receiver is a good one 
designed for use with ordinary cones 
with a nominal impedance of about 
2000 or 4000 ohms, then the circuit of 
Fig. 5 may be used with satisfactory re- 
sults. The power loss due to the use 
of two transformers will only be about 
2 ru -a negligible loss. 

(b) If the present push -pull output 
transformer in the set is thought to 
have a poor frequency characteristic it 
will be best to remove it and use the 
circuit arrangement Fig. 4. 

(c) If a choke output circuit, Fig. 3, 

is used in the output of the push -pull 
tube then the circuit of Fig. 5 may be 

used (i.e. terminals 1 and 2 of Fig. 3 may 
be connected to the leads from coupling 
transformer supplied with the loud 
speaker) if 171A tubes are used in 
the push -pull amplifier, provided that 
each of the choke coils have an in- 

ductance of not less than 3o henries. 
(d) If a choke output circuit is usedwith 210 - 

type tubes then the chokes and the coupling 
transformer in the loud speaker should be re- 
moved, and a special transformer substituted 
and arranged in the circuit as per Fig. 4. 

There are listed in the following table a number 
of special transformers, designed to replace the 
coupling transformer of a dynamic speaker: 

Type tube for use with 
Type ' Single Push -Pull 

1 

General Radio Transformer 
rep, sf1 -f 

50 60 80 100 300 500 1000 3000 
FREOUENCY 

FIG. 2 CHARACTERISTICS OF GENERAL 
RADIO TRANSFORMER 

5000 

:. Leads from 
field winding 

Leads from L 
moving Coil',._ 

Power 
Tube 

FIG. 1 

Centertapped 
Choke 

FIG.3 

10.000 

1 

Spernal Coupling 
Transformer 

FIG. 4 

(b) that a transformer designed to work out of 
an impedance of 2000 ohms, corresponding to 
a 171A- or 250-type tube, will not operate 
satisfactorily out of a I 12A- or 2 to -type tube, 
because with such a transformer the two lat- 
ter types of tubes would operate with a load 
impedance in their plate circuit of less than 
twice the plate resistance of the tube and, for 
this reason, the plate current -grid voltage char- 
acteristic of the tube will be curved and 
distortion will result. 

For these reasons we find that the 
coupling transformers which always are 
built into a moving -coil loud speaker are 
designed according to (a), and the trans- 
former will, therefore, work satisfactorily 
out of a 112A -, 17IA -, 210-, or 250-type 
tube. 

In some cases, however, we may want 
to operate a moving -coil loud speaker out 
of a push -pull stage. When this is to be 
done, two possibilities are open to us -we 

194 

Moving 
Cod 

Manufacturer 

Amertran Sales Co. 

Dongan Electric 
Company 

300 
362 

2112 
1189 

171A 
250 

210 or 112A 
171A 

1192 171A or 210 
1183 250 

Ferranti, Inc. OP -2 112A or 171A 
OP-4C All types 

General Radio Ca 585-0 All types 
541-C All types 

Sangamo Electric GX -210 112A or 210 
Co. HX -171 171A or 250 

Thordarson T -2902 171A or 250 
Electric Mfg. Co. T -2903 171A or 250 

T -2629 112A or 210 
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JANUARY, 1929 NEW APPARATUS AND ITS APPLICATIONS 19$ 

New Dual Push -Pull Public -Address Amplifier Provides 15 Watts of Power 

GENERAL VIEW OF PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIER 

The amplifier pictured aboie employs Three transformer- coupled stages and has an undistorted output of 15 watts. 
The unit. which is completely a.c. operated, was designed for use in large theatres 

THE item of new apparatus described in this 
article is a three -stage light- socket -operated 

audio amplifier possessing ample amplification 
to boost the output of a radio set's detector tube, 
a microphone, or a magnetic phonograph pick- 
up unit up to a volume level sufficient for a large 
theatre or an outdoor crowd. The gain- frequency 
characteristics of the amplifier are such that an 
effect of naturalness for human voice or music 
will be conveyed to every listener. 

This amplifier has little application in the 
average home radio outfit. Its real appeal, rather, 
is to those experimenters and professional set - 
builders who have found that there is much real 
demand for public- address amplification that 
cannot be adequately met by ordinary equip- 
ment designed primarily for home use. To such 
individuals, this amplifier offers the possibility 
of sale or rental to moving- picture theatres, 
skating rinks, schools, race tracks, and conven- 
tions, not to mention other uses. The fine possi- 
bilities of such sales can be grasped when one 
considers that a skating rink or theatre can avoid 
the considerable expense of even a small orches- 
tra with a pair of phonograph turn -tables and re- 
cord pick -up units, a supply of good records, one 
to four loud speakers, and this amplifier. Whereas 
the smaller theatre or rink could only afford a 
a small mediocre orchestra at most, the ampli- 
fier installation brings out music played by the 
orchestras of Paul Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, 
the New York Philharmonic, the Boston Sym- 
phony, etc., with all of its original color, tone 
and volume, yet the total cost need not be more 
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than three- to five -hundred dollars! To the movie 
exhibitor, the radio fan, and the wide -awake 
professional set -builder, no more need be said. 

POWER REQUIRED 

IN DESIGNING this amplifier, much experi- 
mental work was done to determine the ap- 

proximate power needed for various classes of 
coverage. In moo- to 2000-seat theatres, for 
instance, five to seven watts, taken from one 
ux25o tube, was found sufficient in most cases 
to give realistic reproduction. As the desire of 
many exhibitors was to produce greater than 
natural volume,. more power was found neces- 
sary for such "volume hounds." Conclusions 
reached experimentally indicated that for such 
conditions an undistorted power of fifteen watts 
would give coverate of theatres seating up to 
2000 or 3000 people, under conditions of maxi- 
mum absorption and with all seats occupied. 
Outdoor tests indicated that this same power 
would give natural understandable speech and 
music at volume sufficient for crowds of lo.000 
to 15,000 people. From a gain- frequency stand- 
point, it was found that an accentuation of bass 
frequencies was desirable, particularly as phono- 
graph records and radio programs are generally 
lacking in the lower bass registers. Practical 
experience indicates that if the amplifier accen- 
tuated frequencies between 6o and 200 cycles 
(lower notes being used infrequently in music 
and speech), the most pleasing effect would be 

obtained. 
With this information at hand, a power out- 
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put stage was first developed, after which suit- 
able input stages were designed to insure the 
operation of the output stage at its full capacity 
with the lowest input voltage to be anticipated 
in practise. Adjustment of the transformer char- 
acteristics was made to obtain the desired gain - 
frequency curve. The power- handling capacity 
of the input stages was made so great that no 
overloading would occur in them, even though 
the output stage were operated at well over its 
maximum capacity. The whole amplifier was 
then adapted for full a.c. operation. 

The requirement that 15 watts of undistorted 
power be available from the output stage au- 
tomatically eliminated the possibility of using 
tubes smaller than the 25o type, and since the 
maximum output of one tube is 4.65 watts, a 

push -pull circuit with two 250-type tubes seemed 
to be a good starting point. From tests it was 
determined that, with a load impedance equal 
to four times the R,, of one tube, the require- 
ments set down could be satisfied with a plate 
potential of 450 volts, and a grid voltage of 8o, 
maximum safe values for selected 250-type tubes. 
An undistorted output of 15.75 watts was ob- 
tained from the two 250-type tubes in push -pull 
with a specially developed output coupling im- 
pedance. 

The results of some gain measurements are 
shown in Fig. i. It will be noticed that 10 watts 
may be developed without any appreciable de- 
crease in gain (which would indicate distortion). 
The curve of Fig. 1 varies only 2 TU between I 

and 15.75 watts output and, as 2 TU is the 

20030 
50 100 300 500 1000 

FREQUENCY 

3000 5000 10,000 

FIG. 2 FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS 
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minimum sound variation perceptible to the 
average ear in a musical selection, a 2 Tu varia- 
tion may be taken as a very conservative limit 
on allowable distortion. Distortion becomes more 
serious at 18 to 22 watts, although the average 
person will not be disagreeably affected even at 
such an overload. While Fig. 1 is the power'out- 
put curve for the final push -pull stage selected, 
it was actually taken on the whole amplifier, 
so that it is also a measure of such overloading 
as might occur in preceding stages. 

ANALYSIS OF AMPLIFIER 

AN 
ANALYSIS indicated that the signal 

voltage applied to each 25o tube at the 

14.35-watt point on the curve of Fig. 3 was 90 
volts. (The advantage of the push -pull stage is 

here well demonstrated -the grids were actually 
lo volts positive over the 8o-volt bias, yet dis- 
tortion which would have been serious with such 
an overload on one tube has not become percep- 
tible to most ears with the push -pull stage.) With 
90 volts required at the 25o grids, and allowing 
conservatively for a 0.2 volt -signal at the input 
of the amplifier the voltage gain needed to de- 
velop 90 volts from a 0.2 volt- signal would be 
90 _ 0.2 = 450 times. This is a conservative 
figure, since the averge detector tube will turn 
out 0.3- to 0.4- signal volts, and average pick -up 
unit will deliver as much as 1 to 2 volts. Further 
measurements indicated that the standard Clough 
system transformers (described in July, 1928, 
RADIO BROCADAST), and one 226 -type tube would 
give a gain of 120.5, obviously insufficient to 
operate the push -pull stage to capacity. At this 
point, one 226 -type tube was found to be unable 
to operate the push -pull stage to capacity with- 
out overloading. A 171A -type tube preceding 
the push -pull stage was tried with considerable 
success, as well as two 226 -type tubes in push - 
pull. The latter were found most desirable, due 
to the simplification of filtration and isolation 
that the push -pull stage permitted, as well as its 
greater undistorted output. 

Suitable transformers of the Clough type were 
then designed to feed from one standard ampli- 
fier tube into a push -pull stage, and to feed from 
one push -pull stage into a second push -pull 
stage. These transformers were provided with 
a low- frequency cut-off below a hump ranging 
from 65 to 200 cycles and with a flat curve up 
to about 8000 cycles. (Incidentally, they will 
be welcomed by the many fans who have writ- 
ten to the designer asking for just such trans- 
formers.) An amplifier was then set up and 
measured, using one 4.3:1 -ratio transformer feed- 
ing into a 227 -type tube, one 1.75:1 push -pull 
input transformer feeding into two 226 -type 
tubes in push -pull, and one 1.75:1 interstage 
push -pull transformer feeding from the 226 -type 
tubes to the 250-type tubes. The output of the 
250-type tubes was fed, through the specially 
designed adjustable output impedance pre- 
viously mentioned, into several different speak- 
ers, and measurements were made. Fig. 2 shows 
the result in the form of an overall gain -fre- 
quency characteristic from input to power tube 
grids. The desirable bass hump is present, and 
above 3000 cycles common coupling through the 
power supply produced a second hump which 
was left in the amplifier to compensate the side - 
band cutting in radio reception. Many ob- 
servers liked the effect produced by the rise 
at high frequencies but if the writer's dislike of 
this effect is shared by others, a needle- scratch 
filter across a record pick -up, or a 0.00015 -mfd. 
condenser across the input transformer secon- 
dary, will flatten it out effectively. This hump 
would not appear in battery operation, and its 
effect consequently must not be exaggerated by 

the reader who has previously been shown 
only curves taken on battery -operated amplifiers, 
which curves would not show regeneration almost 
sure to develop where standard power -supply 
units were substituted for batteries. The curve 
of Fig. 2 is not a "hand- picked" laboratory 
product -it is a true measure of performance at 
signal voltages developing actual operating 
output powers in actual loud speakers. 

A.C. OPERATION 

A DAPTING a high -gain amplifier giving good 
response at 6o cycles to a.c. operation was 

no easy task. Fortunately, two push -pull stages 
simplified the process, but the high overall gain 
made special precautions necessary for the input 
stage. The B supply for the push -pull output 
stage was found to need no filtering, while a 
resistance -capacity filter in the B wire was ade- 
quate for the intermediate push -pull stage. Fila- 
ment balances were non -critical on both -push- 
pull stages. Such good fortune did not hold for 
the input stage. A very high inductance choke, 
in an unusual resistance -inductance -capacity 
filter proved necessary for B and C supply, and 
in addition the input transformer had to be 
oriented to minimize induction from the power - 
supply transformer which was 18" away. In 
the final models a.c. hum was reduced (when 
using airchrome -, dynamic- or cone -type loud 
speakers) to a point where it was not objection- 
able for home use. 

Final models, operated with one dynamic 
speaker placed at an open window on a 
crowded boulevard, provided understandable 
speech and good music over traffic noise a city 
block away. Twelve air -column speakers dis- 
tributed about three floors gave such effective 
coverage of 30,000 square feet of factory floor 
space that one could not hear conversation at 
normal speaking volume. 

The assembly of the amplifier is well illus- 
trated in the accompanying picture and the phys- 
ical layout will be found to follow very closely 
the general arrangement of the schematic wiring 
diagram in that the amplifier progresses from 
left to right with the power- supply apparatus 
at the extreme right of the wooden baseboard. 
The 255 transformer is not screwed directly 
down to the baseboard, but should be wired into 
circuit loosely so that it can be adjusted for the 

0. 

God 
Arophl.e_ 

Power Supply 

minimum -hum position in actual operating tests. 
After its proper position has been determined 
(and outlined upon the baseboard with a pencil), 
it is clamped down by means of the steel tie -bar 
and two of the short -threaded brass rods with 
their nuts, the holes for them in the baseboard 
being counterbored. 

The wiring of the amplifier is comparatively 
simple and is accomplished by using the 
flexible hook -up wire cut to proper lengths with 
insulation pushed back and ends soldered to 
proper soldering lugs or fastened directly under 
tube socket terminal screws. Amplifier grid and 
plate leads should be isolated as far as possible 
from each other and from other wiring, and can 
be made quite short due to the layout of parts. 
All filament and power wiring should preferably 
be run in a common cable as far as possible, 
which may be laced with waxed shoemaker's 
thread after testing. The two loud speaker con - 
nections to the S -M 248 universal output choke 
should be terminated in battery clips so that 
they may be moved about to the different groups 
of soldering lugs on the choke in preliminary 
tests. 

LIST OF APPARATUS 

THE following is a complete list of the ap- 
paratus employed in the construction of the 

power amplifier described in this article: 

CI, C2, Ca, C4 Potter condenser bank, type 673; 
LI One S-M Universal output choke, type 248; 
RI One Carter potentiometer, type AP -15; 
R2 One Yaxley resistor, 2000-ohm, type 7200o; 
R6, R6 Two Frost tapped resistors, type FT-64; 
R,, R4 Two S-M resistors, type 659; 
R7, R8 Two Polymet resistors, 75o -ohm; 
SI One S -M tube socket, type 512; 
S2 to S7 Six S-M tube sockets, type 511; 
T1, T4 Two S -M a. f. transformers, type 255; 
T2 One S-M push -pull transformer, type 257; 
T3 One S-M push -pull transformer, interstage- 

type, type 227; 
T5 One S-M filament transformer, type 247; 
16 One S -M power transformer, type 328; 
One phone cord and plug, five -foot; 
One roll of S -M hook -up wire, type 818; 
Five Fahnestock clips; 
One S-M wooden chassis, 21-,76- x ?r" x 

The total cost of the apparatus is $93.36. 
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A RECEIVER OF MODERN DESIGN FOR THE DEC FAN 

More Data on the SargentoRayment 

1 T 

THE time the article entitled "The 
Sargent -Rayment Seven Receiver" was 
prepared for October, 1928, RADIO 

BROADCAST, the writer, as a result of testing a 
model receiver attendant upon the preparation 
of his article, had become firmly convinced that 
this receiver was an unusual example of a fine 
kit, and that, in short, it would be heard from 
in no uncertain terms once a number had been 
built. Circumstances have since proven that the 
silent prophet is not always 'unhonored in his 
own country. Believing that the comments of 
some experienced experimenters who have built 
and tested the set may be of interest, as well 
as a bit of additional engineering data and a 
few timely operating suggestions, this, the 
writer's second article upon the Sargent -Ray- 
ment Seven Receiver, has been prepared. 

Extended experience with western conditions 
on the part of the designers of this receiver had 
effectively convinced them of the necessity of a 
far more selective set than would in all prob- 
ability ever be developed in the East, due to 
the peculiarities of western reception conditions. 
In consequence, it would seem that if the Sar- 
gent- Rayment receiver were capable of giving a 
good account of itself on the West Coast, it would 
certainly be able to do so in any other location 
in the United States. Such is actually the case. 
As an example of results obtained from a typi- 
cal Sargent -Rayment set, a report received from 
Lloyd Breck, I to Pacific Avenue, Piedmont, 
California, is most interesting. In the course of 
two evenings' tuning, Mr. Breck was able to 
tune in a total of 116 stations upon the receiver 
he had built. Out of the total of 116 stations, 44 
were located in the East, and Mr. Breck's log 
included cYI and CYA of Mexico City, KFQD 

of Anchorage, Alaska, KHGU of Honolulu, 
Hawaii, and rwx of Havana, Cuba. The log is 
interesting, for there are only approximately ioo 
transmission channels in the broadcast band, 
and the reception of 116 stations meant that 

y HOWARD ARCLAY 

several transmission channels were heard from 
twice! 

Turning from Mr. Breck's results, the com- 
ments of F. Edwin Schmitt, of New York City, 
upon the performance of a Sargent -Rayment 
located at White Plains, New York are inter- 

THE Sargent -Rayment receiver was first 
1 described in our October, 1928, issue. 
This article gives additional operating notes 
and other comments which are sure to interest 
those who have built the set and probably will 
be of interest to those who may now be plan- 
ning to build one. 

-THE EDITOR. 

esting as coming from the opposite coast. Mr. 
Schmitt reports that between the hours of 
8:oo and 12:00 P. M. on an evening late in Octo- 
ber, one station in Portland, Oregon, one in 
Seattle, Washington, one in San Diego, Califor- 
nia, three in Los Angeles, one in Denver, one in 
Fort Worth and many closer by were heard with 
excellent volume on the loud speaker through 
the barrage of stations located in and about 
New York City. These comments, together with 
reports of average logging of from 5o to ioo 
stations in an evening from many different build- 
ers, indicate that the receiver is evidently ade- 
quately selective for present -day conditions. 

REGARDING COIL DESIGN 

IN FIGS. 2 and 3 are some interesting amplifi- 
cation curves made upon several typical r.f. 

stages tested in the development of the Sargent - 
Rayment receiver. In order to determine the 
most satisfactory type of coil for the general 
type of mechanical assembly which seemed de- 
sirable, a family of coils, each of approximately 
the same inductance, were constructed and 
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placed in a single stage compartment for mea- 
surement. It was observed that with constant 
coupling maintained for each coil, the amplifi- 
cation Obtained increased with decreases in 
coil size, due to a reduction in shielding absorp- 
tion. The most satisfactory coil of the various 
types tested consisted of 72 turns of No. 25 
enamelled wire wound upon a bakelite tube 
2" in diameter, threaded 32 turns to the inch. 
When measured unshielded, this coil actually was 
inferior to a larger type which, also wound 
upon a 22" tube, consisted of 8o turns of No. 20 
enamelled wire, threaded 20 turns per inch. 
This larger coil, being affected to a much more 
marked degree by the presence of the shielding 
than was the smaller coil, actually delivered 
lower amplification in practise. This is indicated 
by the curves, Fig. 2, showing the amplification 
obtained with four different values of screen - 
grid voltage when using the larger coil with a 
primary consisting of 35 turns of No. 34 d.c.c. 
wire slipped into the secondary at the filament 
end of the latter. Amplification with 45 volts 
on the screen grid ranges from 17. to 26.5 be- 
tween 55o and 1450 kilocycles, with selectivity 
varying 3.9 to 1.21 for the different frequencies. 

The curve of Fig. 3 taken upon the smaller 
coil with a 25 -turn primary shows a consider- 
able improvement in amplification over the 
larger coil, and a very appreciable improvement 
in selectivity as indicated by the selectivity 
figures appearing in the curve. (These selectivity 
figures represent the ratio of amplification of 
the desired signal to the amplification of another 
signal to kilocycles off resonance, and to the 
engineer the merit of the stage represented in 
Fig. 3 will be appreciated as being quite high.) 

HOW SENSITIVITY 1S OBTAINED 

TO THE average reader, the values of am- 
plification per stage shown in Fig. 3 may 

seem quite low, but it must be borne in mind 
that in designing the Sargent -Rayment receiver 
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the thought was to employ as many stages of 
suitable r.f. amplification as were needed to 
give the desired degree of amplification, rather 
than to obtain the highest possible amplifica- 
tion per stage. This decision made, the designers 
were left free to concentrate upon the problem 
of selectivity rather than amplification in each 
stage. The wisdom of this policy is indicated 
by the fact that the selectivity of each r.f. 
stage is practically that of the tuned secondary 
circuit alone without the deleterious effects of 
coupling a preceding amplifier tube into this cir- 
cuit through a primary large enough to obtain 
the highest possible value of amplification which 
always halves the selectivity factor. Lest, how- 
ever, the casual reader should be inclined to re- 
gard the amplification of the Sargent -Rayment 
receiver as being of a very low order, it is inter- 
esting to compare the r.f. amplification of typi- 
cal six -tube, one -dial receivers averaging about 
woo times between antenna and detector grid 
with the r.f. gain of the Sargent -Rayment, 
neglecting entirely its tuned antenna input 
circuit with its large potential amplifying possi- 
bilities. The r.f. gain of the Sargent -Rayment, 
operating in a perfectly stable manner has a 

value adequate to allow the receiver to go down 
to the lowest noise level; this is equivalent to 
many times the gain given by many of the re- 
ceivers of the type mentioned above. 

An over -all amplification curve for the two- 
stage audio amplifier employed in the Sargent - 
Rayment is shown in Fig. t, this curve being 
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made with t 12A -type tubes in the detector and first 
audio positions, and a í71A -type tube in the sec- 
ond audio position, with recommended operating 
voltages. It is, however, quite feasible to employ 
a 210- or 250-type power tube in the output stage 
of the receiver through the use of a high -voltage 
power -supply unit. The standard S-M 675ABc 
kit is especially suitable for this purpose pro- 
viding, as it does, 7.5 volts for filament lighting 
through an adapter plug inserted between the 
power tube and the second audio socket, to- 
gether with B voltage and C bias for the entire 
receiver including a 210- or 250-type power 
tube. With this combination and the substitu- 
tion of the 1-mfd. 600-volt condenser, as speci- 
fied in the circuit diagram on page 355 of Oc- 
tober, 1928, RADIO BROADCAST, the Sargent - 
Rayment receiver provides an unusually fine 

combination of tone quality, sensi- 
tivity, and selectivity. 

ANTI -MOTORBOATING FILTER 

UNFORTUNATELY, the set is 
not without its one draw- 

back, though this drawback is in 
itself the accompaniment of the 
extremely high amplification 
developed by the receiver. When 
used with standard B -pow e r 
units, there occasionally de- 

velops a tendency for the receiver to " motor- 
boat," particularly at one setting of the 
volume control regulating the screen -grid 
voltage to the r.f. tubes. Messrs. Sargent and 
Rayment have recommended a non- motorboat- 
ing filter which they have termed a "stabilizer." 
It consists of a small choke coil, similar to the 
S -M 251 output transformer, connected in the 
45-Volt screen -grid lead and a 50,000 -ohm re- 
sistor connected in the positive B lead to the 
detector plate. Each of these circuits is then 
bypassed back to the receiver chassis, a 4 -mfd. 
condenser being used for the screen -grid bias 
and a t -mfd. for the detector -plate lead. The 
circuit is shown in Fig. 4. 

INCREASING THE SENSITIVITY 

AN EXAMINATION of the receiver cir- 
cuit diagram (October RADIO BROADCAST) 

indicates that the input from antenna to first 
r.f. tube is through a rejector type of wave 
filter which, in its general characteristics, 
is essentially similar to that of the tuned 
r.f. stages. The thought has occurred to some 
builders that through shifting the screen -grid 
connection of the left -hand screen -grid tube from 
the antenna connection (2) of the coil L1 to the 
free end of the tuned secondary coil (3) of the 
wave filter, an increase in amplification may be 
obtained. Whether or not this is necessary is 
for individual decision, for the performance of 
the receiver is perfectly stable with the recom- 
mended connection, and the amplification is 
high enough to go down to the most favorable 
low -noise level. The change in connection to 
utilize the rejector circuit as a tuned r.f. stage 
will usually tend to make the receiver oscillate, 
with oscillation controlled by the volume knob. 
The effect, however, of the regeneration intro- 
duced through this change is to reduce the effec- 
tive repeater amplification, so that only a very 
slight actual gain in sensitivity results. Neverthe- 
less, under extremely favorable conditions, as, 
for instance, early in the morning when listening 
for Japanese or Australian stations, this connec- 
tion has sufficient merit to justify its trial, at 
least, for it will result in some boost of a very 
weak signal. 

As stated above the writer is of the opinion 
that the receiver possesses ample sensitivity, as 
well as selectivity, in its present form. This view 
is more or less substantiated by letters from 
many experimenters who have built the receiver. 
Two of these communications are particularly 
interesting and excerpts are printed below. 
The first is from Frank McDonell, president 
of Rossiter, Tyler and McDonell, a well -known 
engineering and service organiza- 
tion located in New York. After 
testing the Sargent -Rayment re- 
ceiver in a steel -frame building 
in the heart of the lower New 
York business district, M r. 
McDonell write as follows: 

" You will be interested in a 
word of comment on the Sargent - 
Rayment receiver. I want to put 
myself on record right now 
as saying that it is without 

+45 

question the best receiving set of any type 
or description that we have ever demon- 
strated. During the evening demonstrations, we 
were able to tune -in at will almost anything in 
the country that we desired, getting such sta- 
tions as Fort Worth, Atlantic City, Atlanta, 
Ga., and literally hosts of others, with as much 
volume as any ordinary receiving set receives 
WEAF in this locality. Incidentally, our receiv- 
ing conditions here are most abominable." 

FIVE JAPANESE STATIONS HEARD 

TURNING again to the opposite Coast for 
confirmation of such performance, the re- 

port of Kenneth G. Ormiston, the technical 
editor of Radio Doings, a Los Angeles publica- 
tion, is interesting. Mr. Ormiston commented 
as follows: 

"We are impressed with the very obvious 
sensitivity of the Sargent -Rayment receiver, 
due to its ability to reach the noise level with the 
sensitivity control but half on. The volume of 
WGN, when he signed off, inspired us to set the 
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alarm clock for 4 A. M., and, when we turned 
the set on at that hour, five of the "Japs" and 
4QG in Brisbane were received with good volume. 
Also, WFAA, WMMJ, KMA and some Easterners 
were heard on the air with their early morning 
programs. 

" In all, we were very well satisfied with the 
performance of the receiver. Not alone satisfied, 
but considerably surprised! No repeats or har- 
monics, very fine tone quality, on both local and 
ox, and its ease of operation are factors which 
are bound to make the set popular with those 
fans who believe that d.c. tubes, operated from 
either batteries ora socket -power unit, give peak 
performance." 

Apparently Mr. Ormiston started the ball 
rolling, for immediately after receiving word 
of his reception, reports came in from many 
different West -Coast builders of reception of 
Japanese and Australian stations, not to mention 
a large number of eastern American stations. 
In particular, E. W. Gardner of Del Monte, Cali- 
fornia, reports the reception of six Japanese 
broadcast stations. 

Considering the fact that the comments 
quoted from and referred to herewith are but a 

very few of the large number of favorable re- 
ports which have been received from builders, it 
may be assumed that the Sargent -Rayment re- 
ceiver provides an unusual degree of selectivity 
and amplification (as we write this, a Chicago 
experimenter reports reception of what were 
apparently Japanese programs upon the wave- 
length of JoAK on November 6.) 
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ON THIS page are listed radio manu- 
facturer's booklets which may prove 

of interest to readers of RADIO BROADCAST. 
The list is revised each month and a con- 
stant effort is made to keep it as accu- 
rate as possible. In all cases the booklets 
listed have been selected because of the 
valuable information which they contain. 
Among the new booklets of interest to ser- 
vice men are the following: 135, 139, 140, 
145, 146, 152, and 154. 
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Manufacturers' l:) ookiets 
A Varied List of Books Pertaining to Radio and Allied 
Subjects Obtainable Free With the Accompanying Coupon 

READERS 
may obtain any of the booklets listed below by us- 

ing the coupon printed on this page. Order by number only. 

I. FILAMENT CONTROL- Problems of filament supply, 
voltage regulation, and effect on various circuits. 1928 re- 
vised booklet, with circuit diagrams of popular kits. RADIALL 
COMPANY. 

5. CARBORUNDUM IN RA010-A book giving pertinent 
data on the crystal as used for detection, with hook -ups, and 
a section giving information on the use of resistors. THE 
CARBORUNDUM COMPANY. 

12. DISTORTION ANO WHAT CAUSES IT -Hook -ups of 
resistance-coupled amplifiers with standard circuits. ALLEN - 
BRADLEY COMPANY. 

15. B- ELIMINATOR AND POWER AMPLIFIER-instruc- 
tions for assembly and operation using Raytheon tube. 
GENERAL RA010 COMPANY. 

15a. B- ELIMINATOR AND POWER AMPLIFIER- Instruc- 
tions for assembly and operation using an R. C. A. rectifier. 
GENERAL RADIO COMPANY. 

17. BA KELITE-A description of various uses of bakelite 
in radio, its manufacture, and its properties. BAKELITE 
CORPORATION 

22. A PRIMER OF ELECTRICITY -Fundamentals of 
electricity with special reference to the application of dry 
cells to radio and other uses. Constructional data on buzzers, 
automatic switches, alarms, etc. NATIONAL CARBON COM- 
PANY. 

23. AUTOMATIC RELAY CONNECTIONS -A data sheet 
showing how a relay may be used to control A and B cir- 
CUits. YAXLEY'MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

30. TUBE CHARACTERISTICS -A data sheet giving con- 
stants of tubes. C. E. MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

32. METERS FOR RADIO -A catalogue of meters used in 
radio, with diagrams. BURTON -ROGERS COMPANY. 

33. SWITCHBOARD AND PORTABLE METERS -A booklet 
giving dimensions, specifications, and shunts used with 
various meters. BURTON - ROGERS COMPANY. 

37. WHY RADIO IS BETTER WITH BATTERY. POWER -Ad- 
vice on what dry cell battery to use; their application to 
radio, with wiring diagrams. NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY. 

46. AUDIO- FREQUENCY CHOKES -A pamphlet showing 
positions in the circuit where audio-frequency chokes may 
be Used. SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY. 

47. RADIO -FREQUENCY CHOKES -Circuit diagrams il- 
lustrating the use of chokes to keep out radio-frequency 
currents from definite points. SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY. 

48. TRANSFORMER AND IMPEDANCE DATA -Tables giv- 
ing the mechanical and electrical characteristics of trans- 
formers and impedances, together with a short description of 
their use in the circuit. SAMSON ELECTRIC COMPANY. 

53. TUBE REACrivATOR- Information on the care of 
vacuum tubes, with notes on how and when they should be 
reactivated. THE STERLING MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

56. VARIABLE CONDENSERS -A bulletin giving an 
analysis of various condensers together with their character - 
IStiCS. GENERAL RADIO COMPANY. 

57. FILTER DATA -Facts about the filtering of direct 
current supplied by means of motor -generator outfits used 
with transmitters. ELECTRIC SPECIALTY COMPANY. 

58. How TO SELECT A RECEIVER -A common -sense 
booklet describing what a radio set is, and what you should 
expect from it, in language that anyone can understand. 
DAY -FAN ELECTRIC COMPANY. 

67. WEATHER FOR RADIO -A very interesting booklet 
on the relationship between weather and radio reception, 
with maps and data on forecasting the probable results. 
TAYLOR INSTRUMENT COMPANIES. 

69. VACUUM TUBES -A booklet giving the characteris- 
tics of the various tube types with a short description of 
where they may be used in the circuit; list of American and 
Canadian broadcast stations. RADIO CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA. 

72. PLATE SUPPLY SYSTEMS. Technical information on 
audio and power systems. Bulletins dealing with two-stage 
transformer amplifier systems, two-stage push -pull, three - 
stage push -pull, parallel push -pull, and other audio ampli- 
fier, plate, and filament supply systems. AMERICAN TRANS- 
FORMER COMPANY. 

73. RADIO SIMPLIFIED -A non -technical booklet giving 
pertinent data on various radio subjects. Of especial in- 
terest to the beginner and set owner. CROSLEY RADIO COR- 
PORATION. 

76. RADIO INSTRUMENTS -A description of various 
meters used in radio and electrical circuits together with a 
short discussion of their uses. JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRU- 
MENT COMPANY. 

78. ELECTRICAL TROUBLES -A pamphlet describing the 
use of electrical testing instruments in automotive work 
combined with a descnption of the cadmium test for stor- 
age batteries. Of interest to the owner of storage batteries. 
BURTON ROGERS COMPANY. 

8i. BETTER TUNING -A booklet giving much general in- 
formation on the subject of radio reception with specific 
illustrations. Primarily for the non -technical home con- 
structor. BREMER -TULLY MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

84. FIVE -TUBE EQuAMAT1c -Panel layout, circuit dia- 
grams, and instructions for building a five -tube receiver, to- 
gether with data on the operation of tuned radio-frequency 
transformers of special design. KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY. 

88. SUPER- HETERODYNE CONSTRUCTION -A booklet giv- 
ing full instructions, together with a blue print and necessan 
data, for building an eight -tube receive'. THE GEORGE W. 
WALKER COMPANY. 

89. SHORT -WAVE TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT. Data and 
wiring diagrams on construction of all popular short -wave 
transmitters, operating instructions, keying, antennas; in- 
formation and wiring diagrams on receiving apparatus; data 
on variety of apparatus used in high- frequency work. 
RA010 ENGINEERING LABORATORIES. 

90. IMPEDANCE AMPLIFICATION -The theory and prac- 
tice of a special type of dual- impedance audio amplification 
are g,ven. ALDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

95. Resistance Data -Successive bulletins regarding 
the use of resistors in various parts of the radio circuit. 
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY. 

98. COPPER SHIELDING -A booklet giving information 
on the use of shielding in radio receivers, with notes and 
diagrams showing how it may be applied practically. Of 
special interest to the home constructor. THE COPPER AND 
BRASS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION. 

99. RADIO CONVENIENCE OUTLETS -A folder giving 
diagrams and specifications for installing loud speakers in 
various locations at some distance from the receiving set, 
also antenna, ground and battery connections. YAXLEY 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

101. USING CHOKES -A folder with circuit diagrams of 
the more popular circuits showing where choke coils may 
be placed to produce better results. SAMSON ELECTRIC 
COMPANY. 

102. RA010 POWER BULLETINS -Circuit diagrams, 
theory constants, and trouble- shooting hints for units em- 
ploying the BH or B rectifier tubes. RAYTHEON MANU- 
FACTURING COMPANY. 

104. OSCILLATION CONTROL WITH THE "PHASATROL "- 
Circuit diagrams, details for connection in circuit, and 
specific operating suggestions for using the "Phasatrol" 
as a balancing device to control oscillation. ELECTRAD, 
INCORPORATED. 

105. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING CIRCUITS. Con- 
strucfon booklet with data on 25 receivers and transmitters 
togethe- with discussion of low losses in receiver tuning cir- 
cuits. AERO PRODUCTS COMPANY. 

108. VACUUM TUBES- Operating characteristics of an 
a.c. tube with curves and circuit diagram for connection 
in converting various receivers to a.c. operation with a 
four -prong a.c. tube. ARCTURUS RADIO COMPANY. 

112. HEAVY -DUTY RESISTORS- Circuit calculations and 
data on receiving and transmitting resistances for a variety 
of uses, diagrams for popular power supply circuits, d.c. re- 
sistors for battery charging use. WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC 
COMPANY. 

In sending the coupon below, make sure that your name 
and address are included and are plainly written. Also 
make sure that the listing of booklets from which you 
choose is that of the latest issue of the magazine, as Radio 
Broadcast cannot guarantee the delivery of booklets not 
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113. CONE LOUD S PEA I.ERS- Technical and practical in- 
formation on electro- dynamic and permanent magnet type 
cone loud speakers. THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY. 

114. TUBE ADAPTERS -Concise information concerning 
simplified methods of including various power tubes in 
existing receivers. ALDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

115. WHAT SET SHALL I BUILD ? -Descriptive matter, 
with illustrations, of fourteen popular receivers for the home 
constructor. HERBERT H. FROST, INCORPORATED. 

118. RADIO INSTRUMENTS. CIRCULAR "J " -A descrip- 
tive manual on the use of measuring instruments for every 
radio circuit requirement. A complete listing of models for 
transmitters, receivers, set servicing, and power unit con- 
trol. WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION. 

120. THE RESEARCH WORKER -A monthly bulletin of 
interest to the engineer and home builder. Each issue con- 
tains special articles on radio design and construction with 
special emphasis on resistors and condensers. AEROVOX 
WIRELESS CORPORATION. 

121. FILTER CONDENSERS -Some practical points on the 
manufacture and use of filter condensers. The difference be- 
tween inductive and non -inductive condensers. POLYMET 
MFG. CORP. 

123. B SUPPLY DEVICES- Circuit diagrams, characteris- 
tics, and list of parts for nationally known power supply 
units. ELECTRAO, INC. 

124. POWER AMPLIFIER AND B SUPPLY -A booklet 
giving several circuit arrangements and constructional 
Information and a combined B supply and push -pull audio 
amplifier, the latter using 210 type tubes. THOROARSON 
ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

125. A. C. TUBE OPERATION -A small but complete 
booklet describing a method of filament supply for a.c. tubes. 
THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

126. MICROMETRIC RESISTANCE -HOW to use resistances 
for: Sensitivity control; oscillation control; volume control; 
regeneration control; tone control; detector plate voltage 
control; resistance and impedance coupling: loud speaker 
control, etc. CLAROSTAT MFG. CO. 

129. TONE -Some model audio hook -ups, with an ex- 
planation of the proper use of transformers and chokes. 
SANGAMO ELECTRIC CO. 

I30. SCREEN -GRID AUOIO AMPLIFICATION -Diagrams 
and constructional details for remodeling old audio ampli- 
fiers for operation with screen -grid tubes. THORDARSON 
ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

131. THE MERSHON CONOENSER -An illustrated book- 
let giving the theory and uses of the electrolytic condenser. 
AMRAD CORPORATION. 

132. THE NATIONAL SCREEN -GRID SHORT -WAVE RE- 
CEIVER- Constructional and operating data, with diagrams 
and photographs. JAMES MILLEN. 

133. THE NATIONAL SHIELD -GRID FIVE -A circuit dia- 
gram with constructional and operating notes on this re- 
ceiver. JAMES MILLEN. 

134. REMLER SERVICE BULLETINS -A regular service for 
the professional set builder, giving constructional data, 
and hints on marketing. GRAY & DANIELSON MFG. CO. 

135. 
i 

THE RADIOBUILDER -A periodic bulletin giving ad- 
vance information, constructional and operating data on 
S -M products. SILVER -MARSHALL, INC. 

136. SILVER MARSHALL DATA SHEETS -These data 
sheets cover all problems of construction and operation on 
Silver -Marshall products. SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc. 

139. POWER UNIT DESIGN- Periodical data sheets on 
power unit problems, design, and construction. RAYTHEON 
MFG. Co. 

140. POWER UNIT PROBLEMS- Resistance problems 
power unit::, with informative tables and circuit diagrams. 
ELECTRAD, INC. 

141. AUDIO AND POWER UNITS -illustrated descriptions 
of power amplifiers and power supplies, with circuit dia- 
grams. THOROARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 

142. USE OF VOLUME AND VOLTAGE CONTROLS. A Com- 
plete booklet with data on useful apparatus and circuits for 
application in receiving, power, amateur transmitter, and 
phonograph pick -up circuits. CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES. 

143. RADIO THEORY. Simplified explanation of radio 
phenomena with especial reference to the vacuum tube, 
with data on various tubes. DE FOREST RADIO COMPANY. 

144. Low FILAMENT VOLTAGE A. C. TUBES. Data on 
characteristics and operation of four types of a.c. tubes. 
ARCTURUS RADIO COMPANY. 

145. AUDIO UNITS. Circuits and data on transformers 
and impedances for use in audio -amplifier circuits, plate and 
output impedances and special apparatus for use with dy- 
namic speakers. SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY. 

146. RECEIVER CIRCUIT DATA. Circuits for using re- 
sistances in receivers, and in power units with descriptions of 
other apparatus. H. H. FROST, INC. 

147. SUPER -HETERODYNE CONSTRUCTION. Construction 
and operation of a nine -tube screen -grid super -heterodyne. 
SET BUILOERS SUPPLY COMPANY. 

148. SHORT -WAVE RECEIVER. Constructional and opera- 
tion data on a four -tube short -wave receiver. KARAS ELEC- 
TRIC COMPANY. 

149. FIVE -TUBE SCREEN -GRID RECEIVER. Blueprint 
with full constructional details for building a broadcast re- 
ceiver using two screen -grid tubes. KARAS ELECTRIC COM- 
PANY. 

I5D. FIVE -TUBE A.C. RECEIVER. Blueprint for con- 
structing five -tube a.c. receiver employing the "equamatic 
system.' KARAS ELECTRIC COMPANY. 

151. THE SECRET OF THE SUPER. Constructional and 
operation data on the Lincoln 8-8o One -Spot Super. LIN- 
COLN RADIO CORPORATION. 

152. POWER SUPPLY ESSENTIALS. Circuits and data on 
power-supply devices, and descriptions of power apparatus. 
POLYMET MANUFACTURING COMPANY. 

153. WHAT THE EVEREADY FIDELITY CURVE MEANS TO 
RADIO RECEPTION. An analysis of the frequency range of 
musical instruments and the human voice which shows how 
these tones are reproduced by a receiver with an audio 
range of 6o to 5000 cycles. NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY. 

154. AMPLIFIER AND POWER SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION 
MANUAL. A booklet giving descriptions, circuit diagrams, 
and lists of parts of several popular amplifier and power 
supply circuits. ACME WIRE COMPANY. 
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Sound Motion Pictures 

But in the talking movies how is the director to 
know, when the action is recorded, what the 

. audiences are going to do? His spacing is a 

matter of guesswork. He can, of course, have an 

audience present and try it on them, but, as 

every actor knows, different audiences do differ- 
ent things. 

To return to volume control, however -what 
is the remedy for some of these defects? My 
answer is no better than that of anybody else. 
but 1 will venture a few suggestions. One con- 
sists in disagreement with the dogma that 
volume control is all taken care of in recording 
and, after the initial gain setting is made in the 
projection room, the faders should be left alone. 
This is good theory, but it doesn't always work 
in the present state of the recording art. 

Part of the trouble is that the recording 
engineers, especially when they are working 
with discs, always have to worry about the 
ground noise. Their tendency is to bring up the 
gain on low portions and to iron out the record 
to one level. When the changes are not too rapid 
this could be fixed in projection. A wider range 
in volume can be secured there without excessive 
background disturbance, since lowering the 
reproducing gain brings down the ground noise 

(Continued from Page 182) 

with the signal. And, in general, accurate con- 
trol of volume in recording, particularly in rush 
production, awaits future developments in 
instruments and technique. In short, while the 
best answer would be to record so well that pro- 
jection could take place without any change in 
gain, with the present technique of recording 
skillful gain adjustment in the theatre could do 
a lot of good. 

The projectionist, clearly, cannot be relied 
on for this. For one thing, he has too many other 
things to do. Secondly, he is not listening in the 
house, but in a more or less noisy and uncomfort- 
able projection room. Thirdly, he is seldom 
fitted by temperament for an audio monitoring 
job. 

A POSSIBLE SOLUTION 

ONE solution is to use automatic, electrical, 
or mechanical means of some sort to vary 

the amplification in the theatre within certain 
limits. This adds to the complications, but it is 
a possible future development. 

In the meantime the best answer may be a 

limited gain control manipulated from a point 
in the house by someone who has nothing else to 
watch. This man may be a theatre musician, 

whose judgment is likely to be good on such 
matters as proper volume of speech and music. 
He will operate a remote gain control permitting 
a latitude of, say, 15 or 20 TU. The setting in 
the booth will be such that the house gain con- 
trol can be brought up to the maximum without 
causing overloading or any such difficulties. 
The operator of the house control will preview 
the film several times with the house manager or 
someone in authority. In this way he will be able 
to arrange a cue sheet, which can readily be 
memorized after the first few trials, enabling 
him to turn out a much smoother performance 
than under present conditions in most theatres. 
For example, if there is an abrupt change in 
selections, he will at least be able to fade down 
to low volume during the shift. He will be able 
to drop an appropriate number of units for dia- 
logue, bring up the gain once more for heavy 
musical accompaniments, tone down pianissimos 
which have been recorded with too much ampli- 
tude, and in general graduate the performance. 
I suspect that such a man, judiciously chosen, 
would more than earn his salary, and that his 
presence would help, in some measure, to pre- 
serve the life of the goose which is laying the 
golden eggs. -CARL DREHER 

An Inexpensive Audi® 0scillat®r 

condensers used in connection with the circuit. 
The greater the capacity across L1, the lower the 
frequency. It is suggested that the oscillator be 
calibrated from either tuning forks or a reliable 
frequency standard. If only the middle part of 
the audio-frequency scale is desired, the oscilla- 
tor can be calibrated from a piano keyboard by 
striking a key that corresponds to the frequency 
generated by the oscillator. 

An audio- frequency transformer with a fairly 
good characteristic between 6o and 6,000 cycles 
should be used in connection with the oscillator, 
otherwise the higher frequencies will be cut off or 
will come through so weak that additional am- 
plification will be necessary to step up the vol- 
tage of the oscillator. 

The question of harmonics will probably be 
brought up by the readers of this article; it 
is admitted that the percentage of harmonics 
with this type of oscillator is rather high. 
However, the results obtained with the oscil- 

(Continued from Page 187) 

lator are sufficiently good for most experimental 
purposes. 

WHAT PARTS TO USE 

THE picture of the oscillator on page 186 
shows Western Electric tubes; any type of 

tube may be used instead of the ones shown; a 

power -type tube is suggested, such as the 112 

or 171A, depending on how much power is de- 
sired. The C bias of the amplifier tube should be 
carefully adjusted so that no distortion may take 
place in this part of the circuit. The normal bias 
for the 171 with 90 volts on the plate is about 
16.5 volts. 

In the following list of parts, the writer has 
indicated few trade names; the reason is that any 
well- constructed apparatus will work as well as 

any other. The only special part in the list below 
is the Ford coil, and even here the name Ford 
indicates nothing more than that such a coil may 
be used -any similar spark coil will do as well. 

As the 

intensely practical problems as the frequent 
conflict between optimum development for the 
picture and optimum development for sound, 
comparisons between different systems of record- 
ing, and other problems which are being widely 
discussed and some of which will be considered 
in this department. The movie people, of course, 
have the same difficulty in the other direction. 

At present a lot of skillful bluffers from both 
camps are getting by and drawing their imposing 

: 

The complete list of apparatus follows: 

C1- Several small fixed condensers of various 
capacities. 

Ca--Two fixed mica condensers, o.00025- and 
0.005 -mfd. ; 

Ca-One paper condenser from Ford unit (about 
0.01 mfd.); 

L1 L2 -One Ford ignition coil used on Model 
T cars; 

R1-One grid leak, 2 megohms; 
Re -Two Federal potentiometers, boo -ohm; 
Ra-One rheostat, 6 -ohm; 
Sw1. Sw2 -Two small multipoint switches 

(Carter, Frost, Yaxley, etc.) 
T1 One audio transformer of good character- 

istics. 

To place this oscillator in operation, the fol- 
lowing will be needed: 
Two power tubes, 112A- or 171A- type; 
One storage battery, 6 -volt; 
B batteries or equivalent power supply, 90 -volt; 
One C battery , 16.5 -volt. 

roadcaster Sees It 
(Continued from Page 185) 

salaries. This will not last. One dark morning the 
deflation of experts will begin, and the ex- 
property men and fourth -rate broadcast opera- 
tors will be propelled back into the rear ranks. 
As a practical criterion at the present juncture, I 

should say that no one should be allowed to 
qualify as an engineer in sound movie work who 
cannot understand all the articles on broadcast 
and audio -frequency technique in the Proceedings 
of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the 

Journal of the American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers, as well as the papers on sound movies 
in the Transactions of the Society of Motion Pic- 
ture Engineers. That is a reasonable minimum; 
of course if he can follow some of the optical 
material in the latter publication, and the elec- 
trical and radio-frequency discussions in the 
former two, he is better qualified to hold the 
position and is of much greater value to his 
employers. 
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THORDARSON 
EQUIPPED 

Do You Realize the Importance 
of this Endorsement? 

Each successive year that we use 
Thordarson transformers strength- 
ens our faith in your organization. 
Both our laboratory tests and our 
experience have proven conclusively 
that Thordarson transformers are 
in perfect accord with the high 
standards maintained throughout 
in Zenith Receivers. 

President ' 

Zenith Radio Corporation 

IN the last analysis, there is no test for the merits 
of any product that is more conclusive than an 

investigation of the customer clientel of its manufac- 
turer. Among the users of Thordarson Radio Trans- 
formers you will find the aristocracy of radio . . . 
leading radio set manufacturers whose receivers are 
universally hailed as musical instruments of undis- 
puted superiority. 

Such an endorsement of performance means much 
to any purchaser of radio apparatus. It means that 
Thordarson radio transformers have passed success- 
fully the most exacting tests under the eagle eye of 
the laboratory. 

frtygNr11.0. 
AUTOMATIC 

It means, also, that any receiver equipped with 
Thordarson power sttpplyand audio transformers can 
be relied upon for a dependability of service and a 
fidelity of reproduction that represents the acme of 
engineering development. 

Whether you are buying a complete receiver or 
building your own instrument ... if you are seeking 
the ultimate in radio performance insist on Thor - 
darson Transformers. 

Thordarson Electric Manufacturing Co. 
Transformer Specialists Since 1895 

Huron, Kingsbury and Larrabee Sts., Chicago 

THORDARSON 
TRAN S FORM EMS 

S U P R E M E I N MUSICAL P E R FOR MA N C E 
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Clear Silver 
TOflSfrom the 
microphone to you 

EXPERT workmanship, correct 
design and the careful selection 

and testing of all materials are re- 
sponsible for the great popularity 
of CeCo tubes. 

You'll find a CeCo tube will last 
longer, perform better and give 
you more genuine enjoyment from 
your set. 

There is a CeCo tube for every 
need and they cost no more. They 
are the best engineered tube in the 
industry. Sold everywhere. 

CeCo Mfg. Co., Inc. Providence, R. L 

Radio Tubes 

The Radi® Broadcast 

LA ORATO ', Y INFORMATION 
SHEETS 

THE aim of the Radio Broadcast Laboratory information Sheets is to present in a 
I convenient form, concise and accurate information in the field of radio and closely 

allied sciences. It is not the purpose of the Sheets to include only new information, but to 
present practical data, whether new or old, that may be of value to the experimenter, set 
builder or service man. In order to make the Sheets easier to refer to, they are arranged so 
that they may be cut from the magazine and preserved, either in a blank book or on 4" 
x 6" filing cards. The cards should be arranged in numerical order. 

Since they began, in June, 1926, the popularity of the Information Sheets has increased 
so greatly that it has been decided to reprint the first one hundred and ninety of them 
(June, 1926 -May, 1928) in a single substantially bound volume. This volume, "Radio 
Broadcast's Data Sheets" may now be bought on the newsstands, or from the Circulation 
Department, Doubleday, Doran & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, for $i.00. 
Inside each volume is a credit coupon which is worth $I.00 toward the subscription price 
of this magazine. In other words, a year's subscription to RADIO BROADCAST, accompanied 
by this $I.00 credit coupon, gives you RADIO BROADCAST for one year for $3.00, instead of 
the usual subscription price of $4 00. 

-THE EDITOR. 

No. 249 RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet January, 1929 

A Resistance -Coupled Amplifier 

PARTS REQUIRED 

ON LABORATORY Sheet No 250 is published 
the circuit diagram of a resistance- coupled 

amplifier illustrating the use of filter circuits in the 
plate and grid leads. As explained in Sheet No. 243, 
lack of proper filter circuits will cause distortion 
due to common coupling in the plate supply. It will 
frequently be worth while to incorporate such filter 
circuits in existing resistance -coupled amplifiers, 
especially if the amplifier exhibits a tendency to 
"motorboat" or distort 

In operating a resistance- coupled amplifier it is 
especially important that overloading be prevented 
by keeping the volume down to the point where 
none of the tubes draw grid current, and it is up 
to the user of the amplifier to operate it so that grid 
current does not flow. 

In constructing the amplifier illustrated on the 
next sheet the following parts will be required: 
Ri -Three plate -coupling resistors, 250,000 -ohm; 
R2 -Three grid resistors, 2- megohm; 
Rd -Three plate- circuit filtering resistors, 25,000 - 

ohm; 

R, -Three grid- circuit filtering resistors, 50,000 - 
ohm; 

Ra- Filament rheostat, 6-ohm; 
Ci -Three coupling condensers, 0 01 -mfd.; 
02-Six by -pass condensers, 1 -mfd.; 
Ca-One by -pass condenser, 0 0002 -mfd ; 

Ci- Output condenser, 4 -mfd.; 
LI -R.F. choke coil; 
Li-Output choke coil, 30- henries; 
Sw-- Filament switch. 

The detector and the first two of the audio ampli- 
fiers may be 240 -type tubes and the power tube 
may be any type, depending upon the personal 
preference of the builder. The voltages applied to 
the B -plus power terminal and the C -minus power - 
terminal will, of course, depend upon the type of 
power amplifier; it is recommended that a 171A- 
type power tube be used. 

The simplest and most satisfactory construction 
to follow in building a resistance -coupled amplifier 
is to mount the tube sockets and the resistor mounts 
for the grid- and plate -coupling resistors all in a 
line. With this arrangement the grid and plate leads 
between the tubes and the coupling resistors are 
very short. 

No. 250 

240 

RADIO BROADCAST Laboratory Information Sheet 

A Resistance -Coupled Amplifier 

Type 240 Type 240 

January, 1929 

i Power Tube C4 
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kaittwhat B16 money 
these fellows have made 
in the RADIO BUSINESS 

9 wilt ,Iw«i qocc X00 
ow to StJ34J sparr 

thueor full time 
dio Business 

tvidumat Own 

075 One Month Spare Time 
"Recently I made $375 in 
one month in my spare 
time installing, servicing, 
selling Radio sets. And,' 
not so long ago, I earned 
enough in one week to pay 
for my course." 
EARLE CUMMINGS, 
18 Webster St., Haverhill, Mass. 

SIS97 In Five Months 
"The N. R. I. is the best 
Radio school in the U. S. A. 
I have made $1597 in five 

'Imonths. I shall always tell 
my friends that I owe my 
success to you." 

HENRY J. NICKS, Jn., 
302 Safford Ave., 
Tarpon Springs, Fla. 

$1164 Spare Time Profits 
" Look at what I have made 
since I enrolled, $1,164 - 
money I would not have 
had otherwise. I am cer- 
tainly glad I took up Radio 
with N. R. I. I am more 
than satisfied." 

HENRY R. HEIKKINEN, 
123 W. Erie St., Chicago, Ill. 

Over Sioo In Four Months 
"My opinion of -the N. R. I. 
course is that it is the best 
to be had at any price. 
When I enrolled I didn't 
know a condenser from a 
transformer, but from De- 
cember to April I made 
well over $1000 and I only 

-worked in the mornings." 
AL. JOHNSON, 
1109 Shelby St., Sandusky, Ohio. 

Radio's amazing growth is making many big jobs. The world- 
wide use of receiving sets and the lack of trained men to sell, 
install and service them has opened many splendid chances 
for spare time and full time businesses. 

Ever so often a new business is started in this country. We have seen how 
the growth of the automobile industry, electricity and othér'S made men rich. 
Now Radio is doing the same thing. Its growth has already made many men 
rich and will make more wealthy in the future.. Surely you are not g oing to 
pass' up this wonderful chance for' success. 

More Trained Radio Men Needed I Will in 
Spare Time 

In Your 

A famous Radio expert says there are four 
good jobs for every man trained to hold them. 
Radio has grown. so fast that it simply has 
not got the number of trained' men it needs. 
Every year there are hundreds of fine jobs 
among its many branches such as broad- 
casting stations, Radio factories, jobbers, 
dealers, on board. ship, commercial land sta- 
tions, and many others. Many of the six to 
ten million receiving sets now in use are only 
25% to 40% efficient. This has made your 
big chance for d spare time or full time 
business of .your own selling, installing, repair- 
ing sets. 

So Many Opportunities Tou Can Make 
Extra Money.While Learning 

Many of our students make $10, $20, $30 a 
week extra while learning. I'll' show you the 
plans and ideas that have proved 
successful for them -show you 

how to begin making extra money shortly after 
you enroll. G. W. Page, 1807 -21st Ave., S., 
Nashville, Tenn., made $935 in his spare time 
while taking my course. 

I Give You Practical Radio Experience 
With My Course 

My course is not just theory. My method 
gives you practical Radio experience- 
youlearnthe "how" and "why" 

of practically every type of Radio 
set made. This gives you confi- 
dence to tackle any Radio problems 

and shows up in your pay envelope too. 

f bring my training to you. Hold your job. 
Give me only part of your spare time. You 
don't have to be a college or high school 
graduate.. Many of my graduates now mak- 
ing big money in Radio didn't even finish the 
grades. Boys 14, 15 years old and men up 
to 60 have finished my course successfully. 

You Must Be Satisfied 
I will give you a written agreement the day 
you enroll to refund your money if you are 
not satisfied with the lessons and instruction 
service when you complete the course. You 
are the only judge. The resources of the N. R. I. 
Pioneer and Largest Home -Study Radio school 
in the. world stand back of this 'agreement. 

Get My Book 
Find but what Radio offers you. My 64 -page 

book, "Rich Rewards in Radio" 
31119 Roo& points out the money making op- o G 

portunities the growth of Radio 
has made for you. Clip the cou- 

r1QAl0' Clifets 
get a- 

pon. Send it to me. You won't 

d I be obligated in the least. 

Address 
J. E. Smith, Pres. 

Dept. 9 M 82 

National Radio Institute 
Washington, D. C. 

You can build 100 cir- 
cuits with the Six Big 
Outfits of Radio parts 
I give you. The pictures 
here show only three of 
them. My book explains 
my method of giving prac- 

tical training at home. 
Get your copy I 

J. E. Smith, 
President. 
Dept., 9 M 82 
National Rauïo Instituter Washington, D. C. 
Dear Mr. Smith: Send me your book. I 
want to know more about the opportunities 
in Radio and your practical method of teaching' 
at home in spare time. This request. does. 
not obligate me to enroll and I understand 
no agent will call on me. 
Nánie. Age 
Address 
City State 
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Safeguard Your 
A. C. Installation 

SATISFACTORY and econom- 
ical operation of A. C. receivers 

is contingent upon maintaining close 
regulation of operating voltages, by 
means of suitable A. C. measuring 
instruments. This is necessary be- 
cause of the wide fluctuation in the 
potential of secondary lines furnish- 
ing current to house lighting circuits. 

Set manufacturers, dealers and elec- 
tric light and power companies 
everywhere are cooperating to the 
end that voltage regulation, both 
on supply lines and in connection 
with voltage control equipment of 
the receivers themselves, may be 
effected for the better operating ser- 
vice of all set owners. For this 
reason, as well as for other testing 
requirements outlined in the follow- 
ing, all purchasers of A. C. receivers 
are urged to provide themselves 
with an instrument such as is shown 
in the illustration -known as the 
Weston Model 528 A. C. Voltmeter, 
range 150/8,4 volts. 

When you find that there is an ex- 
cessive in -put voltage, it follows 
that there is too high a voltage on 
the filament which shortens the 
operating life of the rectifying tubes. 
The Model 528 Voltmeter therefore 
checks the line supply voltage at all 
times and indicates when adjust- 
ments should be made to manually 
operated line voltage regulators 
between the power supply and the 
power transformer. 

This voltmeter also indicates when 
the line voltage is over -rated, thus 
enabling the operator to make an 
adjustment in the set for the higher 
line voltage so that normal life can 
be obtained from his tubes. 

The Model 528 is also made as Am- 
meters which are especially useful 
in checking the total load of the A. 
C. Set -in conformity with set 
manufacturers' instructions. The 
determination of A. C. filament flow 
in A. C. tube filament circuits is 
easily obtained by means of this 
instrument. 

Write for your copy of Circular J 
fully describing the Weston Radio 
Line. 

Weston Electrical Instrument 
Corporation 

604 Frelinghuysen Ave., 
Newark, N. J. 

WEBTON 
RADIO 

I NSTRILJMENTS 
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Moving -Coil Loud Speakers 
DESIGN OF THE COUPLING TRANSFORMERS 

`WHEN an engineer designs a moving -coil loud 
speaker, he a1'o has to design the input trans- 

former which is used to couple the loud speaker and 
receiver. The impedance ratio of this transformer 
will depend upon the impedance of the moving -coil 
system and upon the plate resistance of the power 
tube in the receiver. Since the engineer doesn't 
know what type of power tube the buyer of the loud 
speaker is going to use, upon what facts does he 
base his decision regarding the impedance ratio of 
the transformer which is finally incorporated in the 
loud speaker? 

The fact has been mentioned many times in these 
data sheets that the maximum undistorted output 
is obtained from a tube when the load into which 
it works is equal to twice the plate resistance of the 
tube. A curve was also given on Laboratory Sheet 
No. 237 showing how the power ot'tput changed with 
variations in load impedance and this curve indi- 
cated quite clearly that a large percentage of the 
maximum amount of undistorted power was still 
available in the load, even though the load resistance 
was 5 or G times greater than the plate resistance 
of the tube. Suppose the engineer designed the coup- 
ling transformer so that looking into the prim- 
ary the impedance is 4000 ohms. The plate 
resistance of a 171A -type tube is 2000 ohms 

and if this tube were used the maximum undis- 
torted power output would be obtained (since 
4000 ohms is twice the plate resistance of a 171A). 
If, however, this loud speaker were to be used with 
a 112A- or 210 -type tube, both of which have a plate 
resistance of about 5000 ohms, then only 40 per cent. 
of the maximum available power would appear 
across the loud -speaker circuit. Also, when a high 
plate resistance tube is used with a low- impedance 
load the tube characteristic is curved (see Labora- 
tory Sheet No. 124) and this produces distortion. 
Evidently then, if such a design were decided upon, 
the power loss would be somewhat greater than half 
when using a 112A- or 210 -type tube and also dis- 
tortion would be produced due to curvature of the 
tube's characteristic. 

If the transformer were designed so that from the 
primary the impedance was 10,000 ohms then the 
maximum amount of undistorted power would be ob- 
tained from a 112A- or 210 -type tube, since they are 
both 5000 -ohm tubes. On the other hand, if a 171 A- 
type tube with a 2000 -ohm plate resistance were used 
with this transformer we still would obtain 70 
per cent. of the maximum power, and, since the 
plate load, 10,000 ohms, is much greater than the 
tube resistance, 2000 ohms, distortion would not be 
introduced due to curvature of the characteristic. 
This design of the transformer is obviously the 
correct one. 
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Audio Amplifiers 
IMPORTANCE OF BY -PASS CONDENSERS 

IN SKETCH A on this sheet we illustrate the cir- 
cuit of a single -stage audio amplifier, Resistor 

R, being connected in series with the cathode of the 
tube, functions to supply C bias to the grid of the 
tube. Should the resistance, R, be bypassed with a 
condenser? 

If this circuit were casually analyzed one would 
be inclined to answer this question negatively, since 
this resistance is in series with the primary of the 
audio transformer, T, and the impedance of this 
circuit is very high. Consequently the a.c. 
currents around through the plate circuit and 
through the resistance ought to be very small. If, 
however, we draw out the equivalent circuit, as we 
have done in sketch B, a different condition is seen 
to exist. This equivalent circuit represents what the 
tube and transformer look like 
at high audio frequencies, La be 
ing the leakage inductance in the 
transformer and C the distributed 
capacity reflected into the prim- 
ary. R is the grid resistor and Rp 
the plate resistance of the tube. 
At high frequencies this is a series 
resonant circuit and the currents 
are, therefore, quite large. For 
this reason a comparatively 
large voltage may be developed 
across the resistor R which sup- 
plies the C -bias voltage, Ec, to 

the grid of the tube. This voltage, Ec, should ob- 
viously be only a d.c. voltage, but, since the circuit 
is a series resonant one, considerable a.c. voltage will 
be developed across the resistance and be impressed 
back on the grid of the tube. This voltage impressed 
back on the grid will be out of phase with the orig- 
inal voltage and it will, therefore, reduce the am- 
plification at high frequencies. 

These facts were checked on an amplifier in the 
Laboratory a short while ago and proved to be true. 
The low- frequency response of the amplifier was 
unaffected by the condenser across the C -bias re- 
sistor. At high frequencies, however, there was a 
very considerable loss in gain unless a by -pass con- 
denser of 1 or 2 mfd. was placed across the resistance. 
It is therefore recommended that home construct- 
ors always make certain that all the C -bias resistors 
are properly bypassed. 

4.Ee' 

1Bt 
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Shielding 

SUGGESTIONS REGARDING ITS USE 

sIIIELDING is used in radio receivers for two 
purposes. First, it prevents direct pick -up, by 

the coils in a receiver, of signals from powerful local 
stations, for, when such pick -up exists, the receiver 
is likely to be non -selective. Second, the use of 
shielding prevents electrostatic and electromagnetic 
coupling between the various parts of the circuit, 
particularly the various inductance coils. Electro- 
static coupling is readily prevented, thin sheets of 
shielding material between the apparatus to be 
shielded generally being sufficient. Electromagnetic 
coupling is more difficult to prevent. The prevention 
of such coupling necessitates the use of very com- 
plete shielding, the joints must be tight and a ma- 
terial with a low electrical , resistance must be 
used. 

The shielding in a receiver should be used for 
only one purpose -shielding. It should not be used 
to conduct currents, for example, between a coil 
and a condenser. If this is done the usefulness of the 
shielding frequently will be destroyed due to the 

fact that these currents flowing through the shield- 
ing material constitute circuits which can readily 
produce coupling to adjacent conductors. 

All the shielding in a receiver should be grounded 
and connected also to negative -B, negative -A, and 
plus -C wires. Except for the fact that the shield 
may be used for the A -minus conductor, the wiring 
of the set should be done as though the shielding 
were not present. In other words, the fact that some 
condenser, for example, one of the tuning condensers, 
is connected to the shield should not cause us to 
connect one end of a tuning coil to the shield and 
thereby complete the circuit through the shielding 
material.Instead a lead should be run from the tun- 
ing coil to the tuning condenser so that the currents 
in this circuit will pass through this lead and not 
through the shielding. 

The coils in a receiver should preferably be lo- 
cated about central within the shielding compart- 
ment, since in this position the increase in resistance 
of the coil due to the shielding will be a minimum. 
If these simple rules are followed in constructing a 
shielded receiver, many difficulties will be prevented. 
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On the Byrd Antarctic Expedition 
Only DURHAMS are Used ! another tribute to 

the DURHAM Metallized principle! -- another tribute to the extreme care with which 
DURHAM Resistors, Powerohms and Suppressors are made! -- another tribute to DURHAM 
accuracy and utter dependability! -- read the above letter from Chief Radio Engineer Malcolm 
P. Hanson of the Byrd 'Antarctic Expedition. In effect he says We are using DURHAMS 
exclusively because past experience has taught us; that they can be relied upon for perfect 
performance under even the most adverse conditions ". DURHAM Resistances are available 
for every practical resistance purpose in radio and television work from 250 ohms to 100 
Megohms and in ratings for all limited power purposes. Used in leading radio laboratories, 
endorsed by leading engineers and sold by leading jobbers and dealers. Descriptive liter- 
ature on the entire line of DURHAM products will be gladly sent upon request. fe v A 

METALLIZED 

RESISTORS fi POWEROHMS 
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO., 2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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carry you safely 
to all "Front - 
page" events 
With a new, wide - 
awake Cunningham 
Radio Tube in every 
socket of your set you 
are "among those 
present" whenever 
and wherever things 
happen. With these 
faithful sentinels on 
duty, you are reli- 
ably radio -informed. 

Look for the mono- 

gram . on the top 

of each tube and In- 

sist on them by name. 

E. T. Cunningham, Inc. 
NEW YORK - CHICAGO 

SAN FRANCISCO 
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A. C. Tubes 

EFFECT OF FILAMENT VOLTAGE 

IT IS becoming increasingly common to find manu- 
facturers designing the filament windings on 

power transformers to supply voltages somewhat 
less than those rated for use with 226- and 227 -type 
a.c. tubes. One parts manufacturer is marketing a 
filament transformer designed to supply 2.25 volts 
to the filament of a 227 -type tube, although the 
rated voltage of this tube is 2.5 volts. A study of the 
circuit diagrams of manufactured receivers pub- 
lished in RADIO BROADCAST will bring to light other 
cases where a.c. tubes are supplied with somewhat 
lower than rated voltage. 

The life of a vacuum tube depends very much 
upon the filament voltage with which it is supplied, 
and frequently a very small increase in voltage 
above the rated value will cause a considerable 
shortening in the life of the tube. With a.c. tubes 
this problem has assumed especial importance, for 
these tubes are subjected to variations in filament 
voltage in accordance with any fluctuations of the 
line voltage. If the line voltage becomes somewhat 
higher than that value at which the set is designed 
to operate, the various tubes receive excessive fila- 
ment voltage and their life is shortened to a marked 

extent. It is for this reason that manufacturers have 
designed the power transformer to deliver somewhat 
lower than rated voltage to the tubes so that even 
if the line voltage rises above normal the tube fila- 
ments will not be overloaded. 

A.C. tubes, types 226 and 227, will give entirely 
satisfactory operation at less than the rated voltage. 
The table on this sheet, obtained from figures in the 
Cunningham Tube Dala Book, gives the characteris- 
tics of the 226 -type tube with a filament voltage of 
1.3 volts and 1.5 volts, the latter value being that 
at which the tube is rated. The slight increase in 
plate resistance and decrease in mutual conductance 
which results when the tube is operated at 1.3 volts 
is not sufficient to affect its operating characteristics. 
The 227 -type tube saturates at about 1.9 volts on 
the filament and, therefore, it also may be operated 
at somewhat less than its rated voltage with satis- 
factory results. 
TUBE FILAMENT PLATE MUTUAL AMPLIFI- 

VOLTAGE IMPED- CONDUC- CATION 
ANCE TANCE FACTOR 

226 1.3 10,000 750 8.3 
226 1.5 9,000 830 8.3 
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WIDTH OF BAND 

Band -Pass Circuits 

BAND -PASS filters, as used in radio receivers, 
consist of an arrangement of coils and con- 

densers which produce a resonance curve of a form 
approximating that illustrated in the drawing on 
this sheet. It is possible to design a circuit to have 
a band -pass characteristic by the use of two separate 
tuned circuits, each tuned to exactly the same fre- 
quency and coupled. The coupling may be produced 
by condensers, by a separate coil, or by simply 
placing the coils of the tuned circuits in such rela- 
tion that there is some coupling between them. One 
of the most important character- 
istics of a band -pass circuit is the 
distance between the two peaks 
in the curve, marked ti and (. 

J. H. Morecroft in Principles of 
Radia Cammunicatian gives some 
formulas for coupled circuits. If 
two circuits are coupled induc- 
tively, then the width in kilocycles 
of the band) between (di and (h is 
equal to the resonant frequency 
of either circuit alone multiplied 
by the percentage coefficient of 
coupling, k, between them. For 
example, we might take t w o 

wi 

coils and two condensers, arrange them in the form 
of two tuned circuits adjusted, say, to 1000 kilo- 
cycles. When there is 1 per cent. coupling between 
them then the width of the band will be equal to 

band with =t01 x k 
=1000 x 0.01 
=10 kc. 

The width of the band is, therefore, 10 kilocycles. 
It should be noted that the band width is directly a 
function of (01 (or (02 since they are both tuned to 
the same frequency). Therefore, if the percentage 
coupling remains constant then the width of the 
band at 500 kc. is 5 kilocycles and at 1500 kc. is 15 

kilocycles. The fact that the width 
W2 of the band varies over the broad- 

cast band in a ratio of 3 to 1 (5 
kc. to 15 kc.) is a disadvantage, it 
being desirable, of course, that the 
width of the band should be con- 
stant over the entire broadcast 
range. If the circuits were capaci- 
tatively coupled the characteristic 
would be opposite to that when in- 
ductive coupling is used, i.e., at 
1500 kc. the band width would be 
5 kc., at 1000 kc. the width would 
be 10 kc., and at 500 kc. the band 
width would be 15 kc. 
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Power Output 

HOW MUCH IS REQUIRED? 

HOW much available power in the output tube 
of a radio receiver does one need for ordinary 

home reception when using a standard loud speaker? 
This is a question about which one can find many 
diverse opinions. In Laboratory Sheet No. 245 we 
quoted George Crom to the effect that the usual 
loud speaker requires an input of 1 to 1.5 watts for a 
volume of reception slightly above normal. In the 
Cunningham Tube Data Baok (which costs $2.50 
and which we recommend that you purchase, if 
possible) we read, "For home reception, with a 
speaker of average sensitivity, a tube capable of 
supplying at least 100 milliwatts (0.1 watt) maxi- 
mum undistorted power output is recommended. 
The use of a tube giving lower output is almost 
certain to result in distortion appreciable to the 
listener. It is very desirable to have additional re- 
serve power available, up to approximately 500 

milliwatts, if the "B" power required can be con- 
veniently supplied. Under such conditions the qual- 
ity will not suffer if the volume is turned a little 
above normal, as may be required in a large room 
or for dancing, or if the loud speaker is somewhat 
low in sensitivity." 

The average of George Crom's figure is 1.25 
watts and Cunningham recommends 0.500 watt. 
The mean of these two is 875 milliwatts, 0.875 watt.. 
If the table of Laboratory Sheet No. 246 is referred 
to it will be found that the smallest power tube giv- 
ing approximately this output is the 171A which is 
capable of supplying a maximum of 700 milliwatts 
to the loud speaker. 

It, therefore, seems fair to state that any installa- 
tion using a power tube or combination of tubes in 
the output such that the available power is about 
0.7 watt, that this amount of power will be suffi- 
cient to permit loud -speaker reproduction at fair 
volume without overloading. 
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your way through ... 
with the super powered 

I IF IL Ss I N I N IT 
* 

GUARANTEED to out perform any radio set on 
earth. Priced at $55.86. A set builder's money 

making plan that's a knockout. There's the story of the 
H F L Special Nine. 

Radio's latest and greatest super is the chance of a 
life time for custom set builders. Four screen grid tubes. 
One dial and one spot. 250 tube power amplifier. A C 
heater or D C tube operation. No wonder they're sell- 
ing them like wild fire. 

You've never heard anything like the H F L Special 
Nine. Full loud speaker volume on 3,000 mile signals. 
Perfect selectivity that let's you get right alongside of 
the big boys. Tone quality that's a revelation. Abso- 
lutely no oscillation. 

This H F L job is built like a Mack truck. Nothing 

to go wrong. When you sell one, it will stay sold. It's 
a five year set, allowing short wave operation and ex- 
cellent reproduction of television signals. The Special 
Nine is years ahead of everything else in the radio 
field. And it's priced right, too- List Net, less 

Price 40 & 2% 
D C Chassis -9 tube $ 95.00 $55.86 
A C Chassis -8 tube 

(250 external) 105.00 61.74 
Set builder's wiring charge for 

either set 30.00 17.64 
250 Power Amplifier and B sup- 

ply, factory wired . . . 77.00 45.28 
Prices are without tubes. The A C set requires the 

250 power amplifier and B supply for operation. The 
power amplifier will also operate with and furnish plate 
voltages to the D C Special Nine. 

Wide awake set builders! Attach coupon to your 
business stationery and send for our new plan showing 
how to sell at low prices and make large profits. Mail 
the coupon today. Grasp this golden opportunity now! 

If you have mailed a previous coupon to the High 
Frequency Laboratories, please do not mail this one, as 
you will automatically receive complete information. 

HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES 

r 

L 

Office: 8-28 N. Sheldon St. Chicago, Illinois 

i HIGH FREQUENCY LABORATORIES 
Office 8, 28 N. Sheldon St., Chicago, Ill. 
Gentlemen: 

Without obligation please send literature de- 
scribing the H F L Special Nine, also the new 250 
Power Amplifier and B Supply. I have never 
mailed a coupon to you before. 

Address 
State.... 

(Please print plainly) 
J 

* Not a kit of loose parts, but a factory assem- 
bled chassis ready for wiring. Screen grid am- 
plifier wired and tested. 
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ARCTURUS 
HAS IT! 

A 7- SECOND 
DETECTOR 
lt"s the fastest acting Detector 

Ì in the world -the Arcturus No. 
127. No other Detector on the 
market brings programs in so 
quickly, so clearly. 

Put Arcturus A -C Long Life 
Tubes in every socket -for in- 
creased, undistorted volume- 

DÉCTIEjCV13,15 a for better all- around reception _ 
-to end frequent tube replace - , t 0.,2 
monts? Ask for the blue Arcturus A.'r_ 

ED 
k\\` Tubes Nos. 127, 126, 071, 180. '~ A 

Arcturus Radio Company, 220 
Elizabeth Avenue, Newark, N. J. 

Arcturus No. 127 
7- Second Detector 

ARCTU RU S 
A -C LONG LIFE TUBES 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
for 

DYNAMIC SPEAKERS 

Type 54I -C 
OutputTransformei 

(For Dynamic Speaker) 
Price $10.00 

The General Radio Company manufactures 
two types of output transformers designed for 
use with dynamic speakers. The type 541 -C 
Push -Pull Output Transformer, illustrated, is 
for use between two power tubes connected 
in a push -pull system and the movable coil of 
a dynamic speaker. The Type 585 -0 Output 
Transformer which is similar in appearance to 
the Type 541 -C is intended for use between a 
single power tube and the movable coil of the 
dynamic speaker. Both transformers possess 
unusually good frequency characteristics and 
may be used with power tubes of the 250 
type. The price of the Type 585 -0 Output 
Transformer is $7.00. 

Write for Bulletin No. 931 

GENERAL RADIO CO. 
30 State St. Cambridge, Mass. 
274 Brannan St. San Francisco, Calif. 

A REMLER KIT 
for every location 

THE REMLER 29 
incorporates a stage of shield -grid 
radio frequency amplification, oscillator, 
first and second detectors in the first of 
which regeneration is used, three stages 
of transformer -coupled shield -grid inter- 
mediate amplification functioning at 1r5 
Kc., and an audio amplifier. It is to be 
built up on a pressed steel chasis which 
is drilled for Remler Audio Transform- 
ers. Remler Audio Transformers pro- 
vide reproduction far superior to that 
which can be had from any other units. 
Either one or two stages of audio ampli- 
fication can be built into the receiver 
proper. It is particularly recommended 
for use in cities where the usual broad- 
cast congestion exists. 

THE BEST 115 KILOCYCLE 
SUPERHETERODYNE 

differs from the Remler 29 in that it in- 
corporates two stages of shield -grid 
radio frequency amplification instead of 
one and two stages of impedance - 
coupled shield -grid intermediate ampli- 
fication functioning at 115 Kc., as against 
three stages of transformer- coupled in- 
termediate in the "29." 

THE 1928 INFRADYNE 
incorporates one feature which com- 
mends it to everyone. While it is a ten - 
tube set a switch is provided so that a 
five -tube, single -dial tuned radio fre- 
quency set is immediately available for 
local reception. This single -dial feature 
makes it the ideal set for all members 
of the family. The complete Infradyne is 
immediately available whenever the 
extra selectivity and sensitiveness neces- 
sary for distant reception are necessary. 
The Infradyne is intended for antenna 
operation and may be operated from a 
"B" eliminator if desired. A storage bat- 
tery is recommended as a filament 
supply. 

Complete information on any of these popular 
circuits will be mailed upon request. 

EMLE 
Reinter Division 

GRAY & DANIELSON MFG. CO. 
260 First Street San Francisco, Calif. 
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THE AMAZING SLEW S00m H01JR 
EIMON FVECTIIFIE12 

IFOU "13" LILIAISIATOUff 

CL' 200,000 AvAl LA[3 LE 
T ti 1 J J' EA J' O N 

JUST as the Elkon dry, low -voltage rectifier revolutionized the design of chargers 
and "A" Eliminators, the new Elkon "B" type Rectifier will revolutionize the 

design of "B" Eliminators. 

The Elkon EBII Rectifier plugs into any Eliminator using the former standard 
"B" rectifier tube. Simply take out the fragile 1.000 hour tube -plug in the husky 
Elkon EBH and the change is made. No changes in wiring -no adjustments. 

It is sturdy, solid, dry -has none of the frailties of a tube -not affected by acci- 
dental overloads or line surges. It is self healing. The power is smoother, quieter. 

From the orders already received from dealers and jobbers in all parts of the 
country, we know that we will be tremendously oversold this season -only 200,000 
of these revolutionary rectifiers will be available. 

The elaborate manufacturing, testing and aging equipment necessary to pro- 
duce the Elkon EBH Rectifier precludes any greater production the first year. 

Look for the Red and Yellow display carton on 
your dealer's shelves. The new EBII is packed in a 
metal can. 

Buy one from your dealer today! Plug it into 
your 'B" Eliminator -Trouble free for at least 
5,000 hours! 

Hand and Eye must synchronize in testing 
the Elkon EBH Rectifier 

ELKON, INC. 

Division of 
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc. 

350 MADISON AVE., N. Y. CITY 
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"You Can Forget the Condensers -If They Are DUBILIERS" 

Specially designed for 
Thordarson Power Packs 
Type 574 for use with the 
Ratbeon BII tubes or the 
Elkon Metallic EBII recti- 
fier. 
Type 575 for use with 210 
type tubes and 281 rectifier 
tubes. 
Type 1152 for use with 210 
and 250 type tubes and 281 
rectifier tubes. 
Type 1120 for use with 280 
type rectifier tubes or the 
Elkon E -80 metallic recti- 
fier. 

There 

No A.S'stbstitute 
No amount of lurid claims by 
nimble -penned advertising 
writers will take the place of 
quality in the final analysis - 
the operation in your power 
supply. 

Ever since the advent of Radio, 
Dubilier has been the manu- 
facturers' standard -and the 
set builders' stand -by. Built 
in every Dubilier Condenser 
is a factor of safety which is 
your safeguard for years of ser- 
vice without failure. 

101' Quality! 
DUBILIER LIGHT 

SOCKET AERIAL 
-"A Moulded Bakelite Product" 

Bring in programs with a 
minimum of interference. Do 
away with the unsightly and 
trouble causing outside aerial 
and lightning arrestor. Simply 
attach to the set and plug into 
the nearest light socket. Uses 
no current. Sold by all good 
dealers. Price $1.50. 

CONDENSER CORPORATION 
10 East 43rd Street, New York City 

yes a 
Reg. U.S. Pat Off. 

Address 
Dept. 32 

for free 
catalog 

Build i 
Right 

This New Catalloff 
of 

YixLY 
parts and accessories will help you. 
Yaxley products are used in vital 
places in many of the most prominent 
and successful sets on the market 
today. Send for the new catalog. 

YAXLEY MFG. CO. 
Dept. B -9 So. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill. 

IMPROVED MIDGET 

TELEPLEX 
Code Instructor 

only 

50 5 pre- 
paid 

FREE CODE 

Learn LESSONS 

Code! Be a GOOD RADIO OPERATOR! 
This amazing instrument teaches you code in half the 
usual time. Just like having an expert operator in your 
home. Sends you messages. radiograms, etc.. the same 
as an operator would. Code lessons recorded on strong 
waxed -tape records make everything simple and clear. 
Model shown above, equipped to be operated on any 
phonograph. with code lessons will be sent prepaid any- 
where in U. S. for 85.50. Complete with high- frequen- 
cy key and buzzer $7.50 Guaranteed to reproduce 
actual sending of expert operators. Send today' 

TELEPLEX CO. 
72 Cortlandt St. New York, N. Y. 

At Last ! ! An Efficient 

Short Wave Adapter 
Two Models: 

A. C. & Battery Operated 
A C. HUM ENTIRELY 

ELIMINATED 

The 

BAIRD 
Short- 
wave 

Adapter 

PATS. APP. FOR 

List Price 

$2000 

Complete 

with 

FOUR OCTOCOILS 
Wave Length Range 16 to 225 Meters. 

Note Compartment to hold Spare Coils. 
.00015 S.L.F. Variable Tuning Condenser. 
Antenna Tuning Condenser allows for Use 
on Any Aerial. 

OCTOCOILS ,. 
The most efficient Short Wave 
Coils made. Space wound with 
12- 14 -16 -22 Bare Copper Wire 
on Colored Bakelite. Electric - 
ally and Mechanically correct. 
sr high and 2" in diameter. 

List $400 Per Set of Four 
Price Coils 

Manufactured by Dept. C 

SHORT WAVE & TELEVISION LABORATORY 

104 Brookline Ave. Boston, Massachusetts 

Be 
Warned 
YOU can use second rate con- 

densers in your SHORT 
WAVE RECEIVER - BUT, re- 
member the fellow blowing the 
trombone who complained, "I 
blow it in so nize and it comes 
out so rotten." 
HIGH FREQUENCY WAVES 
will go into your circuit readily 
enough, but the results may 
not be so good. 

CARDWELL TAPER PLATE Conden- 
sers have heavy, die cast plates, hold 
their calibration, don't vibrate, and 
will give the stability so necessary in 
the SHORT WAVE RECEIVING CIR- 
CUIT. 

YOU'RE NOT GAMBLING WHEN 
YOU CHOOSE A CARDWELL 

CARDWELL CONDENSERS 
VARIABLE-FIXED-TRANSMIT- 

TING-RECEIVING 
"The Standard of Comparison." 

Literature upon request 

The Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp. 
81 Prospect Street Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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TWO 
Outstanding 

(Raytheon't 
Achievements 

á KiiLoLaiiP 

71-11 Raythe of 

Already Raytheon has brought 
television tubes past the "any- 
thing that works" stage to a point 
where reliability and long life are 
added to practicability. The Ray- 
theon Kino -Lamp is the long -life 
television receiving tube - 
adapted to all systems and made 
in numerous types. 

List Price, $7.50 

I[$.aythe ®nl 
k Fot.oCe]j 

Again, in this sending tube, Raytheon 
has developed plus- service through long 
experimentation and research. The Foto- 
Cell comes in either hard -vacuum or gas- 
filled types, and in two sizes of each. 
Information arid prices upon application 

Write us f or fur Cher information 
regarding Raytheon. Television Tubes 

RAYTHEON MFG. CO. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

PrA 

whispering campaign will 
ruin the popularity of 
any set owner r if the set has 

adenoids" 

AmerTran DeLuxe- 
1st stage turn ratio, 3. 
2nd stage turn ratio,4. 

Price each $10.00. 

4114 
AmerTran Push-Pull Power 
Stage (illustrated above)- 
completely wired with input 
transformer and a choice of 
4 output transformers de- 
pending on speaker and 
power tubes. Adaptable to 
171 or 210 tubes, cones or 
dynamic type speakers. 
Price, east of Rockies -less 
tubes -$36.00. 

Remember it isn't what they say to your face 
about your set -it's what they say behind 
your back. And how those hammers do get 
busy when they get a set with "adenoids" to 
talk about. 
Preserve the good opinion of your friends - 
and get the enjoyment you deserve -per- 
form that adenoid operation today -take 
out the inferior transformers and in their 
place putAmerTran tone -true radio products. 
You can use AmerTran Deluxe audio trans - 
formers-or push -pull for 171 tubes -or 
better yet the completely built Power Am- 
plifier for two 210 type tubes and the Amer- 
Tran Hi -Power Box. 
No matter what the change -if you switch 
to AmerTran you will improve the quality of 
your set. 

Perform that adenoid operation today -turn 
the sneers to cheers ! AmerTran Radio Prod- 
ucts will do the job for you. 

MEITKAN 
AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY 
70 Emmet St. Newark, N. J. 

Transformer Manufacturers for more than 29 years. 
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if it s'HAMä9AlMlNIIF' 
It's / / 

HAM3L &RLUND Parts 
cost no more than 

you often pay for info 
rior parts. 
Hammarlund Parts cost 
less in the long run and 
you have the satisfac- 
tion of knowing that 
they are backed by 17 
years of experience an 
have the untlualifie 
endorsement of the 
world's leading radio 
engineers. 
If your dealer can't 
supply you, writes di- 
rect to us. 

The fanions 
"AIL LINE" 
CONDENSER 

Radio engineering has 
never devised a finer 
toning instrument. Evers. 
nodern feature. includ 

ing full- floating saint 
shaft and ball bearings. 

1-1 
R. B. 

eftN,lt \./ 
i I 

Enclosed 25c 
I for HiQ29" 

Manual. 

I1Enclosed 
10c for 

Short -Wave Manual. 
rr Send other Hammar- 

if:t' 
[J lund Literature. 

Name. 

Street.... 

City ..... 

State 

Shield -Grid 
COILS 

Spaee.woond,2 "in 
diameter. High im- 
pedance primar- 
.. tilt three taps. 
Specially designed 
for shield -grid 
tubes. 

L . 3.uittec. Rad-i0- 

a m ma ri L1i in1 dl 
PRECIS/ON O!DUTS 

1Im mArCDNumrG. 0: 424-iHWTird.St. NewYorE 

NETS 
THERMATROL 

Voltage Control 
Protects AC Tubes From Burning 

Out In Electric Sets 
AC "Pubes for electric sets burn out easily 
and are expensive. Don't take a chance 
when you can protect all the tubes in 
your set and condensers in the power 
pack with a Thermatrol Voltage Con- 
trol. Only $1.75 -less than half the cost 
of one tube, yet protects them all. If 
your dealer can't supply you, order one 
direct. Save your tubes. 
The THERMATROL MFG. CO. 

52 Willow St., Springfield, Mass. 

Barawik offers set builders bigger 
bargains - bigger opportunities to make 
money this season. New sets, new kit 
ideas, all the leading parts, dynamic 
speakers, supplies, etc. Lowest rock - 
bottom prices. Bigger stocks, quicker 

eervice. Send for Big Bargain Book today Jose. 

SET BUILDERS 
write for 

Discount Card 
Enabling you to purchase the new and 
Improved Knapp "A "PowerKit at big 
discount -Write for full particulars. 

DAVID W. KNAPP,Pres. 
Knapp Electric, Inc. 

Di,i.ion of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc. 
Room 414, 350 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 

Improved socket 
antenna plug -cor- 
rectly built. New 
type brass -plate end 
mica blocking con- 
denser IOdt, con- 
necting cord. Nest. Compact. Safe. 
Worksanywhere And 
only $1.50' 

For DX Results 
l ou isiust have maximum signal 
pick -up. Don't depend on skimpy 
antenna. Don't be discouraged by 
"dead spots." Just use a Clarostat 
Antenna Plug, alone, or as a 
"booster." You'll be surprised! 
tlso, use proper grid leak value - 
from 2 megohuts or less for "locals," 
to 10 inegohms for DX. The GRID 
LEAK CLAROSTAT provides precise 
alines at all tiznes. 

And be sure you have correct "B" 
and "C" voltages. Several types of 
Clarostat will attend to that. 
irrite for literature describing com- 

plete line of Clarostats and how 
to improve your radio results. Or ask your 
dealer about Clarostat radio helps. 

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. 
Specialists in Variable Resistors 

284 North Sixth St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

S. RO5 a¡, Off. 

FERRANTI 
Radio Products 

Highest quality audio and output trans- 
formers for power and general purpose 
amplifiers. 

Don't lose sight of the fact that the 
best audio amplifier can be rendered in- 
effective through the use of a poor out- 
put transformer or other amplifying de- 
vice which falsifies or fails to transmit 
all frequencies. 

Ferranti Output Transformers get the 
best out of your amplifier and speaker. 

Type Ratio Speaker Amplifier Tube 
OP -1 1 -1 Mag. Standard 171 -210 
OP -2 25 -1 Dyn. Standard 171 -210 
OP -8 C 1,9 -1 Mag. Push -Pull 171 -250 
OP -4 C 25 -1 Dyn. Push Pull 171 -250 
OP -4 CC 25/50/1 Dyn. Push -Pull 171 -250 

Technical data and prices sent on 
request 

FERRANTI, INC. 
130 West 42nd St., New York, N. Y. 
FERRANTI, Ltd. 

Hollinwood 
England 

FERRANTI 
ELECTRIC, Ltd. 
Toronto, Canad 
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Custom 
Set Builders 

Send for 
FREE 

Literature 
on the 

N Eli, 
Tyrintrn 

Custom -J3ilt 
Shield Grid 
Receivers 
YOU who know radio 

will appreciate the 
advanced engineering 
principles and features 
incorporated in this 
new Tyrman series. 
For battery or full 
A -C operation using 
A -C Shielded Grid 
tubes. 
Send for descriptive 
literature and see 
for yourself why 
Dealers and Set 
Builders are so 
enthusiastic in 
their praise of 
TyrmanCustom 
Built Receivers. 

TYRMAN ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
320 W. Superior Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
Send me free literature describing new'Tyrman 
Receivers. I am particularly interested ín (0AC) 
(DD -C) operation. 

Name 

Address . 

.4orf3Voi 
SO. 

rov 
Knapp 

A POWER 

213 

Operates on 105 to 
120 volts, 50 to 60 
cycles. 

The only "A" Power 
Suitable for all Sets 

- Irrespective of number of tubes - including 
Superllets, Short Wave and Television receivers 

THE new Knapp "A "Power is designed for the most 
exacting service super -hets, short wave and 

television receivers included. I knew that if it would 
perform satisfactorily with these receivers that there 
could be no question as to its efficiency on ordinary 
broadcast signals. The three Elkon dry condensers, 
the improved choke coils and the special Elkon dry 
rectifier make the difference between ordinary and 
Knapp performance. 

No Change in Price 
Even with these wonderful and costly 
improvements, there has been no ad- 
vance in price -due to the tremendous 
volume going thru my plant. Remem- 
ber that the Knapp is the fastest selling 
"A" Power on the market. 

KNAPP ELECTRIC, Inc. 
-Division of P. R. Mallory Co., Inc. - 

350 Madison Ave., New York City 

1 I,n ® . pro 
at;oñ psfor4 ómeyjts 

2. Larger 6 vOjts °per. t s 
G 

3. er 
Pstem. Condensers 

S"proved 
Choke 

nsers instead 

'4" 
Pendent 

Switch ke Coi/s. 

6. Dial d 
Set. $., 

Elirntr011¡ng 

? Cel for Regulad 
irlatOr 

8 RakeF Front 
Panel. 

Voltage. 
9 17 

Finish. 
vier Gauge 

Ale 

an 
e alp 

Die Cast 
Liase Plate 

of 

See your dealer today 
Go to your dealer today. Most of the 
good ones carry the Knapp in stock. 
Do not accept a substitute - because 
only in the Knapp will you get full 
satisfaction as typified by the famous 
Knapp "A" Power. If your dealer 
cannot supply you send the coupon. 

David W. Kna qv, Pres. 

es., 
L2 t,aBp pt.Q 

le. 

b é 'oo° 
aPaa¡5oo Q,e °t . ' 
S °a4ov.e . ,.' 
` .. . 
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Here's the 
Answer 

to every question about the 
principles, methods, or 
apparatus of radio trans- 
mitting and receiving. 

THE 
RADIO 

MANUAL 
A Complete Course in 

Radio Operation 
In a Single Volume 

A Handbook for 
Students 
Amateurs 
Operators 
Inspectors 

For the first time an 
entire course of train- 
ing in one book -the 
most complete and 
up-to -date work on 
r a d i o. Developed 
simply and clearly 
from the elementary 
stage right through 
all phases of princi- 
ples, practise, and ap- 
paratus so that a be- 
ginner with no knowl- 
edge of electricity 

may get all he needs either for 
amateur operation or to qualify 
for a government license as opera- 
tor or inspector. 

Prepared by Official 
Examining Officer 

The author. G. E. Sterling is Radio Inspector 
and Examining Officer, Radio Division, U. S. Dept. 
of Commerce. The book has been edited in detail by 
Robert S. Kruse for five years Technical Editor 
of QST., the Magazine of the Radio Relay League. 
Many other experts assisted them. 

16 Chapters Cover; Elementary Electricity 
and Magnetism; Mo- 

tors and Generators; Storage Batteries and Charging 
Circuits; The Vacuum Tube; Circuits Employed in 
Vacuum Tube Transmitters; Modulating Systems; 
Wavemeters; Piezo-Electric Oscillators; Wave Traps; 
Marine Vacuum Tube Transmi tters; Radio Broadcast- 
ing Equipment; Arc Transmitt ers; Spark Transmitters; 
Commercial Radio Receivers; Radio Beacons and Di- 
rection Finders; Radio Laws and Regulations; Hand- 
ling and Abstracting Traffic. 

New Information never before available such 
as a complete description 

of the Western Electric S Kilowatt Broadcasting Trans- 
mitter; description and circuit diagram of Western 
Electric Superheterodyne Radio Receiving Outfit type 
6004-C; Navy Standard 2- Kilowatt Spark Transmitter, 
etc., etc. Every detail up to the minute. 

Free Examination 
`The Radio Manual" has just been published. 
Nearly 700 pages. Profusely illustrated. Bound in 
Flexible Fabrikoid. The coupon brings the volume 
for free examination. If you do not agree that it is 
the hest Radio book you have seen, return it and owe 
nothing. If you keep it, send the price of $6.00 with- 
in ten days. 

Order on This Coupon 
_ -- 
D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., 
8 Warren St., New York 
Send me THE RADIO MANUAL for exam- 
ination. Within ten days after receipt I will 
either return the volume or send you $6.00, the 
price in full. 

(Radio Broadcast I-29) 

Name. 

St. & No. 

City and State. 

The name "De Forest," 
embedded in the black 
bakelite bases on the new 

perfected De Forest Audions is the 
hall-mark of recognized vacuum tube 
quality. It is your assurance of 
matchless performance in clarity, 
volume, sensitivity, and in more enter- 
tainment hours. 

Made in all popular types, both 
for A. C. and D. C. Sold by dealers 
everywhere. 

ON THE AIR every Sunday be- 
tween 10:00 and 10:30 P. M. (E. S. T.) 
-The "De Forest Audions" -over the 
22 stations of the Columbia Broad- 
casting System. 

DE FOREST RADIO CO. 
Jersey City, N. J. 

IFO iR iE `r " IV 10 u t1:11 rS 
Jenkins & Adair 

Microphone Mixing Panel 
TYPE 3 -B 

For Broadcasting, Electrical 
Recording, and 

Power Speaker Systems 

rrHE 
3 -B Mixing Panel is designed to accom- 

modate almost any combination of pickup 
circuits up to a total of six. Any three of these 
may be made to pass through the three Com- 
pound Mixing Controls at the same time, and 
instantaneous switching is available for the re- 
maining circuits. 

The incoming circuits may consist of conden- 
ser transmitters, carbon microphones, telephone 
lines or low impedance phonograph pickup de- 
vices. in practically any combination. When a 
single input circuit of extremely low level is en- 
countered, the positions not in use may be cut 
entirely out of the system, thus causing no loss 
whatever to the weak incoming signal. 

The panel is 5/16 black sanded Bakelite, 19 
in. wide and 121 in. high. Detailed informa- 
tion and circuit is shown in bulletin No. 7, 
which we will be glad to mail to you. The net 
price in the U. S. A. and Canada is $275.00, 
F. O. B. Chicago. 

J. E. JENKINS & S. E. ADAIR, Engineers 
1500 N. Dearborn Parkway, 

Chicago, U. S. A. 
Send for our bulletins on Broadcasting 

Equipment 

The finest receiv- 
er can be im- 
proved with Tele- 
vocal Quality 
Tubes. All stand- 
ard types. Ask 
for them at your 
dealers. 

Televocal Corporation 
Televocal Building 

Dept. B -6, 588 12th Street 

West New York, N. J. 

ev ca 
QtWíty Tubes 

11 

Before Buying any 
"A" Eliminator 

Get my authorized Discount Card 
and complete description of the 
finest "A" Power Kit ever offered. 

DAVID W. KNAPP, Pres. 
Knapp Electric, Inc. 

Division of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc. 
Room 411A, 350 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. 

The newest radio wrinkles -A-C, grid tube, 
short wave, television, dynamic speakers, 
newest tubes and circuits- anything and 
everything In radio -are now ready for 
you at Barawik's. With elections, foot- 
ball, National broadcasting, Boxy and 
other big doings filling the air, thou- 
sands of newcomers will take to 
radio this year as never before. Busi- 
ness will be good -Set builders will 
make money. You can clean up big 
by Buying from Barawik -the old- 
est, biggest, most reliable radio 
house in the world. Let us prove it. 
Send now for the Big Book -all 
ready for you -free. Get the latest 
radio information and lowest prices. 

BARAWIK CO. 
122 CANAL STA. 

CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

This Big Book Sent 
to You Free 

pFREE 
B4OK 

I Name 

Address 

City 
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Until You Have Heard the 

1929 
A. C. Victoreen 

You Have Not Heard 
The Best. 

This marvelous new Super Circuit, 
developed and perfected in the Vic - 
toreen Laboratory, is by long odds 
the most sensitive and selective ever 
offered the set builder and radio 
"fan." It literally bristles with new 
features, any one of which would be 
considered sensational in an ordinary 
circuit. 

By all means have a new Victoreen, 
if you want to enjoy real radio re- 
ception. Either build it yourself in a 
few pleasant hours, or have it built for 
you. It will bring you distance, se- 
lectivity and tone quality such as you 
have never known before. 

Part of the wonderful improvement is 
due to changes in the circuit itself, and 
part to the redesigned R. F. Trans- 
formers. These Transformers, tuned 
and matched to a precision of 1/3 of 
one per cent, are years ahead of their 
time. They perform equally well in 
either the A.C. or D.C. circuits. 

Blue Prints FREE 
Together with full constructional data. 
We've made it easy for anyone to as- 
semble a Victoreen. State whether 
you are interested in the A.C. or D.C. 
circuit. 

To get the utmost in results 
from any receiver, use the new 

VICTO REEN 
"B" Power Supply 

Here is the last word in "B" Supply and 
Power Amplifiers. Uses either a UX 250 or 
210 in the last stage. Two voltage regulator 
tubes accurately control the 90 and 180 volt 
taps, thus making possible accurate deter- 
mination of proper "C" voltages. There is 
also a 0 to 90 volt tap, variable: also 450 
volts for the power tube. 

BLUE PRINT IS FREE, together with 
list of parts and complete assembly instruc- 
tions. Write for it today. 

The George W. Walker Company 
Merchandisers of Victoreen Radio Parts 
2825 Chester Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 

Quality Radio Parts 

HAVE YOU HEARD IT? 
New 1929 

J EIGHT-IN-LINE 

Eight tubes in line -aluminum construction 
throughout -all power equipment an integral 
part of chassis -this year's masterpiece of 
mechanical construction. 
Browning -Drake dealers know the value of 
tonal perfection, and what it means to their 
customers. Listen to a 1929 type receiver and 
understand why there are a million Brown- 
ing -Drake fans. 

BROWNING -DRAKE CORPORATION 
Cambridge, Mass. 

BROWN I NG -DRAKE 
RADIO 

ROBERT S. KRUSE 
Consultant and Technical Writer 

103 hleadowbrook Road, West Hartford, Conn. 
Telephone Hartford 45327 

Q 

Q 

4 

More "A" Power 
For Less Money ! 

With the Set Builders discount 
card you can purchase a 

KNAPP "A" POWER KIT 
at a liberal discount. 

Write me today for full details telling about 
this new money -saving planfor set builders. 

DAVID W. KNAPP, Pres. 
Knapp Electric, Inc. Room 414A 

Division of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc. 
350 Madison Ave. New York 

D 

D 

Aerotiox Condensers and Re- 
sistors have been firmly estab- 
lished as The Specified Products 
by the more discriminating 
mautifacturers. 
Write for the Research Worker, 
a free monthly publication that 
will keep you abreast of Radio's 
latest developments. 

EROVOX 
7f 

"Built Bette?' 

Waaht ogton Sc, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
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MAGNAVOX`eD,ÿltßtltlC "SPEAKS R5 

Jjé 
cAristocrat 

Beautiful butt burl 
walnut cabinet fin- 
ished in two tones. 
For A- Battery 

Operation $6o 
AC Operation $yo 

LICENSED APPARATUS 

. 

na 

THE MARKK OF ME GENUINE 

"And ev'ry voice is heard repeating 
The merry burthen of glad song "- CARMEN 

eA startling illusion ... studio realism in the 
home. Only a dynamic speaker can so faithfully 
reproduce the full, rich beauty of the original 
... in volume... undistorted. Magnavox created 
the dynamic, makes only dynamics, supplies 
leading set makers. 

71.477ENAWCO-M.,ANY 
Oakland, California Chicago, Illinois 

284 

FROST VOLUME 
CONTROL 

Gives complete, stepless and 
wonderfully smooth control 
of volume and oscillation. 
Wcarproof roller contact 
arm, Bakelite case and dust 
cover $2.00 and $2.25 

QUALITY 
SERVICE 

DEPENDABILITY 
are closely woven around 

C1 
Polymet 

Manufacturing 
Corp. 

597 Broadway 
New York City 

Tolyniet 

4POCMBT''. 
MACK ca..c.cut:t 'roc saan. . 

FROST GEM 
RHEOSTATS 

Made to deliver a service 
that is not usually expected 
from little rheostats like 
these. Mighty good little 
rheostats, taking up little 
space and supplied either 
plain or with D.0 switch. 
Easy to solder to. Plain, 
75c With switch, $1 00 

FROST APPROVED 
A. C. SWITCH 

Single hole mount 110 volt 
A.C. Snap Switch Tested 
to 250 volts, 3 amps. Un- 
derwriters' approved. 75e 

V41UI1111YV 

FROST BAKELITE 
RHEOSTATS WITH 

D. C. SWITCH 
Cleverly mounted German 
silver D.C. battery switch 
is firmly attached to Bake- 
lite panel on back of rheo- 
stat, affording quirk on and 
off control of filament cur- 
rent. 2 to 75 ohms. $1 35. 

HERBERT H. FROST, INC. 
Main Office and Factory: ELKHART, IND. 

Chicago San Francisco 

POLYMET PRODUCTS 
0 

A Complete Line of Volume 
Controls 

Exclusively Licensed by Technidyne 
Corporation Under U. S. Patent 
Nos. 1593658, 1034I03, I034104 

WITH Tonatrols you 
can regulate volume 

from the soft notes of dis- 
tant music to the deep 
booming of a giant's voice. 
Special types for D. C or 
A. C. circuits With fil- 
ament or power switch 
attached if desired $1.50 
to $3.00. 

Write for Free Hook -Up Circulars 

Dept. M -1, 175 Varick Street 
New York 

ELECT RAE! 

Potter 
Condensers 

On 
Watch 

Day and 
Night 

GUARDING the 
operation of the finest 
radio receivers to in- 
sure perfect opera- 

tion making it a real musical instrument. 
Potter T -2900 Condenser Block for the 
single 250 type tube amplifier -$20.00 
Potter T -2950 Condenser Block for the 
push -pull 250 type tube amplifier- $22.50 
Potter T -2098 Condenser Block for the 
single 210 type tube amplifier -$20.00 

Potter T- 280 -171 Condenser 
Block for a power pack with 280 
type tube receiver for a 171 type 
tube power tube- $18.00 
Potter by -pass and filter conden- 
sers are available in all capac- 
ities and working voltages. 

POTTER Interference Eliminator 
Your radio broadcast programs need no 
longer be spoiled by interference from oil - 
burners, ice machine motors, vacuum 
cleaners, violet rays, etc. 
The remedy is to connect a Potter Interfer- 
ence Eliminator to the interfering device. 

The Potter Co. 
North Chicago, Illinois 
4 National Organization at Tour *MO 
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Start a , 

Battery Service 
Station in Your 

Home, Garage or 
Basement 

Let me start you in this 
Big Money business of your 
own. First week's profits pays 
for all equipment. New amazing 
service station charger saves 40% 
to 60% in electric current, yet 
handles 50 ro to 70 % more bat- 
teries. Get all the business in your town. 
No Soliciting or Can 
vassing -Spare or 

DOWN 
STARTS 
YOU 

Full Time 
Customers come right to your 

door. Keep right on working at 
your regular Job if you want. 
Connect batteries in morning and 
they are ready when you come 
home. Spare time brings $75 to 
$150 a week. Gillespie made 

In 76 days, Welsh $97 in first 
days. 

FREE BOOK EXPLAINS ALL 
OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS 

I want to send you my Free Book 
"Big Profits." Tells you how to 
start your own business bring- 
ing $5,000 a year or more for 
for only $5 down. Don't de- 
lay. Clip coupon and mail at 
once. 

5105 A 
WEEK FOR 
MCDERMOTT 
"I have been 
operating one of 
your service sta- 
tion chargers for 
6 months. My 
profits now av- 
erage over $105 
a week. I never 
again would go 
back to a job.' 

C. P. HOLMES, Chief Engineer, 
INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC WORKS 
Dept. R. B. 
5116 Ravenswood Ave. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

Send me your book "Big 
Profits" at once. 

Name.. 

Addres 

CET TAT 
CAR D : 

eFore buya 
KNAPP 

"A' POWER 

Absolutely fiesM 
ag ically 

silent 
_ nt A Power 

le to Short ana T le- 

vision 

aaaptab 
eteroay Super-K n. 

vision re ptio 
ETS IPRÓ ZA 
of this 

10 Eoday for details dis- 

count 

'Write m plan an get 
saving plan 

cot card. 
ft pres. 

DAVID 
yÉK ctric,t°c. 

icnaPp 
Douioo of P' 

R Molloy 
tir Co., I>K 

414A+ 
350 1adion 

*ve. 74.1i .c. 

tt111111111111111UME®'ll1II 

No. 7568 

:913Q5® 

Dongan Electric Mfg. Co. 

Name . 

Street 

City State 

Iv'\\\l 

You, Too, 
Can Have 

Full -Toned 
Reception 

Two years ago few, except the ex- 
perimental engineers, even dreamed 
of radio reception as it is to -day. No 
wonder Radio has come into its own 
-that politics and sports now reach 
millions of people here -to -fore but 
little interested. The life -like reality 
of reproduction would indeed be 
startling had we not grown accus- 
tomed to it gradually. 
You, too, can possess that kind of 
radio reception -at comparatively 
slight cost. Power amplification is 
the biggest reason for the marvelous 
quality of radio to -day. One of the 
greatest single successes of the 1928 
season is the Dongan Power Am- 
plifier Transformer, No. 7568, used 
with 2 UX 281 Tubes to supply B 
and C power to receiver and power 
for two UX 25o Tubes. With this 
Transformer use Dongan No. 6551 
Double Choke. 
You can secure information on Ap- 
proved Parts -Transformers, Con- 
denser Blocks and Units -for vari- 
ous hook -ups by writing the Dongan 
Laboratories. 
Orders filled immediately on No. 7568 
Transformer. Send check or money -order. 

$ 13.50 

Custom Set Builders 
can secure any of these items direct from 
factory at trade discounts. 

Set Manufacturers 
are offered the full cooperation of Dongan 
engineering department for their individual 
requirements. 

DONGAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 
2991 -3001 Franklin Street 

Detroit 

TRANSFORMERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS " 

You will find a complete and fascinating history of 
fifty years of American literature in 

LIFE IN LETTERS 
of WILLIAM DEAN HOWELLS 

Edited by MILDRED HOWELLS 
2 Vols., $10.00 Doubleday Doran. 
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CARBORUNDUM DETECTOR 
ATURN of the pressure screw gives you perfect tone balance. 

position is fixed by adjusting lock nut, so that pres- 
sure remains permanently sensitive. (I[ Just another improve- 
ment to further insure the Perfect Tone Quality you always get 

with the Carborundum Detector -and tone quality is every- 
thing. gRecommended by noted radio- circuit designers. 

DEALER OR DIRECT -$1.50 IN U. S. A. 
Send for Free Book "Carborundum in Radio " D -2 

The Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
Canadian Carborundum Co., Ltd., Niagara Falls, Ont. 

Carborundum is the Itegietered Tnde Mark 
of The Carborundum Company for ite 
Silicon Carbide and a in eaclueive property 

Write 
for 
this 
Discount 
Card 
NOW! 

It will enable you to purchase the 
New and Improved 

KNAPP "A" POWER KIT 
at a liberal discount 

The new Knapp "A" is the finest and most com- 
plete kit ever offered. It is the only "A" Power 
adaptable to Short Wave -Super Heterodyne 
and Television reception. 
Take advantage of the wonderful offer today - 
write 

David W. Knapp, Pres. 

Knapp Electric, Inc. 
Division of P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc. 

Room 414A, 350 Madison Ave., N. Y. City 

WRITE 
TODAY 

Send for large, new, il- 
lustrated Catalog "A -4," 
showing the latest of 
everything in radio at 
wholesale prices. 

Allied Radio 
CORP RATION 

711 W. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO 

Hard, çnm..n Van., $n e0. 110 20 and S12 úJ Buehel. Gnrnm 

Vane, Alfalfa 118.00. Scanted Sweet Clover 5 90 and 55.20. ALuse 

or fled Cloven 115.00 Bap Free Send fer Sommes end Catalogue. 

KANSAS SEED CO SALINA. KANSAS 

DEALERS AND SET III IEDERS 
The NEW 1929 catalog is crammed full of the 
FINEST, NEWEST, Nationally known A. C. 
sets, consoles, cabinets, dynamic speakers, kits, 
eliminators and accessories at LOWEST 
PRICES. Largest stock of radio parts, Prompt 
delivery. No delay. 

Write for our FREE catalog 
WESTERN RADIO MANUFACTURING CO. 

12ft ß. L:tk. tit. Dept. R11-2 Chit-a e, 

THE BARAWIK CO. has, all these 
years, been famous for its variety of 
radio supplies, which it offers at money- 
saving prices. Newest dynamic speakers, 
"B" eliminators, socket power equip- 
ment, A-C harness, fine cabinets and 
furniture, amplifiers, latest amateur 
equipment, tubes, batteries; in fact, 
anything you can ask for is here, ready 
to ship, at a saving in price. Quality 
merchandise, selected goods by reliable 
makers just what you want -at big 
discounts. 

Your Savings are Tremendous 
Ask any of the quarter million Barawik 
customers why they trade here, and 
they'll tell you that, quality considered, 
our prices can't be beat. That's some- 
thing to think about! Quality comes 
first -new, fresh, good reliable mer- 
chandise, but the price always means 
a tremendous saving, neverthe- 
less. Get our catalog and prove 
this to yourself. Don't spend a 
nickel until you see our offer- 
ings first. 

Tou need this gnat radio 
bargain boot¿ as never be- 
fore-Mail the coupon now 

-TODAY. 

Barawik Co. 122 B Canal Sta. 
CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

Mail tais coupon for FREE Bargain 
Book. 

Name 

Address 

HELP! 
To help our Research Divi- 
Sion in an important survey 
of the radio field, please 
check below the classification 
to which you belong, and 
mail at your earliest con- 
venience to 

RADIO BROADCAST 
Garden City, N. Y. 

Check the classification to which you 
belong with an X. 

...Manufacturer Technician 

Radio Dealer ... .Service Man 

Engineer ....Set Builder 

(Other Occupation) 

Name 

Address 

City Stale 
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DON'T let the "static" that comes in over the 
house lighting system from motors, street 

cars, telephones and electrical appliances mar your 
radio programs with blare, squeal, fry and scratch! 

Plug in a Falck Claroceptor between wall 
socket and set and have clearer A.C. reception. A 
wonderful new improvement by a pioneer radio 
equipment manufacturer. Grounds and thus blocks 
out line interference noise and radio frequency 
disturbances. Also improves selectivity and dis- 
tance. Requires no changes in set. Measures just 
3%x5%x2t /z inches. Tested, proved. Praised by 
thousands. Get one right away -at radio parts 
dealers. Write for descriptive folder. 

$7.50 complete with 
cord and plug 

alCE) 
CLARO CEPTOR 

Built by ADVANCE ELECTRIC CO. 
1260 W. Second St. Los Angeles, Calif. 
JOBBERS and DEALERS. GET OUR PROPOSITION 

Safe as insulated wire and as convenient as 
bare wire. You cannot scorch or burn 
Braidite with a soldering iron. Excellent 
for all A -C work. Shove back the insula- 
tion, make your connection and the insula- 
tion slides right back into place. Quick and 
easy to work with. Use Braidite in your 
next set. 

At All Dealers 
25 Feet Stranded 35c 
25 Feet Solid 30c 

Red - Green - Yellow - Blue - Black 

FREESend us the name and address 
of your dealer and we will send 

you a sample package of Braidite FREE. 
Include 10c for Postage. 

ANTENNA WIRES 
Stranded. Braided, Solid, Plain, 

Tinned, Enameled 
COMPLETE ANTENNA KITS 

From $1.75 to $1.50 
HOOK -UP WIRES 

" Braidite" "Flexibus," C olored Rubber 
A -C ADAPTER HARNESSES 

Type R for RCA type tubes...........$8.00 
Type A for ARCTURUS type tubes.. 5.00 

CORNISH WIRE CO 
3 0 Church Street NewYorkCity 

J ava for Breakfast 

The Till Box 

NATIONAL Short Wave Equipment 
enabled Mr. Hinckley to hear Java 
broadcasts half way around the world. 

Yo are missing a paci of tñrills if you don't own a 

INIATII o NAIL 
THRILL SOT. 

Complete Parts 
in factory -sealed 
cartons,less tubes 

$36.00 
Metal Cabinet, 
black moire fin- 
ish, extra $6.50 

Build it yourself in one 

Write its for our 
Short Wave Bul- 
letin No. 121RB. 

NATIONAL CO. INC 
MALDEN, MASS. 
W A. Ready, Pres. 

short evening 

BROADCASTING FROM THE INSIDE 
EVERY month in RADIO BROADCAST appears the departments 

"As the Broadcaster Sees It. written by Carl Dreher, one of 
the best known broadcast engineers lintthe country. Alive with 
humor, news, apt and searching comment. Mr. Dreher's writings 
have become one of the most popular features of radio writing any- 
where. Are you reading it? Subscribe by the year and make sure of 
not missing a single issue. Slail your check for $4.00 to Subscrip- 
tion Department, Doubleday. Doran & Co., Inc., Garden City. N. Y. 

Before Buying 
Any "A" Eliminators 

Write me about the discount card which en- 
ables you to purchase the new and improved 

Knapp "A" Power Kit 
at a liberal discount. 

The most complete "A" Power Kitever 
~ offered -Address for details of plan- . 

David Ir. Knapp, Pres. 
Knapp Electric, Inc., Room 414A 
350 Madison Ave., New York City 

d t r: a E g -s 

órANYTube 
D.C. orA.C. 
AMPERITE automatic filament 
control increases tube efficiency 
and lengthens tube life. 81.10 
with mounting (in U. S. A.) 

//dial! êompatt>! 
sgYILANKLIN ST.. NEW YOKE 

FREE New "Amperit 
BD" (took" of latest ra- 
dio information and cir- 
cuit diagrams. 

Write Dept. RB -I 

RITE 
G. U 

PubefSELF-ADJUSTiTTG'Rheo,rtat 
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Now Receive Broadcast ' 

on Low Wave 
England 

Every day 

Australia 
on Thursdays 

Holland 
on Fridays 

Ste latter below 

Agf-to 
KITS 

The L.W.T. 10 Kit 

If you wish to purchase only the 
Aero Coils for the Aero Interna- 
tional, order the L. W. T. 10 Kit. 
The price is $10.50. These coils are 
designed to be used with our founda- 
tion unit. 

The L.W.T. 11 Kit 
If you prefer to furnish your own 
foundation unit for the Aero Inter- 
national, order the L. W. T. 11 Kit. 
The coils are the same as in the 
L. W. T. 10 Kit, but a mounting 
strip is provided. The price is $11.50. 

The L.W.T. 12 Kit 

Here are the newest Aero Coils. 
They are small in diameter, pro- 
viding a much smaller external field, 
a better shape factor and improved 
efficiency. The Kit consists of three 
Aero Interchangeable coils and 
base mounting with Primary Coil. 
Price, $12.50. 

Aero Gets 
Everything 
in the Air 

Long Wave 
Short Wave 
Broadcast 

AERO INTERNATIONAL 
"It may be of interest to you to know * * * that 5SW (Chelmsford, Eng- 

land) has been received every afternoon * * * since March 19th * * * PCJJ 
at Eindhoven, Holland, comes in every Friday from 7 p. m. to 11 p. m. 
2NM at Caterham, England, on Sundays, Wednesdays and Fridays. * * 

PCLL at Kootjwik, Holland, about three days a week. Listened to 2FC 
at Sidney, Australia, from 6:30 a. m. to 7 a. m. Thursday morning. * * * " 

-Extract from letter in our files. 

The above unsolicited letter is from a satisfied user of a short wave set built around Aero Coils. 
This receiver was located in western Pennsylvania, and with two stages of audio, loud speaker re- 
ception was obtained about three days a week. 

While such results are not to be expected from every receiver, it is a fact that with a given amount 
of power, a broadcasting station can be heard at far greater distances when transmitting on short 
Waves than in the usual broadcast band. This fact has been responsible for the tremendously in- 
creasing interest in short wave reception by radio fans. Static is much less objectionable on short 
waves and their use has made possible, for the first time, summer reception in many parts of the 
country where the seasonable decrease in signal strength and increase in atmospheric disturbances 
has heretofore rendered the summer use of a radio receiver very unsatisfactory. 

Most of the short wave receivers which have been made available to the public up to the present 
time have been designed primarily for the reception of continuous wave code signals, and have been 
more or less unsatisfactory for the reception of musical programs, and we believe that Aero short- 
wave receivers are the first ever placed before the gene, al public which have been designed primar- 
ily for the reception of broadcast programs on short waves. The Aero International will give you 
real thrills. Price of Kit No. 8 complete, $55.30. 

Ask your dealer or jobber for a complete Kit of all parts for the Aero International. If he can't 
supply you, write us, giving his name. 

Convert Your Present Set 
Build one of the Aero Short Wave Converters and receive short wave programs on your present 
set. The complete Kits include drilled Micarta panel and all parts. No extra tubes are needed 
when you use the single tube converters. Simply remove detector tube from your set and insert 
the plug attached to the Converter. Order Aero Kit No. 12 for D.C. Sets, and Kit No. 14 for 
A.C. Sets. Each, $32.00. If you want to build the International as a two-tube converter for your 
D.C. set, order Kit No. 9, $38.90, using one shield grid R. F. stage and regenerative detector. 

AERO PROOl'CTS, lue. 
4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Dept. 221, CYieago, III. 

Please send me a copy of your 25c Aero 
Green Book showing 64 Ipagea of newest 
modern circuits for short wave and broad- 
cast receivers, transmitters, coils and kits. 

Get the Big Green Book 
Mail this Coupon Now > 

RD P (um 
INCORPORATED 

Dept. 221, 4611 E. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

:\wxe 

( -ty State 
(221) 
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